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Abstract

With global security concerns at the forefront of political and industrial agendas,

growing attention is being focused on strategies to protect critical infrastructure from

the detrimental effects of blast and impact. While new structures can be designed

with this threat in mind, existing, ageing infrastructure remains vulnerable. Struc-

tural retrofit for blast and impact mitigation is one solution to this problem.

This work considers one practical, cost-effective retrofit solution: the application of

a spray-on elastomer coating to concrete structural elements. While encouraging

results have been reported in the literature for masonry and steel substrates, it

remains to be understood if, and by what mechanism this retrofit can enhance the

blast and impact resistance of concrete structures. The objective of this work is to

understand the blast and impact response of elastomer-coated concrete and hence,

to establish design guidelines, informing on effective implementation of this retrofit

solution.

The response characteristics of concrete and elastomer materials are established and

modelled across a range of stress states and loading rates, from quasi-static to dy-

namic. Numerical modelling and analytical techniques are used to interrogate the

blast response of elastomer-coated concrete targets. It is found that commercially

available coatings are most effective in regimes where there is severe blast-induced

concrete damage, though they offer limited benefit during fluid-structure interac-

tion and during dynamic flexure. Next, high speed experimentation is performed to

assess the impact response of elastomer-coated concrete. The addition of a coating

contributes a significant protective benefit in this regime. Numerical models are

developed and used to establish the mechanisms of protection. Finally, simple ana-

lytical models are proposed, which reveal key parameter sensitivities, thus informing

on effective coating design for concrete impact damage mitigation.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

With growing levels of concern surrounding the threat of malevolent attack, new

strategies are needed to protect civilian infrastructure and its inhabitants from blast

and impact events.

Upon detonation of an explosive device, rapid expansion of combustion gases gen-

erates a shock front which propagates radially outwards through the surrounding

medium (typically, air). However, the blast pressure pulse itself is not the only

hazardous consequence of an explosive event; the resulting fragmentation is often

considered to pose the most significant risk to human life and to surrounding urban

infrastructure [1]. Fragmentation is typically classified as either: (i) primary frag-

mentation (the high speed ejection of the material or casing comprising the explosive

device) or (ii) secondary fragmentation (as a result of the blast pressure pulse and

primary fragments interacting with nearby structures). Design for such extreme

load events presents industry with a significant number of challenges, compounded

by the lack of guidance provided by current building codes of practice [2].

In recent years, there has been increasing interest in the development of protec-

tive strategies that combine practicality and cost-effectiveness in the design of both

new-build projects, and in the retrofit of older buildings, against the evolving threat

of improvised explosive devices (including blast and fragment impact events). Al-

though protective performance of the chosen solution is key, careful consideration

must be given to reducing cost, ease of installation, low life-time maintenance re-

quirements and preserving aesthetics.

Elastomeric materials have been widely investigated for their ability to enhance blast

and impact resistance. The protective effect contributed by these materials has been

reported in the literature in the context of a number of protective strategies: metallic

bilayer and laminate structures [3–7], sandwich panel configurations [8–10], combat
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helmet suspension pads [11–13] and composite panel retrofits [14, 15], to name but

a few. A range of mechanisms have been postulated to explain the elastomer’s blast

and impact mitigating effects (for example, impedance mismatching [3], an impact-

induced glass transition [3, 4] and projectile nose-shape changing effects [7]) but this

still remains a topic of significant debate between researchers.

Of particular interest to this investigation is the use of spray-on elastomer coating

retrofits, applied to existing urban infrastructure. Their spray application gives

these coatings a distinct advantage over other candidate retrofits which are often

more expensive and difficult to install. Early experimental blast trials examined such

coatings applied to masonry wall structures which yielded encouraging results [16,

17]. Retrofitted walls were able to maintain structural integrity for significantly

higher blast intensities and further, the coating was found to act as an effective

fragment catcher, reducing the debris ejected from the damaged masonry.

Despite the potential demonstrated for spray-on elastomer coatings, a very limited

number of studies have extended consideration to the retrofit of concrete and re-

inforced concrete (RC) structures. Concrete appears an ideal candidate to benefit

from this type of retrofit, representing the most significant proportion of the ageing,

vulnerable infrastructure in today’s built environment. However, understanding the

dynamic response of concrete itself can be particularly challenging. Its quasi-brittle,

nonlinear characteristics require complex numerical and analytical modelling strate-

gies. Further, experimental impact, and particularly blast testing, are often either

too expensive or prohibited due to the sensitive nature of the topic. One of the

few numerical studies in this area has reported positive results, indicating that the

addition of a relatively thin elastomer coating to a RC slab results in significant de-

flection reductions in response to a simulated blast [18]. However, the mechanism by

which the elastomer achieves this effect remains to be understood. Furthermore, to

date, the ability of these coatings to contribute to the impact resistance of concrete

targets remains to be established.

The objectives of this thesis are thus threefold. A combination of experimental,

numerical and analytical techniques are used to:

• Establish and interrogate the influence of a typical, spray-on elastomer coating

on the blast and impact response of concrete structural elements.

• Identify and understand the key mechanism(s) at play that contribute to any

blast and/or impact mitigating effect contributed by the elastomer coating.

• Develop design guidelines, using the knowledge gained from these studies, to

inform on effective implementation of this retrofit solution.
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1.1 Thesis outline

1.1 Thesis outline

To address these objectives, this thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 presents a survey of the literature on the key topics of interest to this

study: blast and impact load characterisation; capturing the response of concrete

structures when subjected to such dynamic load events; and finally, the various

strategies that have been studied to mitigate the effects of blast and impact in the

built environment. The chapter concludes with a detailed assessment of the use of

spray-on elastomer coatings applied to masonry and concrete structures.

Chapter 3 begins the investigation by establishing a fully-coupled, numerical mod-

elling strategy to capture the response of an elastomer-coated concrete target sub-

jected to simulated air blast loading. Concrete and elastomer constitutive models are

developed and used to assess one candidate mechanism for the apparent blast miti-

gating capability of the elastomer coating: fluid-structure interaction effects.

Chapter 4 establishes the blast response regimes of a reinforced concrete beam

using a numerical analysis to vary the intensity of the simulated blast loading.

Throughout, emphasis is placed on ascertaining the regimes in which an elastomer

coating contributes its greatest protective effect. Analytical modelling is used to

further interrogate the regimes and to gain insights into the key parameters at

play.

Chapter 5 focuses on establishing the impact mitigating effects of an elastomer

coating, applied to a concrete substrate. Dynamic impact experiments are performed

to examine the response to relatively heavy (0.1 kg), relatively slow (45− 150 m s−1)

blunt, steel projectiles. A numerical model is developed to simulate these impact

indentation experiments with a view to interrogating the mechanism by which the

elastomer achieves its protective benefit.

Chapter 6 employs the numerical model developed in Chapter 5 to first, estab-

lish the impact-induced damage initiation mechanisms in the concrete and second,

to establish the coating influence on these damage mechanisms. A study is then

performed to identify and understand the protective effects of the coating.

Chapter 7 develops analytical models capable of predicting the onset of failure for

an elastomer-coated concrete target subjected to blunt projectile impact. The key

parameter sensitivities are examined to give insights into effective coating design for

concrete impact damage mitigation.

Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and presents recommendations for future work.
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CHAPTER 2

Literature review

A review of the literature is performed on the core topics of this study. It begins

with an overview of the current practices for the characterisation of blast and impact

load events. This is followed by a detailed survey of the existing work on the

dynamic response of concrete structures, subjected to blast and impact. Examples

of the various analytical, numerical and experimental approaches in the literature are

presented. Finally, a review of a selection of blast and impact mitigation strategies

is performed, with a specific emphasis on structural retrofit solutions. Throughout,

the usage of elastomer coatings in these retrofit strategies is noted as they are of

particular relevance to this study.

2.1 Blast and impact loading

Design for extreme load events, such as blast or impact, presents industry with a

dilemma. Although these events may be very unlikely and costly to design against,

they are catastrophic if they occur. Loss of life, human injury and destruction of

infrastructure are but a few of the severe consequences. Elevated threat levels related

to global security have placed these issues at the forefront of political, industrial

and public agendas over recent years. This has posed a number of design challenges,

with current building codes of practice providing little or no guidance on extreme

load events [2]. The first challenge is to characterise the loading experienced by a

structure when subjected to these dynamic loads. The following section presents a

brief review of the literature on current practices for the characterisation of blast

and impact loading.
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2.1 Blast and impact loading

2.1.1 Blast loading

In general, explosions can be classified as one of three types of event: physical,

nuclear or chemical [19]. The most common example of a physical explosion is

the rupture of a vessel containing liquid or gas under high pressure. It is usually

an accidental occurrence and forms a shock wave as the contents expand freely in

space. A nuclear explosion is caused by the fusion or fission of the nuclei of atoms.

The resulting energy heats the surrounding air, causing it to expand, forming a

blast wave. When used as a weapon, nuclear explosions are typically the largest and

most destructive. A chemical explosion involves the exothermic decomposition (or

combination) of fuel elements. In the case of materials such a trinitrotoluene (TNT),

the molecule decomposes to generate combustion gases at high temperatures. The

rapid expansion of these gases creates a shock wave that generates the explosive

effect. In this work, the focus is on the particular case of chemical explosions: more

specifically, the case of air blast — the detonation of conventional high explosive

material, such as TNT, in air.

2.1.1.1 Blast load characteristics

Upon detonation, the rapid expansion of combustion gases generates a shock front

which propagates radially outwards from the source of the explosion. The shock

wave is characterised by a sharp discontinuity in pressure which reaches a peak

value, ps above atmospheric pressure, p0. Figure 2.1 illustrates the typical pressure-

time history of a blast wave observed at a stationary point, some distance away

from the blast source. When the blast wave arrives at the stationary measurement

point, there is a sharp discontinuity in pressure up to a value, ps known as the

peak overpressure. The pressure decays back to atmospheric level in a time, t+

known as the positive duration time. This is usually followed by a negative (suction)

phase where the pressure reduces below atmospheric conditions to a value, p− before

returning to atmospheric pressure, p0 in a time t−, known as the negative duration

time.

A number of equations have been proposed to describe the typical blast wave profile

illustrated in Fig. 2.1. One of the most frequently used relationships is a modi-

fied form of Friedlander’s equation, Eq. 2.1, where b is a dimensionless waveform

parameter [19].

p(t) = ps

(
1− t

t+

)
e−(b t/t

+) (2.1)
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2.1 Blast and impact loading

Figure 2.1: A schematic representation of a typical blast wave overpressure profile, as presented
by Kambouchev [20]. Reproduced from [20].

Indeed, more complex formulas have been proposed in the literature which provide

even better agreement with experimental data [21]. However, it is often acceptable

to make the simplification of neglecting the negative phase of the blast wave [22].

It contributes only a small negative impulse to the overall impulse and, since the

underpressure would tend to reduce any transverse deflections, it is conservative

to neglect it for structural analysis. This yields a much simpler expression for the

typical blast wave profile. The most simple approximation is that of an exponential

profile:

p(t) = ps e
− t

ti 0 ≤ t ≤ ∞ (2.2)

Thus, the incident impulse of the positive phase is given by:

Ii =

∫ ∞
0

p(t) dt = ps ti (2.3)

where ti is the decay time.

When a shock front is reflected, for example, from normal interaction with a fixed

rigid wall in its path, the resulting reflected pressure, pr is magnified compared with

its incident value. Kambouchev [20] notes the nonlinear dependence of the reflected

pressure on the magnitude of the incident shock pressure due to gas compressibility

effects in air. Thus, a pressure reflection coefficient, CR is defined [20]:

CR =
pr
ps

= 2
7p0 + 4ps
7p0 + ps

(2.4)

From Eq. 2.4, it can be derived that the reflected pressure ranges from a minimum
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2.1 Blast and impact loading

of twice the incident pressure, to a limiting factor of eight times, for increasingly

strong shocks in air.

Determining blast parameters

It is often useful to be able to determine the key blast parameters, namely, the

peak overpressure, ps and incident impulse, Ii based on physical quantities of the

explosion of interest. To achieve this, there are a number of techniques described in

the literature including graphical, empirical formulae and computer code.

In one of the most thorough bodies of work in this field, Baker et al. [21, 23] provide

blast parameter data in a graphical format based on a large number of experimental

blast trials. Often, however, empirical formulae are preferred, simply due to the ease

of implementation. One popular set of empirical equations are those of Kingery and

Bulmash [24], which define blast parameters as a function of scaled distance, Z:

Z =
R

W
1
3

(2.5)

where R is the stand-off distance between the source of the explosion and the point

of measurement in metres, and W is the mass of the explosive in units of kg of

TNT.

In the literature, it is often the case that blast parameters are presented for a certain

reference blast and a scaling law is used to obtain the blast parameters for the explo-

sion of interest. The most common reference case considers the detonation of 1 kg of

TNT in air under atmospheric conditions. For a chemical explosion produced from

the detonation of high explosive, the Hopkinson scaling law is generally accepted

as being the most appropriate [22]. This states that for two charges of the same

explosive material, detonated in the same atmospheric conditions, a similar blast

wave is generated at equivalent scaled distances, Z defined by Eq. 2.5.

The proposed Kingery and Bulmash empirical relations [24] are also based on a large

number of experimental trials. These equations have been implemented in the US

Department of Defense manual on the design of structures to resist accidental ex-

plosions (UFC-3-340-02, previously TM-5-1300) [25]. In turn, they have formed the

basis for the automated CONWEP computer code [26] which has been incorporated

into various finite element packages including ABAQUS/Explicit [27]. It is noted

that because of the commercial significance of Kingery and Bulmash’s work [24], it

is not readily available in the public domain [22].

An alternative set of empirical relationships, proposed by Kinney and Graham [28]
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2.1 Blast and impact loading

are presented in Eqs 2.6 to 2.8. They derive values for the peak overpressure, ps,

positive duration, t+ and incident positive impulse, Ii in terms of the scaled distance,

Z:

ps
p0

=
808

[
1 +

(
Z
4.5

)2]√[
1 +

(
Z

0.048

)2] [
1 +

(
Z

0.32

)2] [
1 +

(
Z

1.35

)2] (2.6)

t+

W
1
3

=
980

[
1 +

(
Z

0.54

)10]
[
1 +

(
Z

0.02

)3] [
1 +

(
Z

0.74

)6] [
1 +

(
Z
6.9

)2] 1
2

ms kg−
1
3 (2.7)

Ii =
0.067

√
1 +

(
Z

0.23

)4
Z2 3

√
1 +

(
Z

1.55

)3 bar ms (2.8)

In work by Florek [29], Kinney and Graham’s [28] empirically derived blast param-

eters are compared with that of Baker [23] and the CONWEP code [26]. It is found

that the peak overpressures match extremely well for Z < 10 and that although the

predicted incident impulses are slightly greater than those predicted by Baker [23]

and CONWEP [26], there is good agreement. In contrast, Kinney and Graham’s

prediction for the positive duration, t+ is in poor agreement with Baker [23] and

CONWEP [26]. It is noted that the positive duration time, t+ given by Eq. 2.7, is

not equivalent to the decay time, ti defined in Eq. 2.2. Rather, the decay time can

be calculated as, ti = Ii/ps (Eq. 2.3) where ps is given by Eq. 2.6 and Ii is given by

Eq. 2.8.

2.1.2 Impact loading

When designing for an explosive load event, it is important not only to consider the

effects of the blast pressure pulse, but also the resulting impacts from fragmenta-

tion. Generally, fragmentation can be classified as: (i) primary fragmentation or (ii)

secondary fragmentation. Primary fragmentation occurs upon detonation and is a

result of the high speed ejection of the material or casing surrounding the explosive

device. Primary fragments are typically small, with irregular geometry and can have

very high velocities. Secondary fragmentation results from both the blast pressure

pulse and primary fragments interacting with nearby structures. Usually, secondary

fragments are larger, with lower initial velocities than primary fragments [30].

8



2.1 Blast and impact loading

2.1.2.1 Impact load characteristics

Impact load events can be characterised by several variables: (i) the projectile impact

velocity and angle of incidence, (ii) the geometry and material properties of the

projectile and (iii) the geometry and material properties of the target.

Specifically considering fragmentation impacts that arise from an explosive load

event, Dusenberry [30] provides a comprehensive review of the current practices

employed in the characterisation of primary and secondary fragmentation. Based on

an assumed primary fragment shape and mass, the initial velocity may be calculated

using the Gurney method [31]. Based on a series of experimental trials, Gurney

states that the initial velocity of primary fragments produced from a cylindrical-

cased explosive charge is a function of the explosive output energy and the ratio of

the explosive charge weight to casing weight.

Secondary fragmentation, on the other hand, is much more difficult to characterise

as it is represented by a wide array of fragment sizes, shapes and initial velocities.

Dusenberry [30] presents graphical and empirical methods to predict the initial ve-

locity of a secondary fragment, depending on whether it is initially unconstrained or

constrained before the explosive event. Further, to establish the hazard that impact

from a fragment poses to a certain target, the fragment trajectory and final velocity

need to be determined, based on knowledge of the initial velocity, stand-off from

the target and drag forces. The determination of fragment impact velocities, pro-

duced from an explosive event is beyond the scope of the present study. However,

its importance is noted and forms the basis for a discussion of the combined loading

phenomena, reviewed in Section 2.2.3.

The discussion here is simplified to consider probably the most fundamental basis for

classification of impact events: the projectile impact velocity, as this has the greatest

influence on the range of phenomena observed. A conventional laboratory drop tower

apparatus can achieve impact speeds in the range, 0− 25 m s−1, usually considered

as low speed impact events. High velocity impact, at sub-ordnance velocities in the

range 25− 500 m s−1 can typically be achieved using laboratory gas gun apparatus.

Higher impact speeds can be classified as ordnance (500 − 1300 m s−1) and ultra-

ordnance velocities (1300 − 3000 m s−1), typically achieved by conventional guns

and special-purpose guns, respectively [32]. This review will mostly focus on high

velocity impact events, at sub-ordnance velocities which are more akin to impact

from secondary fragmentation rather than primary.
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2.2 Dynamic response of concrete structures

2.2 Dynamic response of concrete structures

For many years, concrete has been of interest to both civil and military engineers

in the design of infrastructure to resist the detrimental effects of both blast and

impact. These load events may be accidental (e.g. pressure vessel explosion, forces

of nature, vehicle and aircraft crashes) or malicious (e.g. terrorist bombing, the

resulting fragmentation, ballistic weapons). A recent European Commission, Joint

Research Centre technical report [33] has highlighted that the current Eurocode

standards provide little or no guidelines for designing against these extreme load

events. Although Eurocode EN 1991-1-7 [2] gives guidance for the cases of accidental

load events, it is largely focused on the particular scenarios of impact from vehicle

collision and internal gas explosion. As a result of this lack of uniform, early-design-

stage guidance, designers have adopted other approaches for assessing how blast and

impact loading affects key structural elements.

In this section a review of the large body of research that exists on the dynamic

response of concrete structures is presented. Typically, researchers tend to employ

three approaches in their analysis — analytical, numerical and/or experimental.

Examples of each approach in the analysis of concrete’s response to blast and impact

will be considered.

2.2.1 Response to blast

2.2.1.1 Analytical approaches

One of the most common methods employed by civil engineering professionals in

their preliminary design for blast loading is the use of single degree of freedom

(SDOF) systems to model the response of structural elements. The technique is

considered applicable to cases where the first mode of vibration dominates and

therefore can be considered responsible for the overall structural response. A con-

tinuous structure can be transformed to an idealised SDOF system, as illustrated in

Fig. 2.2 using the method described by Biggs [34].

The resulting undamped elastic dynamic equilibrium equation is given by Eq. 2.9,

where, M is the equivalent lumped mass, K is the spring constant, F (t) is the

equivalent applied (idealised blast) loading and y(t) is the vertical displacement.

Equation 2.9 can then be solved to provide an approximation of the displacement

or rotation at a particular point in the structure. The process is relatively simple

for elastic deformations but typically, structural elements are expected to undergo

large inelastic deformation when exposed to blast. In this case, designers often must
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2.2 Dynamic response of concrete structures

Figure 2.2: A simple elastic SDOF system for a structural mass, M under the effect of an external
force, F (t) where the structural resistance is expressed in terms of the spring constant, K and the
vertical displacement, y(t). Reproduced from Ngo et al. [35].

turn to explicit time-step numerical approaches to solve the SDOF system.

M ÿ(t) +K y(t) = F (t) (2.9)

In designing for blast, it can be useful to consider what loading combination gives rise

to a particular level of damage. This damage criterion is often defined as a maximum

allowable displacement or rotation for a particular structural element, which can be

obtained using a SDOF analysis. Once a particular damage level is defined, a curve

can be plotted in load-parameter space which represents constant damage. This is

typically achieved by applying the law of conservation of mechanical energy to a

SDOF model using the method proposed by Baker et al. [23]. The resulting graph

is referred to as a p-I (pressure-impulse) diagram. These iso-damage curves are

illustrated in Fig. 2.3. To the left and below the curves, represent combinations of

pressure and impulse that will not cause the specified damage level whereas above

and to the right of the curves represent blast loads which cause damage in excess of

the specified level. In terms of loading, the p-I diagram can be split into three zones:

impulsive loading (large magnitude loads but short in duration); quasi-static loading

(very long duration, low magnitude loading); and dynamic loading (the zone lying

between the impulsive and quasi-static loading zones). These zones are highlighted

in Fig. 2.3.

The accuracy of a SDOF approach depends on the selection of an appropriate SDOF

system to represent the governing failure mechanism of the structural element [30].

While most SDOF models are used to capture the flexural response of a structure,

this may not be the most critical response characteristic, particularly for high in-

tensity blast loading of concrete structures where brittle shear failure may prove

critical. In the 2008 work of Shi et al. [37], a novel way of measuring reinforced con-
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Figure 2.3: A typical pressure-impulse (p-I) diagram. Adapted from [36].

crete column damage is proposed that encompasses both shear and flexural damage

— by assessing the RC column’s axial load carrying degradation. By performing a

series of numerical simulations, the axial load carrying capacity is assessed, degrees

of damage are defined and an analytical formula is postulated to predict the shape

of the p-I curve.

In general however, SDOF models are frequently criticised for being over-simplistic

which has prompted some authors to implement a much more complex, multi degree

of freedom (MDOF) approach which is capable of incorporating greater material de-

tail. The work of El-Dakhakhni et al. [38] is one such example where a structural

member is replaced with a series of discrete, connected nodes with material proper-

ties concentrated at each of these nodes. While this technique is capable of producing

more accurate results, it is at the expense of time and ease of use and is therefore

not favoured by industry. Further, SDOF and MDOF models of individual struc-

tural elements do not account for the interaction between connected elements, the

phasing of their responses or actual boundary conditions. Therefore, these models

provide little insight into the response of the overall structural system [30].

Other analytical approaches tend to use simplifying assumptions, such as rigid-

perfectly plastic material behaviour or deformation shape functions that approxi-

mate global behaviour. Jones [39] defines a number of analytical solutions for the

behaviour of rigidly-perfectly plastic plates, beams and shells, loaded dynamically.

These solutions are widely used in the literature for metal plates subjected to blast

loading [40, 41], but less so for reinforced concrete. In one notable exception, Luccio-

nia and Luege [42] examine concrete pavement slabs under blast loading. Assuming

the slab can be approximated as a circular plate, simply supported on its edges (and
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that the soil foundation does not alter its collapse mechanism), an upper limit on the

ultimate loading pressure is estimated using Lubliner’s plasticity solutions [43].

Although these analytical approaches may be used by industry as an early-design-

stage tool, it is acknowledged that they are over-simplistic, particularly when applied

to concrete or indeed, reinforced concrete (RC) structures. Instead, researchers in

the literature have often turned to experimental and numerical approaches to gain

a greater understanding of the dynamic response of concrete.

2.2.1.2 Numerical approaches

While analytical approaches may be appropriate for early design stage estimations,

finite element analysis (FEA) provides better confidence in a design. Complex and

time-consuming, full-scale FEA allows the user to define the material model, geome-

try and loading parameters with a great deal of accuracy. Importantly, it can account

for interactions between each of these design parameters for example, strain rate ef-

fects experienced by certain materials. In addition, FEA is an invaluable tool for

modelling scenarios that are difficult to recreate experimentally. This is particularly

relevant to blast experiments where the equipment, time and space requirements

often preclude industry (and often academic researchers) from performing full-scale

tests.

Explicit finite element analysis is typically employed for the modelling of highly dy-

namic events such as blast. Explicit formulations of the equations of motion express

the displacement at a given time step in terms of displacements, velocities and/or

accelerations at previous time-steps. These equations are solved at each node, using

the current material properties and geometry at that point in time. An Implicit so-

lution scheme, on the other hand, expresses the displacement of each node at a point

in time in terms of all displacements, velocities or accelerations at that time; thus,

the equations of motion of the entire system are solved simultaneously [30]. Ex-

plicit FEA is much more efficient for modelling the dynamic response of structures,

particularly those which exhibit material and geometric non-linearities. However, it

must be used with caution, as explicit formulations have a critical time-step above

which the solution becomes unstable. Thus, FE models must be carefully validated

by comparison with experimental test data and known analytical solutions in order

to provide confidence in predictions.

Several commercial codes are employed in the literature for modelling the dynamic

response of concrete, such as LS-DYNA [44], AUTODYN [45] and ABAQUS [27].

The success of these codes is heavily reliant upon being able to achieve a repre-
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sentative concrete constitutive model. Typically, concrete must be idealised as a

homogeneous continuum, with model definitions based on the macroscopic uniaxial

or triaxial response. There is much debate in the literature regarding the optimum

material model to capture the dynamic response of concrete, but most share a num-

ber of common features. For elastic-plastic deformation, non-linear plasticity theory

is usually employed with a pressure-sensitive yield surface and a non-associated flow

rule. A failure surface defines the onset of strain-softening in both tension and com-

pression regimes. A damage model may be included, defined by the residual stress

states. The following discussion reviews the numerical approaches in the literature

for capturing the blast response of concrete structures. It is noted from the outset

that there are very few examples of fully defined concrete constitutive models in the

published literature.

The most popular explicit, nonlinear, finite element programme used in the litera-

ture for modelling the dynamic response of concrete is LS-DYNA [44]. This code

provides a large number of built-in material models that require minimal user input,

thereby greatly simplifying the problem of fully defining a concrete material model.

Zhao and Chen [46] used LS-DYNA to model a square, reinforced concrete slab

subjected to “close-in” blast loading and found that their results agreed well with

experiment in terms of predicting damage characteristics such as spall and crack-

ing. They used an Arbitrary-Lagrange-Euler approach in modelling the explosive,

air and concrete. For the concrete, material type 72 (Mat Concrete Damage Rel3 )

was implemented, which is a form of the Karagozian and Case model [44]. This is

a plasticity-based model using three shear failure surfaces and includes damage and

strain rate effects [46]. The user supplies a value for the unconfined compressive

strength and LS-DYNA generates the required parameters automatically. The same

concrete model was employed by Lin et al. [47] and Yan et al. [48] in their studies

on the response of RC panels and beams, respectively under close-in blast. In both

cases, good agreement with experimental results was reported in terms of maximum

deflections and cracking and spall distributions. Pantelides et al. [49] instead chose

to use material model 159 in LS-DYNA to model RC panels subject to blast deto-

nations. This is a smooth, surface cap model i.e. there is a continuous intersection

between the shear (failure) surface and the hardening compaction surface (cap).

The damage formulation models both strain softening and modulus reduction. The

user is only required to specify the concrete compressive strength and the maximum

aggregate size. Predictions for the induced damage agreed qualitatively with that

observed in experiments.

Another popular numerical technique for assessing the dynamic response of RC is

the use of hydrocode software such as AUTODYN [45]. It is marketed as being
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particularly suited to simulating the response of materials to severe loadings from

impact, high pressure or explosions. Wang et al. [50] developed a sophisticated

model in AUTODYN capable of predicting damage in square reinforced concrete

slabs under close-in explosion. The Riedel, Hiermaier and Thoma (RHT) model

[51] was implemented to model the concrete material. This is a macroscale ma-

terial model incorporating strain rate effects and damage. The shear strength is

described through the use of three surfaces; the inelastic yield surface, the failure

surface and the residual surface, each dependent on pressure. Wang et al. [50] pro-

vide a detailed description of the theory behind the RHT model and include a list

of the parameters implemented. The numerical results were compared with their

experimental study and showed good agreement in terms of the cracking and spall

patterns predicted.

Astarlioglu et al. [52] instead chose ABAQUS [27] to analyse the behaviour of RC

columns subjected to combined axial and blast-induced transverse loading. Accurate

predictions of midspan deflections were achieved. A modified Drucker-Prager-Cap

model was used for the concrete but no details are presented on the parameters

implemented. Luccionia and Luege [42] also employ a Drucker-Prager model in

ABAQUS to examine concrete slabs on a soil foundation subjected to blast charges

suspended above them. They performed a similar analysis using the hydrocode

software, AUTODYN but due to the greater functionality available, they were also

able to model the detonation process and the propagation of the pressure wave in the

air. Both techniques were capable of approximately reproducing the deformation

and failure shape of the plate observed experimentally.

In a further variation, Yi et al. [53] chose the Concrete Damaged Plasticity (CDP)

model in ABAQUS to predict the response of shallowly buried, RC rectangular

box structures subjected to blast loading on their top surface. Comparing results

with experimental observations, it was concluded that the model was capable of

predicting the dynamic responses and typical flexure, flexure-shear and direct shear

failure modes.

It is apparent that there is a great deal of debate surrounding the optimal choice

of modelling software and concrete constitutive model in the literature. To validate

the chosen modelling approach, many authors choose to compare FE predictions

with results from experimental blast trials.
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2.2.1.3 Experimental approaches

Experiments are a key tool in assessing the response of concrete structures under

blast loads. They serve as the benchmark in validating both analytical and numer-

ical approaches and are invaluable in gaining a thorough understanding of how a

complex material such as concrete behaves under dynamic loading. Unfortunately,

testing is expensive due to difficulties in achieving appropriate set-up and safety

requirements, so it is seldom performed by industry. Further, only a select group

of researchers have capabilities in this field and since their results can be of mili-

tary/defence importance, they may not be published. A selection of the available

literature on blast experiments on concrete structures is now presented.

A series of experiments were performed by Silva and Lu [54, 55] in order to ascertain

what blast intensity (in terms of charge weight and stand-off distance), gives rise

to particular levels of damage in RC structures. This is a popular technique in the

literature, whereby the damage inflicted to a RC member is assessed qualitatively

and correlated with a “displacement ductility level” in the range 1 − 6, where a

level of 1, say, corresponds to the presence of minor cracking, and a level of 6 to

major damage requiring repair. In practice, it is often not permissible to fit strain

gauges or displacement measuring devices as they are likely to be damaged during

testing. Therefore, descriptions of damage to RC structures under blast are typically

limited to visual inspections and post-test measurements of crack widths and slab

deformations [55].

Wang et al. [50] performed an experimental study on the damage mode of one-

way square reinforced concrete slabs under close-in explosion. Full-scale testing was

performed on the slabs with the blast intensity varying depending on the weight

of explosive placed at a fixed stand-off distance. It was observed that the blast

wave passed through the concrete and was reflected back as a tensile wave. There

was a resulting high level of cracking and spallation on the bottom face of the slab.

Further, it was concluded that as the explosive mass was increased, the failure mode

changed from overall flexural failure to local punching failure. These insights were

then used to establish empirical criteria for different levels of damage.

In an extension of this study, Wang et al. [56] addressed the scaling of the dy-

namic response of one-way square reinforced concrete slabs under close-in blast. As

described, full-scale blast experiments can be prohibitively complex and costly so

it would be desirable to achieve accurate results using a scaled-down experiment.

Their results show good agreement for macrostructure damage and fracture patterns

but found that larger specimens experienced more severe local damage than their

scaled-down counterparts. A similar experimental scaling study was performed by
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Zhang et al. [57] for RC beams under close-in blast loading and similar results were

observed. An empirical equation was also proposed to correct the scaling model to

account for the observed size effects.

In conclusion, it is clear that published results from experimental blast trials are

limited and typically hindered by lack of appropriate instrumentation. Thus, as-

sessment of the response of concrete structures subjected to blast is often restricted

to qualitative statements. Further, many authors have recognised the necessity for

more experimental studies to explore the interplay between loading intensity, geo-

metrical and material effects [50, 56].

2.2.2 Response to impact

The wide range of projectiles that may be produced as a result of an explosive event

in an urban environment means that developing a design strategy is not trivial.

Further, the various local and global phenomena observed are highly dependent on

the target structure and the rate of loading.

As illustrated in Fig. 2.4 and discussed by Li et al. [58], concrete may exhibit various

phenomena in response to projectile impact:

• Perforation: the projectile completely penetrates the target.

• Penetration: the projectile penetrates part way through the thickness of the

target, without complete perforation.

• Scabbing: concrete fragments are ejected from the distal face of the target.

• Spalling: concrete fragments are ejected from the proximal face of the target.

• Cone cracking and plugging [58]: the formation of a cone-shaped crack in the

concrete at the impact site. In severe cases, this could lead to the formation

of a punching shear plug.

• Radial cracking [58]: macroscopic, radial concrete cracks emanating from the

impact site.

• Global target response: the overall structural response which may be domi-

nated by bending flexure, shear and/or a membrane response.

Historically, studies on the response of concrete structures subjected to impact load

events has been driven by military interest for the design of protective structures

to withstand missile impacts. However, in recent years, the nuclear industry has

driven forward this research, with the aim of designing effective containment vessels
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Figure 2.4: Penetration and perforation mechanisms of concrete slabs by non-deforming projectiles.
Reproduced from [59].

for nuclear reactors. Much of the research in this field tends to focus on the local

impact response of concrete, with reviews presented by Kennedy [59], Corbett [60]

and Li et al. [58], to name but a few. The key themes will be discussed here

but consideration will also be given to studies on the global target response where

informative. This review is restricted to considering hard, non-deforming projectiles,

striking the target normally. Consideration will be given to concrete slab, beam and

plate target geometries and although not the focus of the present investigation,

variation in projectile nose-shape geometries are noted throughout.

2.2.2.1 Analytical approaches

The local response of concrete targets subjected to projectile impact is usually as-

sessed in terms of four quantities in the literature:

• Perforation limit: the minimum target thickness to prevent perforation by the

projectile.

• Penetration depth: the depth to which the projectile penetrates the target and

is arrested without perforation.

• Ballistic limit: the minimum initial projectile velocity required to perforate

the target.
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• Scabbing limit: the minimum target thickness required to prevent scabbing.

Researchers must often rely on empirical or semi-empirical relationships for estimates

of these local damage metrics, often based on curve-fitting to experimental data.

Li et al. [58] provide a comprehensive review of the various formula available. One

of the most widely recommended [58–60] formula is the Modified National Defense

Research Committee (NDRC) formula. It has a semi-analytical basis and has been

shown to hold well when extrapolated over a wide range of variables. The NDRC

formula predicts the penetration depth, xpd from a G function equation:

G = 3.8× 10−5
N∗M

dp
√
σcu

(V0
dp

)1.8
(2.10)

where
xpd
dp

= 2G0.5 for G ≥ 1 (2.11)

or
xpd
dp

= G+ 1 for G < 1 (2.12)

where N∗ is the nose-shape factor for the projectile (1.0 for a blunt nose), dp is

the diameter of the projectile, M is the mass of the projectile and K is the target

penetrability factor. Kennedy [59] proposed that the K factor was proportional to

the square-root of the reciprocal of the ultimate compressive strength of the target

concrete, σcu (K = 180
√
σcu). Further, he proposed relationships for the perforation

and scabbing limit [59]. Like the majority of the empirical relationships proposed,

the modified NDRC formula does not account for the effects of steel reinforcement.

Penetration tests by Sliter [61] confirmed that penetration and scabbing metrics

displayed only a weak dependence on reinforcing ratio while perforation resistance

was improved only with very heavy reinforcement.

A number of military design codes, such as the US Army Manual, TM-5-855-1 [62]

and the British Army manual [63] make other formula recommendations for the

prediction of perforation, penetration and scabbing limits but the validity of these

formula have only been verified over ordnance velocity ranges. Considering low to

intermediate impact speeds, the UMIST formula [64] (based on work for the nuclear

industry in the R3 Impact Assessment Procedure [65]) have been verified in the

sub-ordnance range for the prediction of critical projectile energies to cause cone

cracking, scabbing and perforation.

Clearly, significant research has been dedicated to predicting the local response of

concrete subjected to projectile impact. However, analytical predictions for the

global response are very challenging and thus limited, often requiring some compu-
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tational input. One approach is to employ the SDOF method discussed in Section

2.2.1.1 in relation to blast. Krauthammer et al. [66] present an analytical method

to understand the dynamic response of impulsively loaded RC beams and one-way

slabs. The deformed configuration is computed at every load step and the parame-

ters for a SDOF model are derived. The approach is validated by comparison with

experimental measurements of peak and permanent displacements.

In another example, Fujikake et al. [67] developed a simple analytical model to

predict the maximum midspan deflection of RC beams using a two degree-of-freedom

mass-spring-damper model. The model was verified against drop-weight impact tests

on RC beams and good agreement was achieved provided overall flexural failure

dominated. This work highlights that simple analytical models fail to correctly

predict global behaviour once local damage becomes significant; often because these

models do not account for the energy dissipated in concrete penetration.

2.2.2.2 Numerical approaches

Often, designers must turn to finite element analysis (FEA) to capture the com-

plexities of the concrete dynamic impact problem. The following section discusses

how authors in the literature use numerical models to achieve good predictions of

local responses, global responses and failure modes — something that analytical

techniques can rarely achieve.

Numerical modelling strategies for analysing the impact response of concrete follow

the same trends as those described for blast, in Section 2.2.1.2. Explicit solution

schemes are favoured and the same commercial FEA codes tend to be employed,

namely LS-DYNA, AUTODYN and ABAQUS as discussed. Once more, there is

debate in the literature regarding the best material constitutive model to represent

concrete, though most consider it as a solid continuum which exhibits pressure-

dependent plasticity.

Adhikary et al. [68] used LS-DYNA [44] to perform numerical simulations of static

and low velocity impact of RC beams. A parametric study was performed using

material model 159 for the concrete constitutive model, a continuous surface cap

model with strain rate effects included. Most severe midspan deflections were re-

ported for large impactor masses, lower reinforcement, lower concrete compressive

strength and fixed-fixed end boundary conditions. Tai and Tang [69] also used

LS-DYNA but instead chose the Johnson-Holmquist concrete material model. The

impact of ogive-nosed projectiles on RC targets was modelled over the velocity range

300 − 1100 m s−1 and reasonable agreement was obtained with experimental obser-
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vations [70].

Trivedi and Singh [71] used a different modelling approach to simulate a RC slab,

impacted with a cylindrical drop hammer. Using ABAQUS [27], they employed the

Concrete Damaged Plasticity (CDP) model and validated it against an experimental

study from the literature [72]. Many of the material model parameters are presented.

Their model was capable of predicting both local and global modes of failure through

measurable parameters such as strain-based failure criteria, shear failure criteria,

rebar strain and tensile damage patterns.

Mokhatar and Abdullah [73] presented a review of the concrete material models

available in ABAQUS to capture impact loading of RC slabs. Three constitutive

models are considered — the Drucker-Prager model, the Cap-Plasticity model and

the Concrete Damaged Plasticity (CDP) model [27]. For each case, the authors

have presented a comprehensive list of the modelling parameters (though no details

are provided on how these parameters are derived). All models were capable of

providing reasonable predictions of the RC slab response but some performed better

than others, depending on the quantity of interest. For example, the Cap Plasticity

model provided the closest agreement to the experimentally measured impact force-

time response whereas the CDP model enabled interrogation of the damage wave

propagation and final crack pattern, which agreed well with experimental observa-

tions.

The studies presented here highlight the necessity for careful consideration of the

modelling software and concrete constitutive model. In all cases, the chosen model

should be validated against known solutions or preferably, experimental tests to

provide confidence in the predictions. Furthermore, it is noted that a more detailed

interrogation of the popular continuum approaches for modelling the local impact

of concrete is required, discussed further in Section 8.2.

2.2.2.3 Experimental approaches

Experimental studies on the impact response of concrete structures typically fall into

two categories: (i) low velocity, drop-tower tests and (ii) high velocity gun tests (in

the sub-ordnance range). Depending on the target geometry and/or rate of loading,

local failure, global structural failure or a combination of both may dominate.

A common aim of experimental studies in this area is to study local damage effects to

inform the development of empirical equations. In one notable example, Forrestal et

al. [74] developed an empirical equation for the penetration depth of ogive-nose pro-

jectiles, impacting concrete targets normally. Impact experiments, using a powder
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gun apparatus were performed at speeds in the range 250−800 m s−1 and good agree-

ment was achieved between experimental measurements and equation predictions.

Significantly, a projectile diameter scale effect was identified, limiting the validity

of the derived equations over certain ranges of projectile mass and diameter [74,

75].

In a similar approach, Dancygier et al. [76] conducted an experimental programme

on the impact of high strength concrete (HSC) plates with non-deforming, conical-

nosed steel projectiles. While perforation resistance was increased compared with

normal strength concrete, it was found that existing formulae (for example, the

previously discussed NDRC formula [59]) over-estimated the perforation limit ve-

locity for HSC targets due to the various effects of the concrete components and

reinforcement design. This is an important conclusion, flagging up the influence

of concrete microstructure on local impact response (which is later discussed in

Section 8.2).

Experimental impact studies are particularly useful for examining the interplay

between local and global responses and failure modes. Zineddin and Krautham-

mer [72] investigated the dynamic response of RC slabs under impact loading using

drop-weight testing in an effort to understand how different reinforcement layouts

influence the damage patterns and failure modes. The global failure modes are par-

ticularly sensitive to the rate of loading. For instance, quasi-static loading tends to

produce a flexure-dominated response in which spalling and scabbing are most com-

monly observed. However, a soft impact is more likely to give rise to high stresses at

the support region and thus direct shear failure at this location. For more impulsive

(shorter duration) impacts, local damage such as punching failure dominates given

the time is too short for stress wave propagation.

Kataoka et al. [77] illustrated that the failure modes observed are also influenced

by the target geometry. RC slabs of different thickness were subjected to moder-

ate velocity impacts (65 − 90 m s−1) by heavy, 8 kg hemispherical steel projectiles.

Perforation was observed for the thinnest slabs whereas thicker slabs experienced

a transition from spalling dominated to scabbing with an increase in impact veloc-

ity.

This survey of the literature has highlighted the breadth of variables involved in

the experimental analysis of the impact response of concrete structures. From mi-

crostructural effects to global failure modes, uncertainties are compounded by diffi-

culties in performing high speed impact experiments and instrumenting them effec-

tively. It is clear why there is a lack of uniform design guidance on this topic.
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2.2.3 Response to combined loading

Another area of research that remains to be fully explored and understood is that of

the combined loading scenario. Combined loading considers a blast pressure pulse

in combination (either simultaneously or at a time offset) with (one or multiple)

fragment impacts. This, of course, is more representative of a realistic explosive load

event but is challenging to investigate, both experimentally and numerically.

Leppanen [78] analysed concrete blocks (of dimensions 0.75 m by 0.75 m by 0.5 m)

struck by multi-fragment impacts and a blast wave. An explosive charge and multi-

ple ball bearings were suspended above the concrete target. The ball bearings (acting

as the fragments) reached velocities of c. 1650 m s−1. Post-impact specimens were as-

sessed and subjected to uniaxial compressive and tensile splitting tests to study how

the properties of the concrete were influenced. It was concluded that damage was

localised in the impact zone and that concrete below twice the depth of the impact

zone experienced little damage from blast or fragments. The post-impact compres-

sive tests revealed that there was some increase in compressive strength below the

spalling zone, probably due to compaction. The tensile splitting tests suggested

that loading the specimen parallel to the cracking direction gave a lower measure of

strength compared with loading perpendicular to the cracks. A numerical analysis

was performed in AUTODYN using the RHT model for concrete. Predictions of

damage were in good agreement with experiments. Leppanen studied the effects

of fragment impact alone, and compared the results with the combined blast wave

plus fragment impact scenario. The numerical model predicted greater concrete

damage for the latter load case indicating that both the blast wave and fragment

impact effects must be taken into account when designing for a realistic explosive

event.

This synergistic effect was further verified by Nyström and Gylltoft [79], who also

used AUTODYN and the RHT model for concrete to study the combined effects of

blast and fragment impacts on a reinforced concrete wall. Full details of the material

model parameters are presented. The damage caused by combined loading was more

severe than the damage caused by adding the results of the blast and fragment

impact separately. A SDOF model was employed to estimate wall deflections but

in doing so, the limitations of the SDOF approach were exposed. For instance, the

SDOF approach failed to capture the energy consumed in penetration and crushing

of the concrete, the formation of flexural cracks, and inertia effects.

The combined loading scenario is a multi-physics problem, spanning a range of local

and global phenomena to capture the overall structural response. Several com-
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mercially available codes for dynamic structural simulations include a Lagrangian

processor (typically used for solid continua, such as the structure) and an Eulerian

processor (typically for modelling fluids and gases). These must often be combined

to model blast and fragmentation loading of structures, and certainly to capture

the synergistic effects of combined loading. One alternative is to employ a meshless

technique to model the problem. To investigate the synergistic effects of blast and

fragmentation impact loading on a concrete wall, Hu and Chen [80] employ one such

meshless technique, the material point method (MPM) which is an extension from

computational fluid dynamics to computational structural dynamics. Preliminary

results on 1D and 2D blast and impact problems have yielded encouraging results

but the authors call for more experimental and analytical evidence to verify and

validate their proposed technique.

2.2.4 Strain-rate effects and lateral confinement

Blast and impact load events are likely to induce high strain rates in the range

100−103 s−1 [35, 81]. A well known, yet not well understood phenomenon exhibited

by concrete is a strain rate sensitive strength enhancement over this particular range

of strain rates. This strength enhancement can be quantified in terms of a dynamic

increase factor (DIF), which is defined as the ratio of the unconfined dynamic uni-

axial compressive strength to its quasi-static value. Many works in the literature

have sought to quantify the relationship between the strain rate and the DIF, as

illustrated in Fig. 2.5. Further, empirical relationships to estimate the DIF have

been proposed by a number of authors [82, 83] as well as being implemented in the

CEB design code [84]. It is generally agreed that the strain rate effect becomes sig-

nificant beyond some critical value of strain rate, typically in the range 100−102 s−1

[81–83]. In recent times, the SHPB (Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar) technique has

been implemented as tool for assessing the dynamic strength of concrete structures

and the results appear to confirm this apparent strength enhancement beyond a

critical value of strain rate [82, 83].

However, the physical mechanisms that contribute to this strength enhancement are

not well understood. A number of theories have been postulated in relation to free

water content [85], cement viscoelasticity [58] and lateral confinement [86] for in-

stance. A significant step towards understanding the key mechanisms at play came

from Li and Meng’s work [86] on assessing the validity of the SHPB technique for

testing concrete-like materials. They show that the strain-rate dependence identified

using the SHPB technique is caused mainly by the existence of lateral inertia con-

finement rather than a genuine strain rate effect. It is warned that misinterpreting
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Figure 2.5: The strain rate effect on the unconfined uniaxial compressive strength of concrete [58,
81]. Reproduced from Bischoff and Perry [81].

this “pseudo-strain-rate effect” may lead to dangerous overestimates of the concrete

compressive strength and thus, designers must use caution if they account for the

DIF in their calculations.

2.3 Structural blast and impact mitigation strategies

Over the past number of years, industry’s attention has become increasingly focused

on the idea of designing for resilience, particularly in response to the threat posed by

terrorist bomb blasts. Designers must balance a number of competing factors when

deciding upon an optimum solution, especially when considering how to protect

existing, vulnerable infrastructure. For example, the chosen protective strategy

should be economically viable, have no significant maintenance requirements over

its life-time and ideally should not detract from the aesthetics of the building.

Often, the simplest solution can be very effective — maintaining sufficient stand-off

distance between the blast and target can significantly reduce structural damage.

This can be achieved through the use of bollards or walls but often is not practical in

cities where lack of space prevails. It is well-known that not only the primary blast

effects cause serious human injury, but also the secondary effects, caused by blast

debris and structural fragmentation. To protect inhabitants from fragmentation

debris in the aftermath of an explosion, “catcher” systems can be fitted to the

interior walls. With this technique, fabric must be anchored to the ceiling and

floor of a building which may not be feasible for load-bearing walls or walls with
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windows [87].

It is well documented that the blast and impact resistance of a structure can be im-

proved by increasing its mass and strength by incorporating additional material or

reinforcement. Retrofitting of reinforced concrete beams, walls and slabs using ex-

ternally bonded steel plates has been attempted in the literature and has been found

to successfully increase flexural strength [87]. However, long installation times, poor

corrosion resistance, lifetime maintenance costs and material expense has prompted

an investigation into alternative material solutions.

The following section will discuss novel material solutions that have been researched

in recent years with a view to exploiting their blast and/or impact mitigating capa-

bilities.

2.3.1 Cellular materials

Cellular structures are comprised of a network of repeating struts or plates that

interconnect to form cells. The two most common topologies are honeycombs (two-

dimensional cellular materials) and foams (three-dimensional cellular materials).

The most influential structural property of a cellular structure is its relative density:

the ratio of the density of the cellular material to that of the solid of which it is made.

Typically, cellular structures possess relative densities of less than 30%, with many

much lower than this [88]. This offers the advantage of high specific strength and

stiffness properties and thus for many years, cellular structures have been studied

with a view to exploiting their properties for protective means. They are particularly

efficient in terms of energy absorption where they exhibit a long plateau in their

stress-strain response arising from various energy absorption mechanisms such as

cell wall yielding, crushing, fracturing or buckling. The level of this plateau, and

thus energy absorption capacity can be tailored depending on the cellular material,

density, cell size and topology [88].

When designing for structural blast and impact events, researchers have examined

the efficacy of implementing cellular materials as protective strategies. Their use as

a protective cladding, and more commonly, as the core material of sandwich struc-

tures, have been studied extensively. Sandwich structures are structural elements

comprised of two stiff, strong face sheets, separated by a lightweight core, often

made of a metallic cellular material [88]. Many investigations, both experimental

and theoretical, have shown that sandwich structures’ performance under dynamic

loading is superior to that of monolithic structures of equivalent mass [89–91]. Their

enhanced performance when subjected to shock front loading can be attributed to:
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(i) increased flexural strength, (ii) fluid-structure interaction (FSI) effects and (iii)

energy dissipation via core compression.

The increased flexural strength arises from the strong, stiff face sheets separated by

a lightweight core which increases the moment of inertia of the panel without adding

much to the weight. This increases the resistance to bending and buckling [88]. It

has also been shown that sandwich structures are capable of exploiting FSI effects

to reduce the momentum transferred to the structure by a blast (particularly, an

underwater blast) [90, 92]. FSI effects were notably discovered by G.I. Taylor in

his work on underwater explosions [93]. In brief, Taylor found that when exposed

to blast, lighter plates accelerate faster than heavier plates, and as a result of this

motion, the impulse transmitted to the structure is reduced.

The focus of many literature studies on the dynamic performance of sandwich struc-

tures is on investigating the influence of core topology on resistance to shock and

impact loading. A number of core possibilities have been investigated: metallic

foams [94, 95], prismatic cores such as hexagonal honeycombs, square honeycombs

and corrugated cores [96–101] and lattice structures [102–104]. Examples of typical

prismatic core topologies are illustrated in Fig. 2.6.

(a) Corrugated core (b) Diamond-celled core

(c) Hexagonal-honeycomb core (d) Square-honeycomb core

Figure 2.6: Sketches of sandwich panels with different core topologies. Reproduced from [90].

Work by Qi et al. [105] has considered the retrofit of a concrete panel using a

conventional aluminium alloy honeycomb core sandwich panel. The response is

compared with an auxetic (negative Poisson’s ratio) cored panel by performing drop-

weight impact and close-in blast tests. Tests were performed by placing the proposed

sandwich panels on the load-receiving face of concrete slabs and adding a steel

protective plate on top to prevent local failure (illustrated in Fig. 2.7). Numerical

models were developed in LS-DYNA and results showed that both the conventional

honeycomb and auxetic cored sandwich panels increased the energy absorption of

the steel cover plate by a factor of 2.5. Furthermore, the auxetic core outperformed

the conventional core, absorbing 19% more energy.
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Figure 2.7: Blast test set-up, performed by Qi et al. [105]. Reproduced from [105].

A number of studies have set out to further improve the performance of sandwich

panels under blast loading by including ductile interlayers in the sandwich plate

design. For example, Bahei-El-Din et al. [8–10] studied the inclusion of a polyurea

or polyurethane layer and/or elastomeric foam between the outer face sheet and

core. These panels demonstrated an impressive ability to absorb incident energy

and protect the core from excessive deformation.

There is clearly significant scope for the designer to tailor and tune the proper-

ties of the protective sandwich panel to the application of interest. Ongoing work

in the literature seeks to develop novel geometries (for example, origami-inspired

folded cores [106]) which offer even better mechanical properties and versatility in

combination with reduction in manufacture time and cost.

2.3.2 Ceramic armour

Advanced ceramic materials have been extensively studied in relation to their im-

pact mitigating capabilities. Most commonly, they are used in personnel or vehicu-

lar protective armour but also have applications in aircraft and structural protective

systems. The high hardness of ceramic materials is exploited to defeat the projec-

tile but low toughness results in extensive micro-cracking that significantly reduces

resistance to further impacts. Consequently, researchers have proposed a number of

ceramic-based armour designs which act to maximise both toughness and hardness

in response to an impact event.

Ceramic armour systems are typically comprised of a front monolithic ceramic plate

or a ceramic-metal composite, bonded to a high-tensile strength backing mate-
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rial [107]. This backing material is often aramid-based or a polyethelene laminate

such as Kevlar or Dyneema however, ductile metals such as aluminium plates may

also be used [108–110]. In response to a projectile impact, this armour system

contributes to the areal and temporal spreading of the impact load due to the dy-

namic failure processes of the ceramic. This spreading effect reduces the stress on

the underlying backing material, thus improving impact performance. Furthermore,

significant energy dissipation mechanisms are at play: the fracture and pulverising

of the ceramic in response to a projectile impact and the erosion of the projectile

tip as it penetrates through the hard ceramic [111]. The backing material serves to

delay the onset of tensile failure in the ceramic, thereby enabling further projectile

erosion and energy dissipation. Furthermore, the backing material absorbs the ki-

netic energy of the resulting fragmented ceramic and projectile debris [110]. In some

cases, a spall cover may be attached to the impacted face of the armour.

A significant amount of research effort has been dedicated to understanding the dy-

namic fracture and failure of advanced ceramics and ceramic based armour systems

with a view to design for optimum ballistic performance [107, 111, 112]. A number

of different ceramics have been investigated including, most commonly alumina ce-

ramics, but also non-oxide ceramics such as carbides, nitrides and borides [111, 112].

Alternative armour systems have also been examined, with the aim of exploiting the

enhanced ceramic properties brought about by confinement strategies. Simple tech-

niques such as wrapping the ceramic in a layer of prepreg fabric such as fibreglass

is popular [107] but more elaborate systems have been analysed such as encasing

in ductile metal [113] or even more advanced, sandwich panel designs [101]. While

these techniques significantly improve performance, they come with a weight and

cost penalty which has led researchers to consider alternative solutions. For exam-

ple, metal-ceramic composites (in theory) combine the high hardness and stiffness

of ceramics with the high toughness of metals for optimum performance. Materi-

als containing more than 50 % volume metal are classified as MMCs (metal-matrix

composites) and those containing more than 50 % volume ceramic as cermets [114].

The low ceramic content, and thus low hardness of MMCs has in general, meant

that they are not favoured for impact-facing armour applications [114]. Cermets,

on the other hand display high hardness, and much research has analysed how to

improve the low toughness of the ceramic phase without excessively sacrificing this

hardness [114–117].

In one of the few examples of ceramic armour used for structural protection, Sun et

al. [118] investigated the use of a novel ceramic armour system designed to enhance

the resistance of concrete structural elements to projectile impact. The concrete tar-

gets were covered in a layered and staggered system of ceramic mosaic tiles (CMTs)
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(a) Front face (b) Back face

Figure 2.8: Typical CMT covering with epoxy adhesive interlayers subjected to drop-weight impact
tests by Sun et al. [118]. Reproduced from [118].

with adhesive interlayers, illustrated in Fig. 2.8. Two types of interlayer were tested:

epoxy and silicone sealant. CMTs are traditionally used for a decorative function

but the authors postulate that they can serve an impact-mitigating role. Drop-

weight tests and ballistic tests at velocities exceeding 500 m s−1 were performed and

the resulting damage assessed. A significant beneficial effect was observed with the

covered concrete experiencing no damage on the distal surface whereas uncovered

concrete exhibited extensive through-thickness cracking. The projectile penetration

depth was reduced by up to 77% with the CMT covering in place compared to the

uncovered specimens. Although the protective covering with epoxy adhesive inter-

layers appeared more effective than the silicone sealant, it suffered greater damage

due to its higher hardness.

Several researchers have commented on the breadth of design variables in this field

and therefore, how it is not possible to recommend one, optimum solution [107,

111, 113]. Desired mechanical properties, including the ability to dissipate projec-

tile impact energy are key but due consideration must also be given to preferred

manufacturing routes, material expense and overall weight. Thus, appropriate ar-

mour design and material selection must be based upon the particular application

of interest.

2.3.3 Composites

2.3.3.1 Fibre-reinforced polymer retrofit

One material solution that has been extensively researched since the early 1990s

with regard to retrofitting for enhanced blast and impact resistance is fibre rein-

forced polymer (FRP) composites [87]. When compared with traditional methods
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such as strengthening using bonded steel plates, FRPs have the advantage of high

strength-to-weight ratios, high corrosion resistance and reduced installation times.

In a state-of-the-art review paper by Buchan and Chen [87], they note that most

work tends to focus on glass fibre reinforced polymers (GFRPs) and carbon fibre

reinforced polymers (CFRPs) bonded to a structure’s surface as continuous sheets,

strips or rods. Typically, the structure is made from concrete, which will remain the

focus of this discussion, but FRP retrofits may also be applied to masonry, metallic

and timber structures. Most studies examine the blast response of FRP-retrofitted

structures with results overwhelmingly positive, indicating an ability to enhance

strength and ductility while reducing fragmentation [87]. Malvar et al. [119] also re-

ported on the confinement effect of FRP wraps applied to concrete structures which

serves to enhance strength.

Mosalam and Mosallam [120] performed a numerical study using the FE code, DI-

ANA on RC slabs retrofitted with CFRP. They reported a 200% increase in the

load-carrying capacity compared with un-retrofitted slabs and a 40−70% reduction

in slab deflections. Best results were obtained by applying the retrofit to both sides

of the slab — the same conclusion was drawn by Silva and Lu [55] in their analysis of

CFRP and SRP (steel fibre reinforced polymer) retrofits applied to blast-loaded RC

slabs. Further promising results were obtained for RC slabs [121], RC beams [122],

RC columns [123, 124] and RC walls [125].

In a novel approach to aid designers, Mutalib and Hao [126] performed numerical

simulations in LS-DYNA which were used to construct pressure-impulse (p-I) dia-

grams (discussed in Section 2.2.1.1). The blast resistance capacities of RC columns

with different FRP strengthening strategies were assessed. Residual axial load-

carrying capacity was used as the damage metric and simulations were used to

derive the empirical formula required to plot the p-I curves.

Muszynski and Purcell [125] exposed concrete cubicle structures to blast loading

using 830 kg of TNT at a 15 m stand-off. The cubicle wall panels (of dimensions

2.7 m by 2.5 m by 0.2 m) were either left bare, bonded with CFRP laminate or

Kevlar/Glass (K/G) knitted fabric. Masonry walls were also tested. Both the CFRP

and K/G retrofits outperformed the bare walls in terms of residual displacement re-

duction but the K/G walls appeared to exhibit more ductile behaviour. Further,

the CFRP walls experienced damage due to delamination and also failed in tension

at mid-height. The K/G fabric tore at mid-height but experienced no delamination

in the tests. It was noted that the K/G fabric reinforcement was cheaper and easier

to apply than the rigid CFRP laminates with the authors tentatively suggesting

that it was perhaps a more optimum solution. Mutalib and Hao [127] performed a
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numerical study in LS-DYNA, which highlighted the influence of bond strength and

prevention of delamination in maintaining the composite action of a FRP-retrofitted

RC panel. They found that delamination could be prevented using an appropriate

anchorage system but concluded that more research is required to develop an opti-

mum system, given stress concentrations at the anchors increased the possibility of

FRP rupture.

In a novel study by Ha et al. [14] they considered a hybrid retrofit solution com-

prised of CFRP and a polyurea layer applied to RC panels. Experimental blast

tests were performed using 16 kg of ANFO1 at a small stand-off of 1.5 m. The

slabs were retrofitted with either CFRP (illustrated in Fig. 2.9), polyurea or the

CFRP/polyurea hybrid. The aim was to combine the stiffness and strength of the

CFRP with the highly ductile polyurea serving as a fragment catcher. Results

showed that the hybrid composite outperformed the stand-alone FRP and polyurea

retrofits in terms of energy absorption capacity and reduction in maximum slab dis-

placements. This agrees with the findings of Tekalur et al. [15] who used shock tube

experiments to study layered and sandwich composite configurations of polyurea

and E-glass vinyl ester (EVE). Results indicated that the addition of the polyurea

layer to the impacted face significantly increased blast resistance, with best results

achieved for the sandwich configuration (EVE/polyurea/EVE).

(a) Brushing epoxy (b) Attaching CFRP

Figure 2.9: Preparing a CFRP-coated concrete specimen. Reproduced from [14].

Wu et al. [129] performed blast testing on normal reinforced concrete (NRC) slabs

to compare the benefit of externally bonding CFRP to the compression face with

unreinforced and reinforced ultra-high performance fibre concrete (UHPFC). UH-

PFC is achieved by adding small steel fibres to the concrete mix resulting in sig-

nificantly elevated compressive (greater than 150 MPa) and tensile (greater than

30 MPa) strengths compared to NRC. Explosive charge sizes ranged from 1 to 20 kg

with a stand-off of up to 3 m. Results showed that the CFRP retrofit improved

1The explosive energy of ANFO (ammonium nitrate and fuel oil) is 82% that of TNT [128].
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blast resistance compared to a NRC slab, but the reinforced UHPFC outperformed

all other slabs.

Ghani Razaqpur et al. [128] experimentally investigated the effect of externally

bonded GFRP laminates to RC panels. Explosive charges of either 22 kg or 33 kg

ANFO1 were located at a relatively close stand-off of 3 m to the target. For the lower

blast intensity, the GFRP-retrofitted panels performed significantly better than their

bare counterparts, exhibiting a 75% higher post-blast static strength. However, the

results of the higher intensity blast test was inconclusive with one of the retrofitted

panels experiencing catastrophic damage unlike its bare companion panel. Results

such as these illustrate the necessity for more blast testing to understand the com-

plex interactions at play, that often cannot be captured with analytical or numerical

models.

Despite the research effort focused on understanding the blast response of FRP

retrofits, considerably less attention has examined the impact response. Recent work

by Pham and Hao [130] provides an overview of the state-of-the-art understanding on

FRP strengthened concrete and masonry structures subjected to impact. They point

out that research on blast loading does not necessarily translate to impact given the

relatively lower loading rates, local deformation and local failure phenomena at play.

In particular, it is noted that RC beams and slabs tend to be dominated by shear,

rather than flexure when subjected to impulsive loads. Despite these differences,

researchers appear in general to agree that FRP retrofit of RC beams [131–134],

RC columns [135–137] and RC slabs [138] serves to improve impact performance.

However, it is noted that there is very limited research on high speed impact testing,

with most studies performed using simple drop-weight apparatus.

Erik and Meier [133] performed impact tests on CFRP-strengthened RC beams by

lifting one end of the beam and dropping it, achieving maximum strain rates in

the range 10−1 − 100 s−1. They found that CFRP-retrofitted beams performed well

under impact loading (though they were outperformed by RC beams retrofitted by

steel plates). Debonding of the CFRP laminate was observed and thus, the authors

recommend that additional anchoring of the laminate would improve impact resis-

tance. Drop-weight tests were performed by Jerome and Ross [131], Cantwell and

Smith [132], Tang and Saadatmanesh [134] and Bhatti et al. [138], all reporting sig-

nificant improvements in the RC structures’ capacity to resist impact loading.

It is well known that confining concrete improves its compressive strength under

quasi-static conditions, but few studies have sought to examine the effect of confine-

ment on the impact response. Of particular interest is when confinement is applied

by externally wrapping with FRP. Yan and Yali [137] performed drop-tower tests
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on CFRP-confined concrete filled tubes and showed that the additional confinement

improved impact resistance in terms of reducing damage and deformation. In one

of the few studies to examine high velocity impacts, Shan et al. [135] performed gas

gun tests on concrete filled steel tubes, with and without a CFRP jacket. They

found the dynamic strength was increased with the lateral confinement contributed

by the CFRP.

In their review papers on FRP retrofits for blast and impact mitigation, Buchan

and Chen [87], and Pham and Hao [130], highlight that much research has been

qualitative in nature and is coupled with a lack of understanding of the fundamental

behaviour of blast and impact-loaded FRP structures. Both types of load event give

rise to complex phenomena which are difficult to accurately simulate numerically,

and challenging to measure experimentally. This is coupled with a lack of published

design guidance. There is significant evidence that FRP retrofits are capable of

enhancing both the blast and impact resistance of individual structural elements but

there is a lack of confidence in applying them to large scale applications because such

little research exists on understanding the global dynamic structural response.

2.3.3.2 Combat armour

Although not currently used in a structural retrofit context, there appears some

scope for applying recent research on combat armour, specifically for head injury

protection, to other protective strategies [11–13]. In this field of research, there is

specific focus on the detailed modelling of blast and/or impact, target and armour

interactions, something which is often lacking in a structures context. For exam-

ple, Grujicic et al. [11, 12] perform a coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian numerical study

on the fluid-solid interactions for the blast response of a helmet/head assembly to

understand the mechanisms responsible for blast-induced traumatic brain-injury.

The helmet under investigation was comprised of a Kevlar/phenolic resin, forming a

hard, outer shell and an underlying suspension pad system, illustrated in Fig. 2.10.

Grujicic et al. [11] studied the benefits of replacing the conventional foam suspen-

sion pads with polyurea. Their numerical study showed a significant reduction in

the peak loading experienced by the brain at relatively high blast pressures, when

polyurea suspension pads were used instead of foam. The authors argue that the

high compressibility of foam, while often beneficial in quasi-static loading conditions,

can be detrimental in shock-loading scenarios.

In a study by Rahimzadeh et al. [13], the authors seek to optimise armour design us-

ing a novel strategy based on exploiting the viscoelastic properties of polymer-based

protective armour. Typically, blast and impact events induce stress waves comprised
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(a) External side view (b) Internal polyurea suspension system

Figure 2.10: Advanced combat helmet analysed by Grujicic et al. [11, 12]. Reproduced from [11].

of a broad range of frequencies. A multi-layer armour design is proposed where the

outer layer tunes these stress waves to match the critical damping frequency of an

inner viscoelastic layer. Upon entering the viscoelastic layer, the now tuned stress

wave undergoes multiple loading-unloading cycles which result in significant energy

dissipation. Proof-of-concept numerical testing yielded encouraging results with the

authors’ attention turning to selecting the optimum material properties for the outer

layer (for example, high acoustic impedance, relatively high modulus) and viscoelas-

tic layer (for example, very low ratio of relaxed to unrelaxed modulus, high critical

damping frequency).

There is an obvious overlap between the results of these studies and the potential for

designing more optimum structural retrofit solutions; however, as yet, this potential

has remained relatively unexplored in the literature.

2.3.4 Polymer-metal laminates

A developing area of research has concerned itself with the retrofit of metallic plates

using a polymer (typically, elastomer) layer. While much remains to be understood

about the mechanisms at play, many studies have claimed that metallic/polymer

bilayers or laminates achieve enhanced blast and impact mitigation properties when

compared to monolithic plates of equivalent mass. Intuitively, perhaps, it appears

surprising that such a relatively soft, ductile layer could achieve the effects reported

in the literature; but authors have argued that a number of physical mechanisms

contribute to the enhanced energy absorption observed. The following discussion

highlights some of the key studies in this field, the points of contention and the

proposed mechanisms by which the polymer achieves its effect.

The idea of layering plates of dissimilar materials and properties for enhanced im-

pact resistance has been receiving attention for many years [139]. Early studies

considered metallic laminates and results suggested that placing a ductile metal,
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say aluminium on the impacted face, backed by a stronger, stiffer metal, say steel

resulted in a better energy absorption capacity compared with monolithic metallic

layers of equivalent mass [140–142]. The potential demonstrated in these studies

has encouraged a research effort towards developing alternative layering strategies

which offer similar impact mitigation properties but that are more cost-effective and

easier to manufacture. One solution that has gained increasing attention is the use

of polymer-metal bilayer plates and laminates for blast and impact mitigation.

Roland et al. [4] performed an experimental study on the impact response of polyurea

and butyl rubber coatings on a metallic substrates. Ballistic testing was performed

using a rifled Mann barrel firing 13 mm blunt, steel projectiles. A significant pro-

tective benefit contributed by the coating was identified and the effect of a number

of variables were considered: (i) the substrate material and thickness, (ii) the coat-

ing location and (iii) the coating thickness. Firstly, a number of substrates were

tested; four grades of steel (including high hard steel (HHS) and ultra high hard

steel (UHHS)), three aluminium alloys and titanium. It was found that the coat-

ing contribution increased with the hardness of the substrate (reaching its optimum

effectiveness for the UHHS substrate). A sharp increase in performance was ob-

served for substrates greater than 3 mm in thickness with a slow decline in ballistic

limit once the thickness exceeded 5 mm. Next, it was shown that the coating is

significantly more effective when placed on the impacted face of the bi-layer, with

a 50% increase in ballistic limit velocity measured for a front surface coating and

only 9% for the back face. Further, it was noted that there was no difference in per-

formance between the butyl rubber and polyurea coatings. Interestingly, although

results exhibited a sharp increase in performance for even very thin coating thick-

nesses (c. 2 mm relative to a 5 mm HHS substrate), only a very small beneficial effect

was observed by increasing coating thickness thereafter (about 7 m s−1 in ballistic

limit velocity per mm of coating). The authors postulate that the energy absorption

transpires in the initial 2 − 3 mm of the coating which may be exploited by using

a multi-layer design [3]. Thus, in summary the authors conclude that an optimum

design to resist the impact from a blunt projectile would place a thin polymer layer,

c. 2− 3 mm on the impacted face of a hard substrate.

Roland et al. [3, 4] have postulated that an important mechanism at play is an

impact-induced transition from the rubbery to glassy state in the elastomer. This

transition is accompanied by large viscoelastic dissipation and brittle fracture. They

argue that when the polymer glass-transition temperature is close to, but less than

the operating temperature, sufficiently high strain rates can induce this transi-

tion and thus enhanced energy absorption. This phenomena was observed by Bo-

goslovov et al. [143] and Sarva et al. [144].
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Further, Roland et al. [3] performed ballistic testing on elastomer-steel multi-layer

laminates to investigate the effect of multiple layers on impact resistance. The

ballistic limit for a double bilayer configuration was 23% higher than for a single

bilayer of equivalent weight. However, with four bilayers, performance reduced.

The authors claim that the structure must retain a certain level of bending stiffness

to prevent flexure and allow sufficient compression of the elastomer to induce the

transition to the glassy state. Substantial gains in ballistic limit (up to 60%) were

also achieved when HHS was coated with successive layers of thin aluminium and

polyurea. Roland et al. [3] claim that the impedance mismatching between layers

gives rise to break up and dissipation of the compression wave, resulting in a series

of lower amplitude impacts.

Amini et al. [5] reported on the response of steel-polyurea bilayer plates subjected to

impulsive blast loads produced in direct pressure-pulse experiments. The simulated

shock loading achieved a peak pressure of c. 80 MPa and duration c. 50µs. The

steel plates had a nominal thickness of 1 mm and the polyurea layers had a typical

thickness of 3.75 mm. In contrast to the work discussed thus far, the authors suggest

that the presence of polyurea on the front face has a detrimental effect, serving to

magnify the initial shock effect and promote failure. They postulate that under

pressure, the polyurea experiences a substantial increase in stiffness, bringing it into

closer agreement with the impedance of the steel substrate thereby increasing the

energy transferred to the plate. Conversely, when applied to the back face, the

coating contributes to energy absorption via viscoelastic dissipation and thus serves

to mitigate plate failure. A further experimental and numerical study, by the same

authors, on the response of steel-polyurea bilayers to impulsive loads agreed with

these findings and thus it was concluded that placing polyurea on the back surface

was most beneficial (illustrated in Fig. 2.11) [145, 146].

The influence of bond strength was highlighted by Ackland et al. [147] when they

tested the response of mild steel plates with polyurea backings, subjected to localised

blast loading. The plates varied in thickness from 4−6 mm with coating thicknesses

of 7.7 mm and 15.7 mm chosen to give all specimens the same areal density over

the test area. Experimental blast trials and a numerical model in AUTODYN

appeared to confirm that the residual deformations of the plates increased with

coating thickness. High speed video footage showed the debonding of the polyurea

coatings, resulting in hyperelastic extension and a maximum transient deformation

of approximately twice that of bare steel plates. It is interesting to note that the

authors conclude that bare steel plates dissipate the blast energy more effectively

than their coated counterparts, which is in direct contrast to many other studies in

the literature.
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(a) Bilayer with polyurea on the back face

(b) Monolithic steel plate

Figure 2.11: Post-impulse specimens tested by Amini et al. [145]. Reproduced from [145].

Mohotti et al. [6] performed high velocity impact testing on different multilayer

combinations of 5 mm and 8 mm aluminium alloy plates and relatively thick polyurea

layers, either 6 mm or 12 mm. Steel-tipped, sharp-nosed ballistic projectiles were

fired at the configurations at a velocity of 945 m s−1. The authors reported that a

thick polyurea coating on the back face of the composite system was more effective in

terms of energy absorption compared to when it was used as an interlayer. Another

study on the impact of polyurea/steel laminates performed by Xue et al. [148] led

to similar conclusions i.e. polyurea-backed steel plates were superior in terms of

ballistic limit compared to when polyurea was used as an interlayer in a sandwich

configuration. They postulate that a significant amount of energy is absorbed in

polyurea stretching and when sandwiched between two steel plates, the polyurea

cannot stretch freely, thus causing a fall in energy absorption capacity. Interestingly,

this study analysed the effect of projectile nose-shape by comparing the ballistic limit

for flat-nosed and pointed impactors. For the polyurea-backed plate, the pointed-

nose projectile saw a ballistic limit rise of 42% compared to the blank plate whereas

this fell to a 13% rise for the flat-nose projectile. It is reported that for the flat-nose

projectile, the polyurea backing actually reduces the energy absorbed by the steel

plate (though ultimately this is still outweighed by the energy absorbed in polyurea

stretching).

A further possible energy absorption mechanism was investigated by Xue and Hutchin-

son [149, 150]: the retardation of necking in metallic plates when bonded to an
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elastomer layer. The necking in steel/elastomer bilayer plates was studied both

quasi-statically and dynamically. The idea behind this theory is based on the fact

that if necking in the bilayer can be delayed to larger strains, it will be able to

absorb more energy than a monolithic metal plate of equivalent mass. Necking in-

stabilities are tied to a decrease in the incremental modulus, and under stretching,

the effective incremental modulus of the bilayer decreases at a lower rate than the

metal itself. Hence, the bilayer can outperform the monolithic metal in terms of

energy absorption. In a later paper by the same authors [150], it was shown that

inertia in dynamic stretching plays a dominant role in neck retardation in the metal

layer. The authors conclude that the picture is fairly complex but is controlled by

two ratios: the ratio of the elastomer to metal thickness and the ratio of the elas-

tomer Young’s modulus to the metal flow stress in uniaxial tension at a strain of

unity. Interestingly, the authors note that in bilayers having equal thicknesses of

metal and elastomer, necking behaviour is governed by the latter ratio. Thus, the

higher the strength of the metal, the more difficult it is to find an elastomer capable

of retarding necking. Note, perfect bonding between the metal and elastomer layers

was assumed in these studies.

Other researchers have investigated alternative mechanisms to explain the impact

mitigating capabilities of an elastomer layer placed in frictional contact (i.e not

bonded) to metallic substrates [7]. Mohagheghian et al. [7] investigated the im-

pact perforation of polyethylene/aluminium alloy plates by projectiles of various

nose-shape geometries (blunt, hemi-spherical and conical). The effectiveness of the

polymer layer was sensitive to both thickness and projectile-nose shape geometry. In

all cases, the greatest perforation resistance was identified with the polymer placed

on the impacted face of the bilayer. For thin coatings, the effect was largest for the

blunt projectile (followed by hemi-spherical and then conical). Increasing the poly-

mer thickness (to approach that of the projectile radius) results in the performance

converging for all nose-shape geometries. The authors have suggested that the blunt

indenter is particularly effective in terms of altering its effective nose shape, thus

delaying the onset of failure and changing the failure mode of the metallic plate. For

thicker coatings, the loss in nose-shape sensitivity can be attributed to the conver-

gence in nose-shape change offered by the deforming elastomer and thus convergence

in failure mode of the metal layer.

Finally, some authors [151, 152] have argued that the addition of a polymer layer

to a metallic specimen serves to add extra mass to the structure thereby resulting

in a non-negligible inertial effect which reduces overall straining and deformation

in the metallic layer. For example, Morales et al. [151] used an expanding ring

technique to test aluminium tubes, coated with polyurea and polycarbonate layers
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under dynamic conditions. The additional mass contributed by the coating was

deemed to reduce overall metal straining and secondly, the polymer’s resistance

to expansion dissipated additional energy. Polycarbonate’s higher flow resistance

meant that it contributed more to energy dissipation than the polyurea.

It is clear that significant debate exists in the literature regarding the efficacy and

mechanisms behind elastomer-metal armour. This is no doubt due to the significant

number of variables involved: load characteristics (blast, projectile velocity, projec-

tile geometry), type of substrate (material properties, thickness), laminate config-

uration, (bilayer, multilayer, polymer on impacted or distal face, bond strength),

polymer properties and thickness. In general, it is accepted that under certain con-

ditions, the addition of an elastomer layer to a metallic plate can serve to enhance

energy absorption and mitigate failure, outperforming monolithic metal plates of

equivalent mass. With the performance benefits and reduction in cost, elastomer

coating retrofits appear a very promising solution.

2.3.5 Spray-on elastomer coating

The previous sections have described the recurrent interest in using elastomeric coat-

ings to provide structural blast and impact resistance. The discussion has included

their use as interlayers in sandwich panels [8–10], fibre-reinforced polymer retrofits

[14, 15], combat helmets [11–13] and extensively reviewed their use in metallic bi-

layer and laminate structures [3–7]. Throughout the literature, significant evidence

exists that these coatings can serve a blast and/or impact mitigating role, as well

perform a fragment catcher function for structures prone to spallation. Their high

ductility, low cost and ease of application has prompted further studies on their

application to other substrates. This section discusses the literature on the use of

elastomer coatings applied to masonry and concrete structures, subjected to blast

and impact load events.

2.3.5.1 Masonry

One of the first large scale experimental programmes in this field was the 1999 work

by the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) at Tyndall Air Force Base, USA [16].

Using a commercially available spray-on truck bed liner as the elastomer coating,

blast testing was performed on unreinforced masonry block infill walls. The coatings

were applied using a spray technique where the liquid polymer can be applied to

almost any surface using a spray gun (see Fig. 2.12a). The sprayed polymer rapidly

cures, making application to vertical and overhead structures feasible. Although
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the masonry blocks were severely damaged in the tests, the wall remained in place

and the polymer coating effectively contained the resulting fragment debris, as illus-

trated in Fig. 2.12b. Further proof-of-concept explosive testing was performed on

lightweight modular structures which also yielded encouraging results.

(a) Pre-test (b) Post-test

Figure 2.12: Masonry block wall before and after blast testing at pressures exceeding 550 kPa [16].
Reproduced from [16].

The research team behind the initial tests at the Tyndall Air Force Base, David-

son et al. later published the results from a comprehensive experimental programme

on the use of spray-on polymers applied to concrete masonry walls [17]. Their goal

was to identify a polymer capable of increasing blast resistance but that was also

practical and low-cost. Initially, a total of 21 polymers were considered: 13 ex-

truded thermoplastics, 1 brush-on polymer and 13 spray-on polymers. The extruded

thermoplastics were very strong and stiff but the extruded panel configuration was

difficult to implement and did not form the continuous protective layer that the

experimenters desired, and thus, they were eliminated from the investigation. The

brush-on polymer proved weak and brittle and its long cure times made it imprac-

tical so it too was eliminated. The remaining 13 spray-on polymers comprised of

seven polyurethanes, one polyurea and five polyurea/polyurethane hybrids. A pure

polyurea was eventually selected based on its strength, lack of flammability and cost.

The masonry walls were 2.2 m by 3.7m and were constructed and tested in reusable

reaction structures. Details on the explosive charges and stand-offs were not pro-

vided due to the sensitive nature of the research. However, measured peak reflected

pressures across the tests were in the range 300−1600 kPa with reflected impulses of

1100−2900 Pa s. By applying a thin coating (c. 3 mm) of the polymer on the interior

(non-blast-receiving) face of the walls, the wall could resist peak pressures greater

than 400 kPa compared to 35 kPa for unreinforced masonry walls. Furthermore, the

coating was effective in containing fragmentation debris. Although coating both the

interior and exterior faces of the wall resulted in some additional blast resistance, it

was concluded that the added benefit did not outweigh the extra cost.
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In a subsequent paper, the same authors performed further explosive testing on

polymer-reinforced masonry walls to develop understanding of the damage and fail-

ure mechanisms [1]. Further insight was gained through the use of a numerical

model in LS-DYNA. Once more, a significant blast mitigating ability was observed,

in combination with the ability to minimise fragmentation. Significant arching ef-

fects were evident and front face fracture of the masonry and mortar bond fracture

at the joints were common damage mechanisms observed. Strong bond between

the polymer and masonry was deemed critical to the effectiveness of the retrofit.

With no bond, the polymer acted as a catcher-membrane which resulted in tearing

at the connection between the polymer and host structure and collapse of the wall.

Strong bond, on the other hand precludes the full strain energy absorption potential

of the polymer membrane with tests indicating that the polymer is only minimally

strained. Tests also showed that a simple spray overlap of 15 cm between the poly-

mer and host reaction structure was enough to prevent collapse of the wall. The

authors suggest that a more effective reinforcement system could be designed with

an optimised balance between bond strength, strain energy absorption and overlap

strength.

Hoo Fatt et al. [153] extended this work into an analytical framework by develop-

ing an equivalent single degree-of-freedom (SDOF) model to predict the dynamic

response of polyurea-retrofitted masonry units subject to blast loading. This model

was based on coupling the structure’s bending and membrane resistance and the

equivalent mass and loads were found by assuming parabolic shape functions for

the transverse deflection and velocity of the wall. An average, reduced concrete

masonry modulus was assumed in the model which the authors recommend to be

about 5% of its initial, undamaged value. The equivalent SDOF results compared

well with numerical simulations performed using ABAQUS, provided the maximum

wall deflections were between one to two times the wall thickness.

In an experimental study by Baylot et al. [154], 1/4-scale concrete masonry unit

(CMU) walls were exposed to a number of explosive tests generating maximum

impulses in the range 180 − 1100 Pa s. Three types of retrofit were tested: E-glass

FRP attached to the back face, a spray-on polyurea coating on the back face and

a 1 mm galvanised steel sheet placed on the back of the wall. Although all walls

failed during the test, the FRP and polyurea were able to contain the fragments and

debris. For partially grouted, lightly reinforced walls, the main failure mechanisms

observed were disconnection between the wall and the reaction structure (in the case

of the polyurea) or pull out of the retrofit from the plates clamping it to the reaction

structure (in the case of the FRP and steel plate). This study highlights the relevance

of Davidson et al.’s [1] conclusions which call for a more optimised design based on
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bond strength, overlap strength and strain energy absorption capacity.

2.3.5.2 Concrete

Concrete represents a significant proportion of today’s ageing infrastructure, and

would be an ideal candidate to benefit from an effective, low-cost retrofit solu-

tion. Particularly one which encompasses ease of application and low maintenance

requirements. Despite the positive literature studies directed towards spray appli-

cation elastomers applied to masonry units, limited research exists on this retrofit

applied to reinforced concrete structures.

Raman et al. [18] have performed one of the few studies on RC panels, retrofitted

with a polyurea coating. A numerical model was developed in LS-DYNA to model

the response of retrofitted slabs to 2 kg of TNT at a stand-off of 1.6 m, giving a peak

reflected pressure and impulse of 2480 kPa and 518 Pas, respectively. The panel

depth was 60 mm and coating thicknesses of 4 mm and 8 mm were investigated, ap-

plied to the blast-receiving (top) face, non-blast-receiving (bottom) face and both.

By applying a 4 mm coating to the bottom face of the panel, maximum displace-

ments were reduced by 41% and permanent displacements by 50%, compared to a

bare panel. Applying the coating to the top face reduced the benefit considerably

with maximum and permanent deflection reductions of only 18% and 28%, respec-

tively. While increasing the thickness of the coatings proved beneficial, the effect

was relatively small. Further, coating both faces of the panel resulted in minimum

recorded deflections. However, the authors point out that it may not be feasible in

practical situations to coat both panel sides and thus, the increased performance

may not outweigh the extra time and cost. This is similar to the conclusions drawn

by Davidson et al. [17] in their work on polymer-coated masonry walls. Although

limited details are available in the public domain, a number of experimental blast

trials, performed by the same authors, appear to confirm that polyurea-retrofitted

RC slabs display enhanced blast resistance, particularly when the coating is applied

to both the top and bottom surface of the slab [155, 156].

In recent work, Iqbal et al. [157] used a shock tube facility to subject polyurea-

coated concrete tiles to high pressure dynamic loading. Coating thickness was varied

between 1 − 6 mm relative to a tile thickness of 200 mm and applied to the non-

blast-receiving face. Un-retrofitted concrete tiles failed at peak reflected pressures

of c. 350 kPa whereas when coated with 6 mm of polyurea, they could withstand

pressures up to c. 620 kPa. Although thinner coatings (c. 1 − 4 mm) did not pre-

vent concrete cracking, they were capable of holding the cracked tile together and

were particularly effective at preventing fragment ejection. Interestingly, a dynamic
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mechanical analysis indicated that significantly higher frequencies were required to

induce a glass transition in the polymer, compared to those associated with the

blast loading. It appears that an impact-induced glass transition [3, 4] (discussed

in Section 2.3.4) is not one of the key energy dissipative mechanisms at play here.

Instead the authors postulate that shock wave induced micro-structural changes are

responsible, brought about by strain-induced crystallisation of polyurea’s soft ma-

trix, strain-induced crystallisation of the hard domains and realignment of the hard

domains with the direction of deformation [158].

Carey et al. [159] have also examined the blast response of RC panels coated with

four polyurea-based coated systems: two plain polyureas and two discrete fibre-

reinforced polyureas (DFRP). Chopped E-glass fibres were integrated in a polyurea

to make the DFRP system in an effort to exploit the high stiffness and strength of

the fibres and the high ductility of the polymer. Blast testing was performed on

reduced scale panels and a numerical model was developed in LS-DYNA. Experi-

mental measurements of panel deflections were hindered due to lack of appropriate

instrumentation but the numerical analysis predicted deflection reductions of up

to 60% with a polyurea coating on the non-blast-receiving face. Interestingly, the

DFRP systems provided relatively little benefit in terms of deflection reduction in

comparison to their plain polyurea counterparts.

These studies appear to agree that coating a reinforced concrete panel, particularly

on its non-blast-receiving face is beneficial for two reasons: (i) the elastomer serves

to reduce slab deflections and (ii) it acts to hold together failed concrete specimens,

reducing fragmentation debris. Once more, the recurring debate surrounding the

mechanism by which the coating achieves these effects is raised.

2.4 Conclusions

As one of the most widely used construction materials in the world, concrete rep-

resents a significant proportion of today’s ageing, vulnerable infrastructure. Under-

standing the response of concrete structures to extreme load events such as blast and

impact represents a number of challenges. Experimental impact, and particularly

blast trials are often prohibitively expensive to perform and sometimes precluded

due to the sensitive nature of the topic. Thus, researchers must turn to analytical

and more commonly, numerical models to analyse this multi-phase, brittle, highly

nonlinear material. One of the main challenges is choosing a representative con-

stitutive model and unfortunately, many of the commercial finite element codes

implement “black box” approaches, requiring little user input beyond knowledge

of the concrete compressive strength. This contributes to uncertainty, especially
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when modelling dynamic load events such as blast, which itself is a highly complex,

transient phenomenon.

Elastomeric coatings for enhanced blast and impact resistance are a recurring theme

in the literature when exploring novel structural retrofit strategies. Their spray ap-

plication technique makes them an attractive option for industry seeking a practical,

low-cost, easy to apply solution. This chapter has discussed their use within sand-

wich panel configurations [8–10], composite panel retrofits [14, 15], combat helmet

suspension pads [11–13] and in metallic bilayer and laminate structures [3–7]. It

has been demonstrated that they serve an energy dissipating role, but the mecha-

nisms by which they achieve this are the subject of significant debate. For example,

impedance mismatching [3], contributing additional mass [151, 152], impact-induced

glass transition [3, 4], delaying necking in the metallic substrate [149, 150] and nose-

shape changing effects [7] have all been postulated throughout the literature.

Encouraging results from blast trials on masonry structures have suggested that

an elastomer coating retrofit can serve to maintain structural integrity for signifi-

cantly higher blast intensities compared to un-retrofitted structures. Furthermore,

an added benefit of the coating was highlighted: it acts as a fragment catcher,

substantially reducing debris ejected from the damaged structure (which is the pri-

mary source of risk to life in a real-life explosive event). Despite the obvious po-

tential demonstrated, further studies have been limited, particularly with regard

to retrofitted concrete (and reinforced concrete) substrates and their response to

impact. Experimental challenges and numerical modelling uncertainties still per-

sist.

It is apparent that there are limited studies on the use of elastomer coatings for

the retrofit of concrete structures subjected to extreme load events. There is a

lack of clear design guidance, compounded by significant debate surrounding the

mechanisms by which these coatings achieve their blast and/or impact mitigating

effect. These themes will be explored in the following chapters within the framework

presented in Section 1.1.
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CHAPTER 3

Fluid-structure interactions for air blast

loading of elastomer-coated concrete

3.1 Introduction

As discussed in Section 2.3.5, spray application elastomer coatings have been recently

investigated for their reported ability to protect infrastructure from blast load events.

A number of experimental studies on masonry structures have yielded encouraging

results [16, 17, 154]. However, to date, comparatively little work has focused on

elastomer-coated concrete, despite concrete representing a significant proportion of

the ageing, vulnerable infrastructure in today’s built environment. In one of the few

studies on this topic, Raman et al. [18] performed a numerical analysis to investigate

the performance of a polyurea-coated, reinforced concrete slab. Results indicated

that polyurea coatings can significantly contribute to controlling panel displacement,

and deflection reductions of more than 40% were reported. However, the question

remains as to what mechanism is responsible for this apparent enhancement in blast

resistance. In this chapter, one possible candidate mechanism is investigated — a

fluid structure interaction (FSI) effect. There are various examples in the literature

whereby the introduction of a compliant layer gives rise to beneficial FSI effects.

For example, this phenomenon was discussed in Section 2.3.1 where it has been

exploited for blast mitigation in the case of sandwich panels subject to underwater

blast loading [90, 92].

G.I. Taylor [93] performed one of the first investigations to explore FSI effects for

the case of underwater explosions. In short, Taylor found that when exposed to a

blast pressure, lighter plates accelerated faster than heavier plates, and this motion

resulted in the impulse transmitted to the structure being reduced. He analysed

the interaction between a 1D blast wave and a rigid plate and proposed that the
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FSI effect was governed by a single, non-dimensional parameter. Further, he was

able to quantify the relative impulse transmitted to the plate, as a function of this

non-dimensional parameter. The 2006 work of Kambouchev et al. [160] expands

upon the work of Taylor [93] to account for non-linear compressibility effects during

FSI for air blast loading. They consider the case of a free-standing rigid plate, of

arbitrary mass, impacted by a planar blast wave, propagating in a compressible

medium. If the blast pressure pulse is approximated as an exponential profile, given

by Eq. 2.2, the incident impulse can be expressed using Eq. 2.3. Kambouchev et

al. [160] thus postulate an expression (Eq. 3.1) for the relative transmitted impulse

to the plate, Ip/Ii:

Ip
Ii

= γR

(
CR fR
γR

)βs/(1+βs)
ββs/(1−βs)s (3.1)

where Ip is the transmitted impulse to the plate, Ii is the incident blast impulse,

CR is the reflection coefficient (Eq. 2.4) and γR and fR are parameters derived

in [160].

The compressibility is encapsulated in the revised FSI parameter, βs that is now

dependent on blast intensity parameters:

βs =
ti ρs Us
ρp hp

(3.2)

where hp is the plate thickness and ρp is the density of the plate; ρs is the density of

the compressed blast medium and Us is the shock propagation speed, each defined

by Rankine-Hugoniot relations in [160]. Similarly to Taylor [93], this parameter

represents the relative time scales of the blast wave duration, ti and of the fluid-

structure interaction, t∗s.

This chapter employs Kambouchev et al.’s [160] theoretical framework to study the

air blast response of an elastomer coating applied to a concrete structural element.

The objective of this chapter is to answer the following question: is the elastomer

effect a purely mechanical one, or does it introduce an FSI effect?

The chapter is structured as follows. First, a fully coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian

(CEL) finite element model is developed. Appropriate constitutive models for con-

crete and an elastomer coating are attained. Next, a high resolution 1D investigation

is performed to study the stress wave interactions between the air/polymer/concrete

interfaces over very short timescales. This enables consideration of the various non-

linear effects in the air (compressibility), polymer (hyperelasticity, viscoelasticity)
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and the quasi-brittle substrate, concrete. This is followed by longer duration 1D

calculations to interrogate the effect of these non-linearities on the total impulse

transmission. For a practical range of concrete and coating thicknesses, the influ-

ence of coating on the imparted momentum to each layer is assessed. The investi-

gation is then extended to the 2D response to examine any interplay between FSI

effects (acting over short timescales) and any longer timescale mechanical benefit

that might arise from the elastomer coating, for both a low and high intensity blast.

It emerges that the function of the elastomer depends on the response regime of the

slab and thus motivates a need for further interrogation of performance sensitivity

to the coating, substrate and blast parameters. In order to facilitate this, the suit-

ability of simplified numerical modelling strategies, that would enable such a study

at reduced computational cost, are quantitatively assessed.

3.2 Numerical model development

3.2.1 Concrete constitutive model

Throughout this chapter, finite element analysis is employed using the commercial

code, ABAQUS/Explicit [27]. The Concrete Damaged Plasticity (CDP) model in

ABAQUS/Explicit is chosen for the concrete material model. The model considers

concrete as a continuum which exhibits isotropic, damaged elasticity and isotropic,

pressure-dependent plasticity. Pressure dependent damage is prescribed via com-

pressive crushing and tensile cracking responses. A continuum damage mechanics

approach has been shown by many authors [161–165] as appropriate in the consti-

tutive modelling of concrete (and other quasi-brittle materials).

The model parameters are summarised here, with further details provided in Ap-

pendix A.1. To implement this model, the compressive behaviour is defined in terms

of the uniaxial compressive stress, σc vs inelastic strain, ε̃inc according to the empir-

ical relationships set out in the CEB-FIP Model Code [84]. The tensile response is

based on the relationship proposed by Hordijk [166] for the uniaxial tensile stress, σt

in terms of cracking displacement, uckt . Damage is incorporated through the use of

compressive and tensile damage parameters, dc and dt which quantify the degrada-

tion of elastic stiffness and can take values between zero (undamaged material) and

one (fully damaged material). The compressive and tensile damage parameters are

defined as a function of inelastic strain, ε̃inc and cracking displacement, uckt , respec-

tively, according to the relationship proposed by Birtel and Mark [167]. To complete

the definition, the CDP model employs the yield function proposed by Lubliner et

al. [168] and includes the modifications suggested by Lee and Fenves [169]. Further, a

non-associated plastic flow rule is assumed whereby the flow potential takes the form
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3.2 Numerical model development

of the Drucker-Prager hyperbolic function [27]. A concrete compressive strength of

39.5 MPa and tensile strength, 4.2 MPa is assumed. The undamaged elastic modulus

is 28.3 GPa, the Poisson’s ratio is 0.2 and the density is 2550 kg m−3.

In this investigation, strain rate dependence is omitted in the constitutive response

of the concrete. There is currently a lack of published data on the strain rate

dependence of the full suite of constitutive parameters in the CDP model. This con-

stitutive assumption might affect the model fidelity, in terms of reproducing specific

experimental results (for which a more detailed representation of the blast loading

conditions would also be required). However, within the scope of this investigation,

it provides an adequate model for studying the fundamentals of FSI effects for a

quasi-brittle substrate, representative of concrete. Additional calculations were per-

formed to check, nonetheless, that the predictive quality of the model is reasonable,

for dynamic structural response in the regimes of interest. Details of this model

validation are provided in Appendix A.2.

3.2.2 Elastomer constitutive model

To help develop a representative material model for the elastomer, a sample of com-

mercially available, spray application polyurea/polyurethane hybrid was obtained1.

The sample coatings were sprayed to a thickness of around 3 − 5 mm (precise con-

trol of thickness was not possible) onto an untreated steel plate and then peeled off.

Characterisation tests on the coating were performed in tension, compression and

shear, as follows.

Uniaxial tension tests were performed on dogbone specimens, machined from this

sheet, shown in Fig. 3.1. The geometry was based on the ASTM D182 standard [171],

but modified to ease manufacture and enable testing on a servo-hydraulic materials

testing rig.

Figure 3.1: Tensile specimen used to characterise the polyurea/polyurethane hybrid spray-on elas-
tomer. The thickness of the specimen is 3.5 mm, though this varied between specimens.

An Instron screw-driven materials testing machine was used to perform tensile test-

1Polymer specimens courtesy of I. Mohagheghian, University of Cambridge [170].
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ing at low to moderate nominal strain rates, in the range 10−3 − 100 s−1. Strains

were measured using a laser extensometer. Higher nominal strain rates, in the range

100 − 102 s−1 were achieved using a servo-hydraulic materials testing machine. The

resulting nominal stress-nominal strain results up to failure are presented in Fig. 3.2.

It is observed that the response is non-linear and strain rate dependent. A substan-

tial increase in failure stress with increasing strain rate is noted, though failure

strains do not show considerable strain rate dependency.

Figure 3.2: Uniaxial tensile results at various strain rates, ε̇ for the elastomer sample.

Next, a constitutive model is developed for the polymer on the basis of the tensile

data. This will subsequently be validated against characterisation tests performed

in compression and shear. Rather than trying to match precisely the response of

a particular coating, the aim is to achieve a material model representative of a

realistic elastomer coating to allow subsequent interrogation of the key phenomena

at play. First, a hyperelastic constitutive relationship is fitted to the uniaxial tensile

response up to a nominal strain ε = 1, using the data obtained at a nominal strain

rate, ε̇ = 10−3 s−1 (assumed to be the long term i.e. relaxed response). A Yeoh

strain energy potential is found to give the best fit. Further details on the form

of the Yeoh model are described in [27]. A nearly incompressible variant of the

model was selected, corresponding to a Poisson’s ratio of ν = 0.475 (a small degree

of compressibility was required for numerical reasons). The density was chosen

as ρe = 1.1 Mg/m3. A Prony series is used in conjunction with this hyperelastic

model to provide a viscoelastic model suitable for a finite strain analysis (see [27]).

The Prony series parameters (non-dimensional shear relaxation modulus gn and

corresponding time constants, τn) were obtained from a literature source for a similar

material [172] and are tabulated in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Prony series parameters, obtained from [172] and defined in [27].

n gn τn(s)

1 0.94159 1.49E-6
2 1.31E-2 2.93E-5
3 1.01E-2 2.79E-4
4 7.62E-3 3.02E-3
5 5.69E-3 3.77E-2
6 4.17E-3 0.55586
7 3.01E-3 10.035
8 2.13E-3 236.29
9 1.43E-3 7521

In order to validate the material model, first the ability of the viscoelastic model to

predict the experimentally measured strain rate dependence in uniaxial tension was

tested. ABAQUS/Explicit was used to simulate a uniaxial tension test at strain

rates of up to 102 s−1, which is indicative of the blast regime [35]. The resulting

nominal stress-nominal strain plot is compared with that obtained experimentally

in Fig. 3.3a. No failure criterion was included in the numerical model so the failure

stresses and strains are not comparable. In order to isolate the effect of the Prony

series on the shape of the stress-strain curve at higher strain rates, an additional

result is shown (labelled inviscid) for which the Prony series is removed, but the hy-

perelastic strain energy potential is re-fitted to the higher strain rate data measured

at 102 s−1.

Reasonable agreement is observed between the numerical model and the experiment

in terms of the strain rate dependence and the stresses at larger strains. However,

the model underpredicts the initial modulus, not capturing precisely the shape of

the measured tensile response curve.

To test the material model under alternative stress states, shear punch experiments

were performed using the rig illustrated in Fig. 3.4a. The polymer specimen (thick-

ness he ≈ 3.5 mm) was clamped between a pair of steel plates, and loaded through a

hole in the centre of the plates by a circular cylindrical punch (diameter dp = 8 mm),

driven by a servo-hydraulic test machine. The test machine cross-head velocities

spanned several orders of magnitude to simulate the strain rates expected during a

blast loading event.

ABAQUS/Explicit was then used to simulate the shear punch experimental test

at the highest cross-head velocity achievable by the servo-hydraulic machine, ẋ =

900 mm/s, indicative of a nominal strain rate, ε̇ = 102 s−1. A plot of the nomi-

nal shear stress at the perimeter of the punch (given by P/πdphe, where P is the

punch force) vs nominal shear strain (given by δp/he, where δp is the punch dis-
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(a) Uniaxial tension

(b) Shear punch

(c) Compression

Figure 3.3: Comparison between experimental results and those obtained via the numerical model.
Uniaxial tension and shear punch results are compared for strain rates, ε̇ = 10−3 s−1 and ε̇ =
102 s−1. Compression data is presented for ε̇ = 10−3 s−1. Two numerical models are considered —
an inviscid model based on data measured at ε̇ = 102 s−1 and a viscous model based on data
measured at ε̇ = 10−3 s−1.
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(a) Shear punch (b) Compression

Figure 3.4: Rigs used for the shear punch and compression disc experiments. For shear punch, the
specimen is sandwiched between steel plates of thickness 3 mm and impacted by a rigid punch of
diameter 8 mm. For compression, 25.9 mm diameter samples, 3.68 mm in thickness are compressed
by a platen 40 mm in diameter.

placement) is compared with the experimental results in Fig. 3.3b. Once again,

no failure criterion was included in the numerical model. Again, the viscoelastic

model captures the strain rate dependence well. The model also predicts the initial

stiffness better for shear loading, compared to uniaxial tension. To further validate

the model, compression of thin discs was performed at ε̇ = 10−3 s−1 on an Instron

screw-driven materials testing machine as illustrated in Fig. 3.4b. In all FE cases,

frictionless contact is assumed at elastomer/steel interfaces based on best agree-

ment with experimental tests. Results are compared with numerical predictions in

Fig. 3.3c. Loading and unloading is shown. Although the model fails to capture

the observed hysteresis, very good agreement is achieved for the loading portion

of the curve. This study will proceed with this viscoelastic material model in the

numerical analysis of the spray-on elastomer. Although the strain energy potential

fails to capture accurately the shape of the tensile response, the model does capture

well the strain rate dependence, and the responses in compression and shear. For

future studies, in which the intention may be to accurately capture the unloading

behaviour, alternative techniques may be pursued in order to capture the material

hysteresis. For example, fractional derivative models appear promising, based on

the idea of introducing fractional derivatives into the elastomer’s constitutive equa-

tion, to provide a dependence on the material’s loading history. Studies have shown

that these approaches have proved successful in accurately modelling the viscoelastic

behaviour of elastomers [173–175].

3.2.3 Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian (CEL) model

In order to capture the fully coupled air blast response, a Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian

(CEL) model was developed in ABAQUS/Explicit. A Lagrangian domain is used

for the target structure, with the Eulerian domain capturing the air. In order to
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validate the model, a one-dimensional test case was developed. It simulates the

behaviour of a rigid plate (Lagrangian domain), placed in an air column (Eulerian

domain), impacted by a blast wave. The model is illustrated in Fig. 3.5 where point

A corresponds to the point at which the blast pulse enters the air column and point

B corresponds to the point of first impingement by the blast wave on the rigid tar-

get. The CEL model and its validation are summarised here, with further details

provided in Appendix A.3.

Figure 3.5: A schematic illustration of the 1D CEL model in ABAQUS/Explicit.

It is assumed that the air can be modelled as an ideal gas [176] with the model

parameters presented in Table A.3. The blast pulse is generated by specifying

a velocity-time boundary condition to the end of the column at A. The velocity

is specified in the direction AB, to generate a compressive pressure pulse. After

having determined a finite element mesh density that can adequately resolve the

propagating shock front, an iterative process can be employed to determine what

velocity-time history is necessary at point A, to achieve the desired pressure-time

history at point B. Iteration is necessary as the wave shape changes during propaga-

tion. This iterative process is similar to that presented by Chen et al. [177] using the

Rankine-Hugoniot equations to relate particle velocity to peak overpressure.

To validate the CEL technique, in terms of its ability to resolve FSI effects, calcu-

lated results for the relative transmitted impulse are compared with Kambouchev et

al.’s [160] analytical expression for a free-standing, rigid plate of arbitrary mass,

given by Eq. 3.1. Very good agreement is achieved (see Fig. A.6). This gives a

strong indication that the CEL approach in ABAQUS/Explicit is capable of accu-

rately analysing fluid-structure interaction problems across the range of blast inten-

sities of interest. The results indicate that for the case of low βs values, the relative

transmitted impulse becomes insensitive to βs. This suggests that there is negligible

fluid-structure interaction in this regime, as there is little plate movement during

its interaction with the blast. Conversely, for lighter plates, as βs increases, there is

a significant reduction in relative transmitted impulse to the plate relative to this

heavy plate limit. This can be attributed to motion of the plate during the period

of blast loading.
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3.3 1D wave interaction study

3.3 1D wave interaction study

We begin the study by first examining in 1D the details of pressure wave propagation

through the air/polymer/concrete interfaces. The very short timescale response

is examined, using a high resolution numerical calculation, with the objective of

determining whether the presence of a thin elastomer coating can serve to distort

the blast wave. A number of non-linear effects are at play, such as air compressibility,

concrete damaged elasticity and plasticity, and hyperelasticity and viscoelasticity in

the polymer. Thus, the effect of the polymer can not necessarily be determined a

priori, by analytical means.

We implement the 1D CEL model described above, replacing the rigid plate with

a deformable, Concrete Damaged Plasticity part of density, ρp = 2550 kg m−3 and

compressive strength, σcu = 39.5 MPa. A concrete plate depth, hp = 100 mm is

considered. On the basis of a mesh sensitivity study, it is determined that the

shock front width (which is of the order of 20 mm in the concrete, and 4 mm in

the air column) is adequately resolved with a mesh size of 1 mm in all material

layers. 3D stress (C3D8) elements are used for the concrete and polymer while

3D Eulerian (EC3D8R) elements are chosen for the air column. All elements are

constrained to permit only 1D deformations. A 5 mm thick elastomer coating is

considered, positioned on the blast-receiving face, and a perfect bond is assumed

between the concrete and polymer, simulated by tying all degrees of freedom at

the interface. The intermediate blast intensity case considered by Kambouchev et

al. [160] corresponding to a peak overpressure of ps/p0 = 3.29 is examined. As

described in Appendix A.3, ps/p0 = 3.34, Ii = 698 Pa s and ti = 2.0 ms is achieved

in the CEL model.

Figure 3.6 illustrates the spatial variation in the compressive stress at various times

after impingement on the blast-receiving face, for three configurations: concrete

alone, concrete coated with a hyperelastic polymer on its blast-receiving face and

concrete coated with a visco-hyperelastic polymer on its blast-receiving face. It is

noted that in the latter case, when unloading occurs, the FE model predictions may

lose fidelity, as the elastomer constitutive model does not capture the hysteresis

of the polymer accurately. (However, as discussed subsequently, the key longer

timescale effects appear to be relatively insensitive to this.)

It is observed that the addition of a polymer layer causes significant distortion to the

wave front due to both the non-linear elasticity and viscoelasticity in the polymer.

Higher peak stresses are observed in the concrete as a consequence of the coating.

It is therefore necessary to examine the longer timescale response, including the

total impulse transmission and the development of any plasticity or damage in the
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substrate, which is discussed next.

3.4 1D air blast response of a concrete part

Before proceeding to study the influence of an elastomer coating, the longer timescale

air blast response of uncoated concrete is first considered. The aims, for a realistic

range of areal mass and blast parameters, are; (i) to determine the regime of FSI

response relative to the heavy and light plate limits identified by Kambouchev et

al. [160] and (ii) to identify any FSI effects attributable to concrete elasticity, plas-

ticity or damage. In this section, the scope is restricted to the 1D FSI response.

The 2D response of a slab will be described subsequently.

For a fixed concrete density of ρp = 2550 kg m−3, four different plate thicknesses were

considered: hp = 25 mm, 50 mm, 75 mm and 100 mm. This corresponds to areal

densities of 63.75 , 127.5, 191.25 and 255 kg m−2, respectively. Two different blast

intensity cases were examined; the first is the intermediate intensity case considered

by Kambouchev et al. [160] corresponding to a peak overpressure of ps/p0 = 3.29. As

described in Appendix A.3, ps/p0 = 3.34, Ii = 698 Pa s and ti = 2.0 ms is achieved

in the CEL model.

Using the empirical relationships proposed by Kinney and Graham [28], the blast pa-

rameters corresponding to examples of realistic threats in the built environment are

presented in Table 3.2. The second blast case considered in this study corresponds

to 20 kg of TNT at a stand-off distance of 15 m, indicative of a “suitcase bomb”. βs

values were calculated for each case and are summarised in Table 3.3.

Table 3.2: Examples of realistic blast threats where the peak overpressure, ps and incident impulse,
Ii are calculated using Kinney and Graham’s empirical relationships [28].

Threat [178] kg of TNT Stand-off (m) ps (kPa) Ii (Pa s)
Pipe bomb 3 15 9.4 19

Suitcase bomb 20 15 24 34
Car bomb 300 15 158 80

Truck bomb 5000 15 1320 120

The model set-up is as described in Appendix A.3 except that the rigid plate is

replaced with a deformable part assigned the Concrete Damaged Plasticity material

model with a compressive strength, σcu = 39.5 M Pa. The mesh consists of 8-node

linear elements (C3D8) of side length 5 mm, chosen on the basis of a mesh sensitivity

study. The relative transmitted impulse, Ip/Ii to the concrete plates is compared

with Kambouchev et al.’s theoretical expression for a rigid plate, Eq. 3.1 [160] as
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(a) Concrete only

(b) Concrete coated with hyperelastic polymer

(c) Concrete coated with visco-hyperelastic polymer

Figure 3.6: Stress profile in the concrete plate at three different time steps: t = 0 ms, t = 0.0112 ms
and t = 0.0187 ms where t is the time after first impingement of the blast wave on the target
structure. Plotted for three configurations: a) concrete only, b) concrete coated with a hyperelastic
polymer on its blast-receiving face and c) concrete coated with a visco-hyperelastic polymer on its
blast-receiving face.
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Table 3.3: Summary of the βs values obtained using Eq. 3.2 for each concrete depth, hp considered,
for both blast intensity cases.

βs
hp (mm) Case 1, ps/p0 = 3.34 Case 2, ps/p0 = 0.24

25 0.068 0.012
50 0.034 0.006
75 0.023 0.004
100 0.017 0.003

well as the numerical predictions for a rigid plate of equivalent βs. The results are

presented in Fig. 3.7.

Firstly, the concrete plates appear to lie on the “heavy plate” plateau of Kam-

bouchev et al.’s theoretical expression. It would appear that for realistic concrete

density and slab depths, the calculated βs values are relatively low. In this region, Ip

is relatively insensitive to βs i.e. to the blast intensity and to the plate mass per unit

area. On closer inspection (Fig. 3.7b), it is observed that the FSI response of the

concrete is close to that of a rigid plate of the same mass. This can be explained as

follows. First, the model predicted no plasticity or damage occurring in the concrete

during either load case. So, the plate remained elastic throughout FSI. Secondly,

it can be shown that the transit time of an elastic wave through the plate is short

compared to the duration of loading, and so the influence of stress wave propagation

on FSI would be negligible. The elastic wave speed in concrete is, cd =
√
E0/ρp.

For the largest concrete plate depth considered, hp = 100 mm, the transit time for

the elastic wave is given by;

tT =
hp
cd

=
hp√
E/ρp

= 30µs (3.3)

Considering a blast intensity corresponding to ps/po = 3.34, the propagation time,

tT is much smaller than the decay time of the incident blast wave, ti = 2 ms.

Incidentally, it is noted that Kambouchev et al.’s [160] theory gives a slightly lower

prediction of the transmitted impulse in this regime compared to the numerical

calculations.

3.5 1D air blast response of an elastomer-coated concrete

part

In the final phase of the 1D investigation, an elastomer layer is applied to the concrete

plate to assess whether it enables an FSI effect that might offer a contribution to
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(a) Log-log plot

(b) Non-log plot of region of interest

Figure 3.7: Comparing numerical predictions with Kambouchev et al.’s (KNR) theory [160] for
a rigid plate and concrete plates of depth: 25 mm, 50 mm, 75 mm and 100 mm. Case 1 refers to
the intermediate intensity blast referred to in Kambouchev et al.’s work where ps/po = 3.34 and
Ii = 698 Pa s. Case 2 refers to the “suitcase bomb” reference blast indicative of 20 kg of TNT at a
stand-off distance of 15 m; ps/po = 0.24 and Ii = 34 Pa s.
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protection.

A 5 mm thick elastomer layer is modelled as a deformable part, and meshed with

5 mm 3D stress (C3D8) elements. A mesh refinement investigation is performed on

the 1D model (and for the 2D model, discussed subsequently). It is found that the

overall response is relatively mesh insensitive, provided the Eulerian, air mesh den-

sity is matched to that of the Lagrangian concrete and elastomer coating. Boundary

conditions are prescribed to ensure plane strain conditions throughout. In this study,

perfect bond is assumed between the concrete and polymer, simulated by tying all

degrees of freedom at the interface. Three plate configurations are analysed, illus-

trated in Fig. 3.8. The reference case is an uncoated concrete plate at a stand-off,

s = 3 m. Next, a 5 mm elastomer layer is applied to either the blast-receiving or

non-blast-receiving face of a CDP plate. In both cases, the stand-off, s = 3 m mea-

sured to the blast-receiving face of the target is held constant. Thus, the shape of

the incident pressure pulse by the time it has reached the blast-receiving face is the

same in all cases. Figure 3.9 presents the calculated total transmitted impulse for

plates of different mass per unit area for two blast intensities. Four plate thicknesses

are considered — 25 mm, 50 mm, 75 mm and 100 mm. This corresponds to a mass

per unit area of, 63.75, 127.5, 191.25 and 255 kgm−2 for the uncoated concrete, and

69.32, 133.07, 196.82 and 260.57 kgm−2 for the coated cases. The coatings there-

fore increase the mass of the target by 8.7%, 4.4%, 2.9% and 2.2%, respectively. In

each configuration, the impulse imparted to the complete target plate (concrete plus

elastomer, if present) is plotted, as well as the impulse transmitted to the concrete

layer alone, when in its coated configuration. Also, comparison is made in each case

with the response of a rigid plate of the same mass.

(a) Case i (b) Case ii (c) Case iii

Figure 3.8: Schematic illustrating the stand-off distance, s for analysis of both coated and uncoated
cases.

3.5.1 Discussion

Considering the results in Fig. 3.9, four key observations are made:
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(a) Blast Case 1: ps/po = 3.34 and Ii = 698 Pa s

(b) Blast Case 2: ps/po = 0.24 and Ii = 34 Pa s

Figure 3.9: A plot showing how total transmitted impulse varies with plate mass per unit area
for four plate configurations: uncoated rigid and CDP plates of depth: 25 mm, 50 mm, 75 mm and
100 mm, and for CDP plates of these depths, coated with 5 mm elastomer on either the blast-
receiving or the non-blast-receiving face.
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• Firstly, it is found that the concrete elasticity (compliance and thus, impedance)

has the effect of reducing the imparted momentum, compared to a rigid plate

of the same mass.

• It appears that the imparted impulse to the composite configuration (coated

concrete) is insensitive to the coating location, thus suggesting that coated

concrete behaves as a monolithic plate, of mass equal to the mass of the

concrete plus the mass of the polymer, from the perspective of FSI.

• The coated concrete composite acquires slightly more momentum than a mono-

lithic concrete plate of the same mass. However, this effect is negligible and

is likely due to a change in effective compliance of the plate. Figure 3.6 il-

lustrated that during the short timescale response, the effect of adding a vis-

coelastic polymer layer led to substantial wave distortion and an increase in

peak compressive stress in the concrete. Here, it is shown that while this has a

small effect on the transmitted impulse to the coated configuration (pushing it

towards that of a rigid plate), it is apparent that the longer timescale response

is relatively insensitive to the short timescale pulse distortion effects.

• Although the composite plate acquires slightly more momentum than an un-

coated concrete plate, the concrete layer in the composite configuration ac-

quires less. This is because each layer acquires a fraction of the total imparted

momentum in proportion to the mass fraction of that layer (assuming perfect

bonding i.e. both concrete and elastomer acquire the same velocity). The ef-

fect is most significant for the lightest plate tested (63.75 kgm−2) where there

is an 8 % reduction in transmitted impulse to the concrete. This diminishes

as the plate mass increases. For the 255 kgm−2 plate, the reduction is 2 %.

Any mechanical benefit of this momentum sharing between the concrete and

elastomer layers on critical slab deflections and failure mechanisms remains to

be determined.

3.6 2D coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian model

In this section, the analysis is extended to consider the 2D response of coated and

uncoated concrete slabs to explore any interplay between the short timescale FSI

effects and any mechanical benefit offered by the coating during slab flexure. The

2D model geometry is illustrated in Fig. 3.10. A concrete slab of dimensions typical

of structural elements is considered: 50 mm deep, with a span of 1 m. The boundary

conditions at the end of slab are illustrated in Fig. 3.10. The end faces of the slab are

fully constrained, with all degrees of freedom set to zero. To avoid unrealistic stress

concentrations at the boundary, a degree of boundary compliance is introduced: a
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50 mm length at the end of the slab is placed between rigid, frictionless surfaces,

which terminate with a radius of curvature of 90 mm. The slab is placed in a 6 m

long air column, at a target distance, Lt = 3 m. In all cases, a planar blast wave is

modelled. A half-model only is simulated, using symmetry boundary conditions at

midspan. The slab is modelled in 2D plane strain.

Figure 3.10: A schematic illustration of the 2D CEL 1/2-model in ABAQUS/Explicit. A CDP part
of depth, hp = 0.05 m and width 0.55 m is placed in a 6 m long air column, at a target distance,
Lt = 3 m. The CDP part is coated with elastomer of depth, he = 5 mm. Point A corresponds to
the inflow of the air column and point B corresponds to the point of first impingement by the blast
wave on the elastomer-coated concrete. The diagram is not to scale.

As before, two blast intensities are considered and for each case, the central deflection-

time response is compared for an uncoated concrete slab, a concrete slab coated

with a 5 mm elastomer on the blast-receiving face and a concrete slab coated with

a 5 mm elastomer on the non-blast-receiving face. The results are presented in

Fig. 3.11. Two distinct response regimes are observed by comparing the two loading

cases.

For the higher blast impulse, Case 1, total failure of the slab occurs early in its

motion. This occurs at a time of around 0.0063 s, as indicated by the dashed line in

Fig. 3.11a. Failure occurs by extensive tensile cracking and significant damage near

the support region. The effect of the polymer coating in this regime is to reduce the

midspan deflection at a given time, before failure. This reduction is ∼ 5% for coating

on either the blast-receiving or non-blast-receiving face. However, the coating does

not have a significant effect on altering the mechanism or onset of failure for this

loading intensity.

For the lower blast impulse, Case 2, the slab responds by elastic-plastic bending.
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3.6 2D coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian model

(a) Blast Case 1: ps/po = 3.34 and Ii = 698 Pa s

(b) Blast Case 2: ps/po = 0.24 and Ii = 34 Pa s

Figure 3.11: Central deflection (m) vs time (s) for the slab geometry illustrated in Fig. 3.10 for
two blast intensity cases. Results are compared for an uncoated concrete slab, a concrete slab
with a 5 mm elastomer coating applied to the blast-receiving face and a concrete slab with a 5 mm
elastomer coating applied to the non-blast-receiving face. Inset to a) is a snapshot at a step time
of 0.0063 s of the damaged uncoated slab for Blast Case 1.
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3.6 2D coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian model

The deflections are small, with a peak predicted deflection of 0.81 mm (1.6% of the

slab thickness), before elastic oscillations about a permanent deflection of around

0.48 mm for the uncoated case. The polymer coatings serve to reduce permanent

slab deflections by 5% and 18% when located on the blast-receiving and non-blast-

receiving faces, respectively. Although the coating appears to have no significant

effect on the total transmitted impulse to the target, it appears to contribute an

additional mechanical resistance to bending.

In summary, the regime of response was not affected by the coating for these load

cases, though a protective benefit is observed in terms of reduced deflections. The

load cases here represent lower and upper bounds on realistic blast impulses in a

structural protection context. However, there are a wide range of other possible

regimes of response at intermediate impulse levels, for other pressure-impulse com-

binations, and for other slab geometries. The role of the polymer coating across this

full regime map requires further analysis.

3.6.1 Coupled vs decoupled response

In order to tackle the problem of identifying the full range of response regimes for

coated structural elements, it is useful to consider the necessity of a fully coupled

Eulerian-Lagrangian analysis. This adds significantly to the computational cost,

but may not be justified if the coatings do not induce a strong FSI effect. In this

section, the scope for simplifying the load case is assessed.

Three simplified load cases are considered, progressively decoupling the loading from

the slab response, for comparison with the fully coupled CEL simulations.

(i) A pressure-time history, p1(t) is applied directly to the blast-receiving face

of the slab, in a purely Lagrangian analysis (i.e. with no air domain). How-

ever, the applied loading is obtained by outputting the pressure-time history

calculated at the slab-air interface (at point B in Fig. 3.10) in the coupled sim-

ulation. This is the pressure felt by the slab in a fully coupled FSI analysis.

(ii) A pressure-time history, p2(t) is again applied directly to the blast-receiving

face of the slab in a Lagrangian analysis. However, this time, the applied

pressure-time history is obtained by applying a pressure reflection coefficient

factor, CR (Eq. 2.4, defined in [160]) to the free-field incident overpressure, ps

measured at point B in Fig. 3.10. It is assumed that the decay time of the

applied pressure-time history remains the same as the incident value, ti.

The value of CR is taken to be the heavy plate limit (i.e. βs = 0 [160]). This
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gives CR = 3.9 for the higher intensity blast case considered (ps/po = 3.34)

and CR = 2.2 for the lower intensity blast case considered (ps/po = 0.24).

(Note that in the acoustic limit, CR would be equal to 2). Thus, FSI effects

are removed (because the heavy plate limit for CR is used), but a loading

timescale is retained.

(iii) Lastly, impulsive loading is considered, in which an initial velocity is imparted

uniformly to the slab, again in a fully Lagrangian simulation. Here, the initial

velocity is equal to the imparted impulse, Ip (obtained by integrating the p2(t)

profile) divided by the mass per unit area of the slab, m = ρphp + ρehe [89].

Thus, both the FSI effect and the timescale of loading are removed.

Results for the slab geometry illustrated in Fig. 3.10, are presented in Fig. 3.12

for the high intensity blast (ps/po = 3.34) and Fig. 3.13 for the low intensity blast

(ps/po = 0.24). The results suggest that the slab’s deflection-time history can be

accurately represented using a simpler load case, though the accuracy depends on the

blast intensity. For both blast intensities, direct application of p1(t) or p2(t) matches

well the response of the fully coupled analysis. Impulsive loading is reasonably

accurate for the higher blast impulse case, apart from at short timescales (of the

order of ti). However, it significantly over-predicts the slab deflections for the lower

blast impulse case.

3.7 Conclusions

Elastomer coatings have been previously reported as an effective solution for pro-

tecting structural components against blast loading. However, to date, the mecha-

nisms responsible have not been clearly identified. This investigation presents the

first detailed study of one candidate mechanism for concrete structural elements:

fluid-structure interaction (FSI) effects during blast loading.

• Representative constitutive models for concrete and a spray-on elastomer are

developed using a combination of published data and characterisation experi-

ments.

• A Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian finite element model is verified as an effec-

tive tool for studying the fully coupled FSI response for air blast loading.

Comparison with Kambouchev et al.’s theory [160] over a wide range of the

non-dimensional FSI parameter, βs verifies the model fidelity.

• A high resolution, short timescale, 1D stress wave interaction study shows that

the presence of an elastomer coating influences the transient stress state in the

concrete during initial wave propagation through the layered structure. The
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(a) Uncoated

(b) Coated on blast-receiving face

(c) Coated on non-blast-receiving face

Figure 3.12: Central deflection (m) vs time (s) for the slab geometry illustrated in Fig. 3.10 for
Blast Case 1: ps/po = 3.34 and Ii = 698 Pa s (ti = 0.00205 s). Results are compared for a
Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian (CEL) model, a purely Lagrangian model with loading applied by
direct application of a pressure-time history, p1(t), p2(t) and for a purely Lagrangian model with
impulsive loading applied by imparting an initial velocity. Note, total failure of the slab occurs
early in its motion, c. 0.0018 s after first impingement.
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(a) Uncoated

(b) Coated on blast-receiving face

(c) Coated on non-blast-receiving face

Figure 3.13: Central deflection (m) vs time (s) for the slab geometry illustrated in Fig. 3.10
for Blast Case 2: ps/po = 0.24 and Ii = 34 Pa s (ti = 0.0014 s). Results are compared for a
Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian (CEL) model, a purely Lagrangian model with loading applied by
direct application of a pressure-time history, p1(t), p2(t) and for a purely Lagrangian model with
impulsive loading applied by imparting an initial velocity.
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non-linear elasticity of the polymer reduces the peak compressive stress, but

introducing viscoelasticity results in a net increase.

• The longer timescale, 1D FSI response of coated and uncoated concrete is then

assessed, to identify the effect of coating on the total imparted momentum.

It is found that, for practical concrete thicknesses and blast impulses, the

transmitted impulse for both coated and uncoated plates approaches the heavy

plate limit as defined by Kambouchev et al.’s theory [160]. In this regime of

βs, the imparted impulse is insensitive to the target mass.

• It is found that the imparted momentum is sensitive to the elasticity of the

concrete. Replacing a rigid target with a concrete target reduces the imparted

momentum, for a given target mass. But the effect is small (∼ 3%).

• It is also found that coating (on either face) has a negligible influence on the

total imparted momentum. However, due to momentum sharing, the impulse

imparted to the concrete plate is reduced in the coated configuration (by up

to ∼ 8% for the lightest plates).

• For blast impulses representative of a small improvised explosive device, a

small additional mechanical resistance to bending is identified with the ad-

dition of the coating. The net effect is that peak deflections are largely un-

changed, though permanent deflections are reduced by between 5 − 18%, de-

pending on the polymer location.

• For a much higher blast impulse, the slab undergoes extensive cracking, and

failure at the support. The coating provides a small reduction in slab deflec-

tion, but does not prevent slab failure.

• Finally, it is concluded that a partially decoupled Lagrangian analysis, main-

taining the timescales of loading but assuming the heavy plate limit of im-

parted impulse, provides a reasonable substitute for the fully coupled FSI cal-

culation. This result facilitates further investigation of the dynamic mechanical

benefit offered by the coatings across a wider range of blast pressure-impulse

regimes.
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CHAPTER 4

Blast response regimes of elastomer-coated

concrete

4.1 Introduction

Chapter 3 developed a fully coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian approach to capture the

full details of the air-blast-structure interactions during the blast response of elastomer-

coated concrete. It was found that the addition of an elastomer layer did not con-

tribute a significant fluid-structure interaction effect during air blast loading. It

was noted that the permanent deflections of a concrete slab structure tended to be

reduced with the addition of the coating (particularly when located on the non-blast-

receiving face) but the magnitude of this effect was dependent on the blast intensity.

To understand this behavior, this chapter aims to map the response regimes of a

reinforced concrete beam, subjected to a range of simulated blast loading using finite

element analysis and analytical techniques. Based on the conclusions in Chapter 3,

a simplified, purely Lagrangian numerical modelling strategy is deemed appropriate

to capture the structural deflections. Throughout the study, particular emphasis will

be placed on ascertaining the regimes in which the concrete is likely to experience

a protective coating effect.

The chapter is structured as follows. First, a numerical model is developed in

ABAQUS/Explicit [27] for an unreinforced and a reinforced concrete beam. The

concrete and elastomer constitutive models are kept consistent with those devel-

oped in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. A range of simulated blast loads are applied to the

structures and the response regimes of uncoated concrete sections are first identified.

Next, the response regimes of two coated configurations are examined: (i) a rein-

forced concrete beam coated on the blast-receiving face and (ii) a reinforced concrete

beam coated on the non-blast-receiving face. Analytical modelling is then used to
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4.2 Numerical model development

further describe these regimes of response, and to understand the key parameters

at play. Finally, the findings are summarised on a response map, highlighting the

regime boundaries and the regimes in which the coating is likely to offer effective

protection.

4.2 Numerical model development

Finite element analysis (FEA) is performed using the commercial code ABAQUS/

Explicit [27]. It is used to interrogate the behaviour of unreinforced and reinforced

concrete structural elements subjected to a range of simulated blast intensities.

A beam is modelled, subjected to plane strain boundary conditions on two faces —

analogous to a representative element of a slab of infinite width. For the un-

reinforced case; a beam of dimensions 500 mm × 50 mm × 10 mm is modelled in

ABAQUS/Explicit as a 3D deformable part illustrated in Fig. 4.1a. A symmetry

boundary condition is applied at the midspan. The concrete is meshed with 3 mm

3D, 8-node linear elements (C3D8), chosen on the basis of a mesh sensitivity study

on the deflection response. The support conditions at the ends of the beam are

illustrated in Fig. 4.1. A degree of boundary compliance is introduced to avoid un-

realistic stress concentrations — a 50 mm length at the end of the beam is placed

between rigid, frictionless surfaces which terminate with a radius of curvature of

90 mm. The support condition is the same as that used in Section 3.6.

(a) Unreinforced section (b) Reinforced section

Figure 4.1: The beam geometries used in the numerical modelling of: (a) an unreinforced concrete
section and (b) a reinforced concrete section. The examples show a 5 mm elastomer layer on the
blast-receiving face of each section.

Blast loading is modelled using a pressure-time history and is applied uniformly

to the top surface of the beam. It is noted that this omits some of the detailed

interactions experienced during an explosive detonation near to a structure. How-

ever, as shown in Section 3.6.1, this approach provides a good match to a fully

coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian simulation for a planar blast wave interaction. The

blast wave is approximated by the exponential time-dependence in Eq. 4.1, where
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4.2 Numerical model development

pa is the peak applied blast pressure and ti is the decay time. The impulse, Ia is

thus given by Eq. 4.2. Note, although they have the same form, the quantities in

these equations differ from those in Eqns. 2.2 and 2.3 which describe the incident

blast parameters.

pa(t) = pa e
− t

ti (4.1)

Ia =

∫ ∞
0

pa(t) dt = pa ti (4.2)

4.2.1 Concrete and elastomer constitutive models

The concrete and elastomer constitutive models are the same as those described in

Chapter 3.

The Concrete Damaged Plasticity model, available in ABAQUS/Explicit [27] is

employed for the concrete and is described in detail in Section 3.2.1.

The elastomer constitutive model is based on a hyperelastic response (using a Yeoh

strain energy potential) and a Prony series captures the strain rate dependence.

Section 3.2.2 provides further details. For the coated beam cases, an elastomer

coating thickness of 5 mm is considered and a perfect bond is assumed between the

concrete and elastomer. This is simulated by tying all degrees of freedom at the

interface. The elastomer mesh and plane strain boundary conditions match those

prescribed for the concrete, defined previously.

4.2.2 Reinforcing steel constitutive model

For the reinforced concrete beams (Fig. 4.1b), the reinforcing steel is modelled as a

5 mm diameter bar, positioned to give 10 mm of concrete cover. The steel material

model is chosen as the Johnson Cook plasticity model with values based on typical

steel 4340 with a yield strength, σys = 600 MPa [50]. The same model is described

in Appendix A.2.

To aid the analytical analysis discussed subsequently, a balanced design was chosen

i.e. one in which failure occurs by concrete crushing and steel yielding simultane-

ously. Considering longitudinal equilibrium at the ultimate limit state (discussed

subsequently in Fig. 4.10a), Eq. 4.3 is derived for the balanced reinforcing ratio,

ρb [179, 180]:
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4.3 Response regimes of uncoated concrete

ρb =
As
b d

=
γs 0.6σcu
γc σys

εcu
εy + εcu

(4.3)

where As is the cross-sectional area of the steel reinforcing bar, b is the beam width

and d is the effective depth i.e. the depth to the steel rebar. γs = 1.15 and γc = 1.5

are material partial safety factors for steel and concrete, respectively [180]. The

ultimate compressive concrete strain is assumed to be, εcu = 0.0035 and the steel

yield strain, εy = 0.003 [179, 180].

For the geometry described, it is calculated that a section width of b = 30 mm

provides an approximate balanced section for the chosen rebar diameter. The rein-

forcing bars are defined as a wire truss and incorporated using the embedded element

constraint available in ABAQUS.

4.3 Response regimes of uncoated concrete

4.3.1 Regime identification

First, the response of uncoated concrete is considered. A series of numerical simula-

tions are performed on the beams described in Section 4.2, at various combinations

of peak pressure, pa and impulse, Ia (Ia is varied for a given pa by varying the decay

time, ti). Figure 4.2 presents the deflection-time history plots for an uncoated, rein-

forced concrete beam, subject to three different load intensities. Also plotted is the

energy dissipated by damage in each case (obtained by interrogating the ALLDMD

output in ABAQUS/Explicit [27]). Examination of these plots identifies three dis-

tinct regimes of response, defined as follows:

• Regime 1: For low impulses, the beam undergoes completely elastic oscillations

about a zero level permanent displacement. In addition, the energy dissipated

by damage is zero. This is readily observed in Fig. 4.3a.

• Regime 2: For intermediate impulses, elastic-plastic behaviour is observed,

characterised by oscillations about a permanent displacement. Further, the

beam achieves a well-defined, stable plateau in energy dissipated by damage,

which occurs well after the maximum displacement attained by the beam.

(Construction lines on Fig. 4.2b illustrate how this is verified for cases when

the plateau transition is not sharp.) Figure 4.3b illustrates that the beam

exhibits minor damage at the midspan and at the supports.

• Regime 3: At higher impulses and pressures, reinforced concrete beams achieve

a plateau in ALLDMD which occurs before the beam has attained its max-
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4.3 Response regimes of uncoated concrete

imum midspan displacement. The level of damage in this regime is severe,

as illustrated in Fig. 4.3c. A mesh sensitivity study has identified numerical

stability problems in this regime so it is necessary to define a time at which

the beam has failed, beyond which the calculation is deemed inaccurate. This

avoids any misleading comparison between stable and unstable numerical so-

lutions.

To enable comparison, a critical displacement is defined in each regime as fol-

lows:

• Regime 1: The critical displacement is taken as the maximum midspan trans-

verse displacement.

• Regime 2: The critical displacement is again taken as the maximum midspan

transverse displacement.

• Regime 3: The knee point in the ALLDMD vs time graph is chosen as an arbi-

trary failure time, and the corresponding displacement is noted and recorded

as the critical displacement. No physical significance is attached to this indica-

tive value. However, it represents the time at which there is a drop in the rate

of further damage propagation, on account of the loss of concrete integrity. In

Fig. 4.2c, the response beyond this point is shown as a dotted line.

Figure. 4.4 presents contours of critical displacement in pa−Ia space for an uncoated,

reinforced concrete beam. It is observed that at lower impulses, in the range 101 −
102 Pa s, the level of critical displacement is relatively insensitive to the level of the

peak pressure, for a given impulse. At higher impulses (c. 103 Pa s), the critical

displacement is sensitive to the corresponding peak pressure, with the most severe

blast intensities giving rise to the highest critical displacements experienced by the

beam. This response map provides a reference against which to compare the effect

of the coating, described subsequently.

4.3.2 Reinforced vs unreinforced, uncoated concrete beams

For completeness, the sensitivity of this reference response map to the presence of

steel reinforcement is briefly assessed. Figure 4.5 considers slices through a pa −
Ia diagram at three values of applied peak pressure, pa for an uncoated concrete

beam. The critical displacements for unreinforced and reinforced configurations are

compared.

Generally it is observed that the critical displacement increases with increasing

impulse. However, for high intensity blasts (higher peak pressure, pa and impulse,
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4.3 Response regimes of uncoated concrete

(a) Regime 1

(b) Regime 2

(c) Regime 3

Figure 4.2: Central deflection - time and energy dissipated by damage - time histories plotted for an
uncoated, reinforced concrete beam subjected to three different blast intensities: a) pa = 1000 kPa,
Ia = 10 Pa s b) pa = 1000 kPa, Ia = 100 Pa s and c) pa = 1000 kPa, Ia = 500 Pa s.
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4.3 Response regimes of uncoated concrete

(a) Regime 1

(b) Regime 2

(c) Regime 3

Figure 4.3: Damaged beam configurations in each response regime. Plotting contours of tensile
damage parameter, dt where red contours indicate dt > 0.9 which is assumed to be analogous to
cracking. Image is taken at the time corresponding to the critical displacement.

Figure 4.4: Contour plot mapping the pa − Ia (applied pressure - applied impulse) space for an
uncoated, reinforced concrete beam of the geometry described in Section 4.2. Contours are isolines
of critical displacement in millimeters.
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4.3 Response regimes of uncoated concrete

(a) pa = 100 kPa

(b) pa = 1000 kPa

(c) pa = 10, 000 kPa

Figure 4.5: Critical displacement, ucrit variation with applied impulse, Ia at three different peak
pressures, pa. Results are plotted for uncoated, reinforced and unreinforced concrete beams.
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Ia), the critical displacement starts to fall with increasing Ia. This is because beam

failure is occurring earlier in the beam’s motion, with increasing impulse. The

presence of reinforcing bar has only a small effect in Regimes 1 and 2 which will

be explained by analytical reasoning in Section 4.5.1. In Regime 3, comparison

is made difficult given that the simulation must be halted at an early time step,

before severe concrete damage leads to mesh sensitivity. Instead, in Fig. 4.6, central

deflection-time histories are compared for uncoated, unreinforced and reinforced

concrete beams exhibiting a Regime 3 response. The unreinforced beam fails to

reach a permanent deflection, in contrast to the reinforced case where the presence

of the reinforcing bar serves to stabilise the deflections of a severely damaged beam.

However, the overall picture remains unaffected, since the critical displacement is

defined well before this effect becomes significant. Thus, the following investigation

will focus only on reinforced concrete.

Figure 4.6: Central deflection - time history for an uncoated, reinforced and unreinforced concrete
beam subjected to pa = 1000 kPa and Ia = 500 Pa s, behaving in response Regime 3. A critical
displacement is defined, beyond which, the deflection is shown as a dotted line.

4.4 Response regimes of coated, reinforced concrete

With the response regimes of uncoated, reinforced concrete beams established, the

influence of the addition of an elastomer coating is now interrogated. Three config-

urations are considered: (i) uncoated, (ii) coated on the blast-receiving (front) face

and (iii) coated on the non-blast-receiving (back) face. The numerical modelling

strategy is as described in Section 4.2. Figure 4.7 plots the variation in critical dis-

placement, ucrit with applied impulse, Ia for three values of peak applied pressure,

pa.

First, it is observed that for beams behaving in Regimes 1 and 2, at the lower load

intensities, the addition of a 5 mm elastomer coating to either the blast-receiving or
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4.5 Analytical modelling

non-blast-receiving face contributes a negligible effect to the critical displacements

experienced. There is some evidence that coating on the front face, in Regime

2, is most beneficial in terms of reducing ucrit. Future studies will seek to assess

the interplay between the additional mass contribution and any pulse-shaping or

mechanical coating benefits in these low intensity regimes. However, the effect here

is a minor one and furthermore, the addition of the coating does not affect the

boundary between Regimes 1 and 2, in terms of applied impulse.

At higher load intensities, in Regime 3, interpretation of FE results is hindered by se-

vere concrete damage which leads to inherent mesh sensitivity. However, significant

effects can be observed when considering the critical displacements and impulses

close to the boundary between Regimes 2 and 3. Figure 4.8 plots the displacement-

time history for the beam when subjected to a blast intensity, pa = 10, 000 kPa and

Ia = 350 Pa s. This corresponds to a load case that gives rise to a beam response

in the vicinity of the Regime 2 - 3 boundary. For the uncoated RC beam and that

coated on its blast-receiving face, the beam exhibits a Regime 3 response whereas,

when coated on its non-blast-receiving face, it behaves with a Regime 2 response.

This shift from Regime 3 to Regime 2 behaviour results in a significant reduction of

48% in the permanent displacement experienced by the beam. It is observed that in

Regime 3, one mechanism of failure is tensile cracking, propagating perpendicular to

the rear, tensile face of the beam. The other mechanism is extensive damage locally

at the supports. The polymer appears most effective at suppressing this particular

failure mechanism.

4.5 Analytical modelling

In this section, analytical models are used to support the interpretation of the FE

predictions and to help explain the predicted sensitivity to the elastomer coating in

each of the identified regimes.

4.5.1 Regime 1

Regime 1 is characterised by purely elastic bending of the beam. To capture this,

Timoshenko et al.’s [181] theory on the transverse vibrations of an elastic beam is

employed. An impulsive load is assumed, with an instantaneous transverse velocity,

Vinst applied along the length of the beam. This assumption is valid for cases

when the blast pulse duration, ti is much shorter than the structural response time

i.e. when the peak pressure, pa is large for a given impulse, Ia. The instantaneous

velocity, Vinst is related to the imparted impulse, Ia by Eq. 4.4 [89].
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4.5 Analytical modelling

(a) pa = 100 kPa

(b) pa = 1000 kPa

(c) pa = 10, 000 kPa

Figure 4.7: Critical displacement, ucrit variation with applied impulse, Ia at three different peak
applied pressures, pa. Results are plotted for a reinforced concrete beam in three configurations:
(i) uncoated, (ii) front coated (on the blast-receiving face) and (iii) back coated (on the non-blast-
receiving face).
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Figure 4.8: Central deflection - time history for a reinforced concrete beam subjected to pa =
10, 000 kPa and Ia = 350 Pa s. Three configurations are considered: (i) uncoated, (ii) front coated
(blast-receiving face) and (iii) back coated (non-blast-receiving face). A failure time is defined in
Section 4.3.1, beyond which, the deflection is shown as a dotted line.

Ia =

∫ ∞
0

pa e
− t

ti dt = pa ti = ma Vinst (4.4)

where ma is the mass per unit area of the beam.

First, a simply supported beam (of length, 2L, axial co-ordinate, x and transverse

deflection, y) is considered. The transverse vibrations may be described by Eq. 4.5,

derived from the theory in [181].

y(x, t) =
4Vinst
π

∑
n

1

nωn
sin

nπx

2L
sinωnt for n = 1, 3, 5...∞ (4.5)

where

ωn =
n2 π2

4L2

√
E∗ Ixx
ρA

(4.6)

where Ixx is the second moment of area of the cross-section about its major axis;

ρ is the material density and A is the cross-sectional area of the beam. Here, the

modulus E∗ = E in plane stress, and E∗ = E/(1− ν2) in plane strain. The latter is

used for comparison with the plane strain FE calculations.

Alternatively, a different support condition may be considered. The transverse vi-

brations of a beam with both ends clamped (or fixed) may also be derived using
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Timoshenko theory [181]:

y(x, t) = Vinst
∑
n

Xn

pn kn
sin pn t(sinh 2kn L− sin 2kn L− αn cosh 2kn L

−αn cos 2kn L− 2αn) for n = 1, 3, 5...∞
(4.7)

where

Xn = cosh kn x− cos kn x− αn(sinh kn x− sin kn x) (4.8)

and

αn =
cosh 2kn L− cos 2kn L

sinh 2kn L− sin 2kn L
(4.9)

And, kn = (2n+ 1)π/4L and pn = a k2n where a =
√
E∗ Ixx/ρA [181].

In the elastic regime, the effect of a 5 mm thick elastomer coating can be ac-

counted for using the transformed section approach, whereby the elastomer coating

is transformed to an equivalent area of concrete in the ratio of the elastic moduli,

φe = Ee/E0. For a reinforced concrete section of elastic modulus, E0 = 28.3 GPa

coated with an elastomer of elastic modulus, Ee = 80 MPa, the modular ratio,

φe = 2.8× 10−3. Thus, the addition of an elastomer coating has a negligible effect

on the position of the neutral axis and the value of the second moment of area, Ixx

of the section. Indeed, for any realistic coating and beam depths, the effect remains

negligible. The method of transformed section can also be used to explain why there

is such a small difference in the Regime 1 deflections exhibited by the reinforced and

unreinforced sections in Fig. 4.5. The area of steel rebar, As is converted to an

equivalent area of concrete using the modular ratio, φs = Es/E0 = 7.1 where the

elastic modulus of steel, Es = 200 GPa. The addition of steel rebar has a small (less

than 10%) effect on the neutral axis position and second moment of area.

Thus, Equations 4.5 to 4.9 can be used to provide analytical estimates for the

maximum transverse displacement of both coated and uncoated beams. Considering

a 50 mm thick, reinforced concrete beam of the geometry described in Section 4.2,

a comparison between the FEA results and analytical predictions is presented in

Fig. 4.9.

The clamped-clamped beam analysis predicts deflections which are in very close

agreement with the FEA results. In this low blast intensity regime, the simply-
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(a) pa = 100 kPa

(b) pa = 1000 kPa

(c) pa = 10, 000 kPa

Figure 4.9: Comparison between maximum central deflection predicted by the FE model and
analytical theory for reinforced concrete beams at low blast intensities. Three configurations are
considered: (i) uncoated, (ii) front coated (blast-receiving face) and (iii) back coated (non-blast-
receiving face). Analytical predictions are presented for two support conditions: simply supported
(s.s.) and clamped-clamped (c.c.). The dotted line at Ia = 19 Pa s indicates the analytically
predicted boundary between Regimes 1 and 2. ◦ represents Regime 1 behaviour and • is Regime
2. 83
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supported model consistently overpredicts beam deflections. Nevertheless, both

models are sufficient to explain the insensitivity of the beam to the coating in Regime

1, as observed in the FE analysis.

4.5.2 Regime 1 - 2 transition

Extending the relatively simpler analysis for the simply-supported beam, the rela-

tionship presented in Eq. 4.10 is obtained for the dynamic stress on the cross-section,

σ(x, t) at a distance, z from the neutral axis, at an axial position, x and time, t.

σ(x, t) = −E∗z ∂
2y

∂x2
= 4πE∗zVinst

∑
n

n

4ωn L2
sin

nπx

2L
sinωnt for n = 1, 3, 5...∞

(4.10)

Using Eq. 4.10, the maximum stress on the cross-section can be calculated at the

extreme fibre, z = 25 mm. Assuming that purely elastic behaviour ceases when

the maximum stress on the cross-section reaches the value of the concrete tensile

strength, σt0 = 4.2 MPa; a script can be implemented to find the instantaneous

velocity, Vinst and hence the impulse, Ia when this criterion is first reached. This

provides an analytical estimate for the boundary between Regimes 1 and 2. For the

reasons described previously, the addition of an elastomer coating has a negligible

effect on the maximum stress experienced by the reinforced section in the elastic

regime. Thus, the critical velocity in Regime 1 for both coated and uncoated cases

is Vinst = 0.15 m s−1 and the critical impulse is Ia = 19 Pa s. This predicted boundary

is marked on the plots in Fig. 4.9. It is found to be a good match to the FEA which

predicts a Regime 1 - 2 transition between Ia = 15− 25 Pa s. Assuming the critical

location to be at the midspan, the critical impulse is calculated to be the same for

both simply-supported and clamped beams (it is noted however that in the clamped

case, the critical location may well be at the supports; in this case a lower critical

impulse, Ia = 14 Pa s is predicted).

4.5.3 Regime 2

Regime 2 behaviour is characterised by oscillations about a permanent level of deflec-

tion. The transition from the purely elastic Regime 1 is accompanied by the onset

of damage. To interrogate this regime, Jones’ [39] solutions for the deformation

of a rigid-perfectly plastic beam, loaded impulsively are employed. Jones justifies

the rigid-perfectly plastic analysis by assuming that elastic effects can be neglected
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when the external dynamic energy i.e. the kinetic energy, Ke is much larger than

the maximum strain energy, Se that the beam can absorb elastically. As before, if

it is assumed that the beam acquires an instantaneous velocity, Vinst when loaded

impulsively, the following non-dimensional group, Er provides an indication of when

elastic effects can be neglected:

Er =
Ke

Se
=
ρE0V

2
inst

σ2
o

>> 1 (4.11)

where ρ is the density of the beam and σo is the yield stress of a rigid-perfectly plastic

material, which for concrete, is estimated as the tensile strength, σto = 4.2 MPa.

Er = 1 is achieved for a velocity, Vinst = 0.5 m s−1 which corresponds to an impulse,

Ia = 63 Pas.

Jones [39] provides the following prediction for the permanent transverse displace-

ment, uperm of a simply-supported beam, of length, 2L loaded impulsively:

uperm =
mL V

2
instL

2

3M0

(4.12)

Further, Jones’ [39] solution for a clamped-clamped beam loaded impulsively is also

considered:

uperm =
mL V

2
instL

2

6M0

(4.13)

where mL is the mass per unit length of the beam and M0 is the collapse moment

for the cross-section.

One of the inherent assumptions in Jones’ theory [39] is that the beam is ductile —

this is not the case for an unreinforced concrete section which undergoes brittle

failure. Therefore, Jones’ solutions are not valid in this case.

To obtain a value for the collapse moment, M0 for a reinforced concrete beam, the

ultimate limit state is considered where two simplifying assumptions are made: the

tensile strength of the concrete is assumed to be zero and the concrete compressive

behaviour can be approximated using an equivalent rectangular stress block, illus-

trated in Fig. 4.10. For simplicity, a mean stress of 0.6σcu is assumed based on the

BS8110 recommendation [179] (where σcu is the compressive strength of the con-

crete, 39.5 MPa). Assuming that the steel yields at the same time as the concrete
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fails (i.e. a balanced cross-section), longitudinal equilibrium for the uncoated beam

in Fig. 4.10a gives the neutral axis depth, z;

z =
Asσys
0.6σcu

(4.14)

Moment equilibrium gives the ultimate moment per unit width of the beam:

M0 = σysAs(d− 0.5 z) (4.15)

where for the geometry discussed in Section 4.2:

d is the effective depth of the cross-section (to the reinforcing bar), 40 mm;

As is the area of the reinforcing steel per unit width of the beam, As/b = 19.6 mm2/30 mm;

σys is the yield strength of the reinforcing steel, 600 MPa.

The addition of a coating to either the blast-receiving (Fig. 4.10b) or non-blast-

receiving (Fig. 4.10c) face introduces an additional longitudinal stress equal to,

εeEe b he. Ee is the Young’s Modulus of the elastomer which is assumed to be

80 MPa (measured from Fig. 3.2 at small strain) and he is the depth of the elastomer

coating, 5 mm. The strain in the elastomer, εe can be estimated given the ultimate

compressive concrete strain, εcu = 0.0035 and the steel yield strain, εy = 0.003.

This extra term has only a small influence on the neutral axis position andM0. The

calculated values of neutral axis depth, z and ultimate moment per unit width, M0

are summarised in Table 4.1. Note that this estimate of M0 is a conservative value

given that the tensile strength of concrete is assumed to be zero.

Table 4.1: Neutral axis depth, z and ultimate moment per unit width, M0 predictions for a rein-
forced concrete beam in three configurations: (i) uncoated, (ii) coated on the front (blast-receiving)
face and (iii) coated on the back (non-blast-receiving) face.

Uncoated Front Coated Back coated
Neutral axis depth, z (mm) 16.5 16.5 16.7

Ultimate moment per unit width, M0 (kN) 12.4 12.5 12.8

The predictions for the permanent displacement, uperm of simply supported and

clamped-clamped beams in their uncoated, front coated and back coated configura-

tions are compared with FEA results in Fig. 4.11.

For an intermediate value of pa (Fig. 4.11b) there is very good agreement between

the FEA results and analytical predictions. The FE results fall between the simply
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(a) Uncoated

(b) Coated on blast-receiving face

(c) Coated on non-blast-receiving face

Figure 4.10: Schematic of a reinforced concrete section at its ultimate limit state in three configura-
tions: (i) uncoated, (ii) coated on its blast-receiving face and (iii) coated on its non-blast-receiving
face. The stress, σ profiles are presented to illustrate how the ultimate moment, M0 can be derived
by equilibrium.
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supported and clamped-clamped analytical predictions which matches the boundary

condition employed in the FE model (discussed in Section 4.2). For this load case,

the results sit consistently within Regime 2, and hence Jones’ theory is effective at

predicting permanent deflections. Furthermore, the analytical model confirms the

insensitivity to the coating in Regime 2.

For the highest peak pressure (Fig. 4.11c) there is also good agreement between

the analytical model and the FE for results within Regime 2. As the impulse is

increased, moving into Regime 3, the discrepancies increase. The FE results predict

that the boundary between Regimes 2 and 3 lies between Ia = 350 − 500 Pa s (for

pa = 10, 000 kPa).

For the lowest value of pa (Fig. 4.11a), although the beam is responding in Regime

2, the analytical model provides a good prediction of deflections only at the lowest

values of impulse. High impulse, low peak pressure load cases correspond to a large

blast duration, ti. In these cases, the value of ti is no longer small with respect to

the structural response time. As a consequence, the impulsive loading assumption

in the analytical model ceases to be realistic.

4.5.4 Regime 3

The Regime 3 response is dominated by concrete damage. The beam undergoes

continued plastic deformation and damage throughout the FE calculation. Note

that damaged elements are not deleted from the FE model, which may affect the

reliability of the predictions when the volume of damaged concrete is significant. As

described in Section 4.3.1, the simulations must therefore be halted at a time step

corresponding to a defined critical level of damage. Analytical methods are also

limited in their ability to predict the extensive cracking and damage.

However, some insight is gained by qualitatively examining the damaged beam con-

figurations at the time at which the critical displacement (defined in Section 4.3.1)

is reached. Figure 4.12 illustrates that by increasing the blast intensity, within

Regime 3, a switch in the pattern of damage is observed to one which is dominated

by failed elements near the support region (Fig. 4.12b). This indicates that at the

highest blast intensities considered, the beam undergoes a transverse shear failure

mechanism at the supports. This has been widely reported in the literature for RC

structures subjected to high intensity impulsive loading [71, 72]. In the following

section, an analytical technique is described which can be used to investigate the

effect of a polymer coating on this particular failure mechanism.
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(a) pa = 100 kPa

(b) pa = 1000 kPa

(c) pa = 10, 000 kPa

Figure 4.11: Comparison between midspan permanent displacement, uperm predicted by the FE
model and analytical theory. Analytical predictions are presented for two support conditions:
simply supported (s.s.) and clamped-clamped (c.c.). Three configurations are considered: (i)
uncoated, (ii) front coated (blast-receiving face) and (iii) back coated (non-blast-receiving face). ◦
represents Regime 1 behaviour, • is Regime 2 and � is Regime 3.
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(a) Flexural cracking response

(b) Transverse shear failure response

Figure 4.12: Damaged beam configurations for an uncoated, reinforced concrete beam subjected
to: (a) pa = 1000 kPa and Ia = 1000 Pa s, (b) pa = 10, 000 kPa and Ia = 1000 Pa s. Plotting
contours of tensile damage parameter, dt where red contours indicate dt > 0.9 which is assumed
to be analogous to cracking. Images taken at the time corresponding to the critical displacement
(defined in Section 4.3.1): (a) t = 2.2e-3 s, (b) t = 9.0e-4 s.

4.5.4.1 Transverse shear failure

To interrogate the transverse shear failure response, the shear capacity of reinforced

concrete is first estimated. The shear resistance of reinforced concrete (without in-

ternal shear reinforcement) arises due to a complex interaction between aggregate

interlock, concrete compressive strength and dowel action of the longitudinal steel

reinforcing bars. Various empirical relationships based on experimental data have

been proposed to approximate the shear capacity of a reinforced concrete beam.

Eurocode 2 [180] provides the following relationship for the design shear resistance

per unit width, Qc (in N m−1) of a reinforced concrete beam, without shear rein-

forcement, in the absence of axial force:

Qc =

[
0.18

γc
κ (100

As
d
σck)

1/3

]
d × 103 ≥ (0.035κ3/2 σ

1/2
ck ) d × 103 (4.16)

where

σck ≈ 0.8σcu; the characteristic concrete cylinder compressive strength in MPa;

κ = 1 +
√

200/d ≤ 2.0; with d (the effective depth, defined in Section 4.2.2) in mm.

Thus,Qc = 35.6 kNm−1 for a RC beam of the geometry described in Section 4.2.

When the coating is applied to either the blast-receiving or non-blast-receiving face

of a reinforced concrete beam; there is an additional contribution to the shear

strength. This contribution is estimated from the experimental shear punch test
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performed on a commercially available sample of polyurea/polyurethane elastomer

at nominal strain rates, ε̇ = 100 − 102 s−1, as described in Section 3.2.2. According

to the notation defined in Section 3.2.2, an estimate of the work done in shearing

the polymer per square metre, Qe is obtained by;

Qe =

∫ δmax

0

P dδp

π dp δmax
≈ 0.5Pmax δmax

π dp δmax
≈ 0.5 τmax π dp he

π dp
(4.17)

where Pmax is the maximum punch force and δmax is the maximum punch displace-

ment. A rate-dependent, maximum shear strength of approximately, τmax = 20 MPa

is measured from Fig. 3.3b. And thus; Qe≈ 50 kNm−1.

A first order estimate of the total shear capacity per unit width of a coated, rein-

forced concrete beam is therefore; Qtotal =Qc+Qe.

Jones [39] considers the transverse shear response of an impulsively loaded, simply

supported beam of length, 2L. A summary of this method is provided in Ap-

pendix B.1 where the velocity for severance is estimated for uncoated and coated

RC beams. These analytical predictions are presented in Table 4.2 assuming failure

occurs at k = 1.

Table 4.2: Analytical predictions [39] for the transverse shear failure of a simply supported, rein-
forced concrete beam of the geometry described in Section 4.2 (assuming failure occurs at k = 1).

Front Back
For k = 1 Uncoated Coated Coated

Velocity for severance (m s−1) 7.4 16.9 16.7
Impulse for severance (Pa s) 970 2310 2280

Table 4.2 shows that, as a result of the relatively low resistance of the concrete to this

shear failure mode, a polymer coating may provide significant additional resistance

in this mode of deformation. The key elastomer properties required to achieve this

protective benefit appear to be high ductility and a large shear strength, τe.

This result is difficult to verify using the current FE modelling strategy, as it does

not capture the response post significant concrete damage. However, it is noted that

the differences in critical displacement between coated and uncoated beams are most

significant in Regime 3 where the coated structures begin to show a performance

benefit.

The predicted benefit is also supported by early blast trials on masonry wall struc-

tures (which might be considered analogous to a concrete beam that has undergone
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extensive cracking) which also showed benefits of polymer coating [17, 154]. In these

cases, the masonry block wall relies on the membrane action of the elastomer under

blast loading to prevent collapse.

Alternative numerical techniques are required to interrogate Regime 3 behaviour in

order to confirm the protective function of the polymer here.

4.6 Discussion: response map

Figure 4.13 presents a summary of the response regimes of a reinforced concrete

beam of the geometry described in Section 4.2 when uncoated and coated with

a 5 mm elastomer on its non-blast-receiving face. Also plotted are the analytical

predictions of the Regime 1 - 2 boundary and the impulse for transverse shear

failure.

The analytical models are effective at predicting the regime transition for Regimes

1 - 2 and give a good indication for an upper bound on Regimes 2 - 3. The analytical

models and FE predictions also agree with regard to the coating influence in each

regime. For a beam exhibiting a Regime 1 or 2 response, the coating influence

is negligible. Instead, it appears that the coating serves its greatest protective

benefit in Regime 3, when the concrete is severely damaged. For load cases with

an impulse close to the Regime 2 - 3 boundary and above, an elastomer coating

appears to provide a protective effect in terms of reducing deflections and delaying

global failure.

4.7 Conclusions

Numerical and analytical modelling is used to ascertain how the response of unre-

inforced and reinforced concrete beams varies with simulated blast load intensity

and the presence of an elastomer coating. The following conclusions are estab-

lished:

• Three beam response regimes are identified, each characterised by beam de-

flections and energy dissipated by damage.

• In Regime 1, the beam behaves purely elastically and thus an analytical tech-

nique based on Timoshenko et al.’s [181] theory on the transverse vibrations

of an elastic beam is proposed. Beam deflections are predicted well assuming

clamped-clamped boundary conditions, and the model proves capable of pre-

dicting the boundary between Regimes 1 and 2 with accuracy. The beam is

found to be insensitive to polymer coating in this regime.
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(a) Uncoated

(b) Coated on the non-blast-receiving face

Figure 4.13: The regime responses predicted by FEA of a reinforced concrete beam (a) uncoated
and (b) 5 mm coated on its non-blast-receiving face. ◦ represents Regime 1 behaviour, • is Regime
2 and � is Regime 3. The regime boundaries predicted by the proposed analytical models for a
simply-supported boundary condition are also plotted.
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• Regime 2 is characterised by oscillations about a permanent displacement and

the attainment of a plateau in damage energy dissipated (that occurs well

after the maximum beam deflection). Jones’ [39] rigid-plastic solutions agree

well with the FE predictions of permanent displacement in this regime. Once

again, the beam remains relatively insensitive to the presence of an elastomer

coating.

• At higher blast intensities, in Regime 3, the beam undergoes continued plas-

tic deformation and damage. A critical displacement is therefore defined, to

identify the time at which the beam fails. In this regime, a greater sensitivity

to the presence of a polymer coating is identified.

• By probing the regime boundary between Regimes 2 and 3, the FE results

indicate a substantial reduction in beam deflections, by up to 48% for coating

on the back (non-blast-receiving) face. With the coating on the back face, the

beam exhibits a Regime 2 response, whereas when uncoated, or coated on its

front face, it behaves in Regime 3.

• At the highest load intensities, the damage patterns observed in the FEA

indicate a shift in failure mechanism to one dominated by transverse shear

failure at the supports. An analytical model for shear failure indicates that

the coating can offer a significant protective benefit against this particular

failure mechanism due to its high shear strength and ductility.
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CHAPTER 5

Impact response of elastomer-coated

concrete

5.1 Introduction

Thus far, this investigation has sought to understand the blast mitigating capabilities

of an elastomer coating applied to concrete structural elements. Indeed, to date, the

majority of studies in the literature on the protection of quasi-brittle structures have

tended to focus on the mitigating capabilities of such coatings in response to blast

pressure pulses only. Promising results have been reported for coatings applied to

masonry [1, 17, 154] and reinforced concrete [18] substrates where experiments have

shown that the coating serves to maintain structural integrity, catch fragmentation

debris and reduce reinforced concrete slab deflections. Despite some encouraging

results, an understanding of how the elastomer achieves its mitigating effect remains

lacking. Chapter 4 sought to interrogate the blast response regimes of an elastomer-

coated, reinforced concrete beam in more detail. It was concluded that in the low

blast intensity Regimes 1 and 2, when the beam deforms elastically and elastic-

plastically, the coating serves a negligible effect in terms of reducing maximum

deflections. However, at higher blast intensities, when the concrete has experienced

severe damage, the coating serves its greatest protective benefit. This chapter will

examine elastomer-coated concrete in response to a different type of dynamic load

event: impact indentation.

When designing to protect infrastructure from an explosive load event, it is impor-

tant not only to consider the blast pressure pulse, but also impact from fragmenta-

tion. As discussed in Section 2.1.2, the fragmentation resulting from a bomb blast

can be classified as either; (i) primary (referring to the ejection of the casing sur-

rounding the explosive device) or (ii) secondary (referring to the debris produced
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from the interaction of the blast pressure pulse and primary fragments with nearby

structures). This fragmentation poses the most significant threat to life during an

explosive event [1] and thus, it is important to assess a candidate retrofit’s impact

mitigating abilities.

Many studies have been performed on the impact response of elastomer-metallic

bilayer and laminate plates [3, 4, 6, 7, 145, 146, 148–150, 182–184], which have,

in the most part, demonstrated a beneficial coating effect; though there still exists

some debate regarding the influence of the coating location (impacted or distal face),

construction (bilayer, sandwich or laminate) and mechanism by which the elastomer

achieves its mitigating effect. Researchers have postulated that an elastomer layer

on the impacted face gives rise to energy dissipation via an impact-induced glass

transition [3, 4] while some report it serves to stabilise the onset of necking in the

metal [149, 150]. Others have argued that when positioned on the impacted face,

the elastomer serves to alter the effective nose shape of the indenter, changing the

deformation mode in the metal layer [7, 184].

Despite the encouraging results achieved with metal substrates, to the author’s

knowledge there has been no exploration into how the elastomer performs when

applied to concrete structures, subjected to projectile impact. One concrete retrofit

strategy that has been investigated for physical protection is the use of fibre rein-

forced polymers (FRP). Pham and Hao [130] present a review of the studies per-

formed to assess the impact resistance of reinforced concrete (RC) beams, slabs and

columns, strengthened with FRP and conclude that, while further research is re-

quired, FRP retrofits can indeed enhance the impact resistance of RC. However, if

competitive, a spray-application elastomer would offer significant benefits in terms

of practicality and cost.

In this chapter, experimental and numerical techniques are used to examine the

influence of a typical spray-on elastomer coating, applied to the impacted face of a

concrete cube, subjected to 0.1 kg, blunt projectile impacts between 45− 150 m s−1.

Thus, attention is restricted to relatively heavy, relatively slow projectiles. The chap-

ter is structured as follows. First, high speed, gas gun experiments are performed to

establish if, and over what range of impact velocities, the elastomer coating serves a

damage mitigating effect. A numerical model is developed in ABAQUS/Explicit [27]

and predictions are compared with experimental measurements for quasi-static in-

dentation and then dynamic impact of uncoated and coated concrete specimens.

Careful validation of the FE model is performed to establish under what circum-

stances it may be deemed an appropriate analysis tool. The validated numerical

model is then used to interrogate the coating’s influence on damage initiation in
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the concrete substrate, thus revealing details of the underlying protective mecha-

nisms.

5.2 Projectile impact experiments

Projectile impact tests are performed using a gas gun apparatus, illustrated in

Fig. 5.1. A blunt (i.e. circular cylindrical) steel projectile of diameter 28.5 mm,

length 20 mm and mass 0.1 kg is fired at a concrete cube, of side length 100 mm,

supported on its back face and resting upon a wooden block support. The pro-

jectile geometry chosen for this study is idealised, simpler than a typical fragment

simulating projectile (FSP). However, it enables study of the target’s response to a

sharp edged projectile in a well controlled manner. The axisymmetric geometry also

simplifies the numerical analysis of the experiments, as discussed subsequently.

Two configurations are tested: (i) the concrete in its uncoated state and (ii) the

concrete with an elastomer layer, approximately 5 mm thick, placed on its impacted

face. The elastomer layer is not bonded to the concrete and is in frictional contact

only. Small pieces of double-sided adhesive tape, located at each corner, are used to

ensure the correct initial positioning of the layer.

Figure 5.1: Schematic of the gas gun apparatus used for the impact tests (not to scale). All
dimensions are in mm.

The elastomer layer was chosen to be the same commercially available spray appli-

cation, polyurea/polyurethane hybrid discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. The coatings

were obtained by spraying the polymer onto an untreated steel plate and then peeling

it off1. Note, this technique resulted in the thickness of the elastomer layer varying

by approximately 15% between tests since precise control of the thickness was not

possible. The average thickness of the elastomer layer in each test is measured and

is recorded in the caption of Figs. 5.4 to 5.8.

Concrete cubes, of side length 100 mm were designed and cast. The Department

of Environment mix design method [185] is employed to achieve a characteristic

1Polymer specimens courtesy of I. Mohagheghian, University of Cambridge [170].
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strength at 28 days of 40 MPa. The characteristic strength is defined as the cube

strength below which not more than 5% of test results fall. Assuming normal dis-

tribution and good mix control, the mix must be designed to have a target mean

strength equal to the desired characteristic strength plus 1.64 times the expected

standard deviation (in this case, 4.5 MPa is chosen according to the guidance in

[185]). Thus, a target mean strength of 47 MPa is designed for. Rapid-hardening

Portland Cement is used with uncrushed coarse gravel aggregate of maximum size

10 mm. The mix is designed to have high workability with 60 − 180 mm slump. In

terms of volume %, the final design mix ratio is chosen as follows — cement: water:

fine aggregate (sand): coarse aggregate = 15% : 23% : 28% : 34%. After 28 days,

a compressive test was performed on a concrete cube using an Instron screw-driven

materials testing machine at a nominal strain rate, ε̇ = 10−3 s−1. The nominal

stress-strain response, corrected for cross-head compliance is presented in Fig. 5.2,

illustrating that a compressive strength of 47 MPa is attained.

Figure 5.2: Nominal compressive stress-strain response of a 100 mm concrete cube, tested at a
nominal strain rate, ε̇ = 10−3 s−1. Also plotted is the FE model prediction discussed subsequently.

5.2.1 Results

Impact tests are performed for projectile velocities spanning the range c. 45 −
145 m s−1. Coated and uncoated cubes are tested at each impact velocity, and the

level of damage is assessed. The projectile was machined to match closely the inter-

nal diameter of the gun barrel, thus helping to ensure a repeatable, normal impact.

This was verified using high speed photography (at 49000 frames per second) which

showed that for all tests, a normal impact was achieved, within ±3◦. An example
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of the high speed photography is shown in Fig. 5.3. Images of the post-impact

specimens are presented in Figs. 5.4 - 5.8.

(a) t = 0µs (b) t = 82µs (c) t = 286µs (d) t = 960µs

Figure 5.3: High speed photographs of the impact test performed for a coated specimen at a
projectile impact speed of 124 m s−1. The time t = 0µs corresponds to first contact with the
elastomer coating. The scale bar is the same for all images.

(a) Uncoated concrete (b) Coated concrete

(c) Coating - impacted face (d) Coating - distal face

Figure 5.4: Photographs of the test specimens for a projectile impact velocity of 45 m s−1 for both
uncoated and coated specimens. The elastomer thickness for the coated specimen was 5.53 mm.
The scale bar is the same for all images.

5.2.2 Discussion

A substantial, beneficial effect of the elastomer coating is observed across the full

range of velocities tested. For the uncoated concrete, increasing the projectile speed

increases the extent of damage and radial cracking, as shown in Figs. 5.4 - 5.6. At
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(a) Uncoated concrete (b) Coated concrete

(c) Coating - impacted face (d) Coating - distal face

Figure 5.5: Photographs of the test specimens for a projectile impact velocity of 68 m s−1 for the
uncoated specimen and 64 m s−1 for the coated specimen. The elastomer thickness for the coated
specimen was 5.35 mm. The scale bar is the same for all images.

(a) Uncoated concrete (b) Coated concrete

(c) Coating - impacted face (d) Coating - distal face

Figure 5.6: Photographs of the test specimens for a projectile impact velocity of 100 m s−1 for the
uncoated specimen and 101 m s−1 for the coated specimen. The elastomer thickness for the coated
specimen was 6.02 mm. The scale bar is the same for images b), c) and d).
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(a) Coated concrete

(b) Coating - impacted face (c) Coating - distal face

Figure 5.7: Photographs of the coated test specimen for a projectile impact velocity of 124 m s−1.
The elastomer thickness was 5.21 mm. The scale bar is the same for all images.

(a) Coated concrete

(b) Coating - impacted face (c) Coating - distal face with
polymer plug (inset)

Figure 5.8: Photographs of the coated test specimen for a projectile impact velocity of 142 m s−1.
The elastomer thickness was 5.36 mm. The scale bar is the same for images b) and c).
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speeds of 100 m s−1 and beyond, the cube is entirely fragmented. For the coated

concrete cubes, there is no evidence of concrete damage (based on visual inspection)

for impact speeds up to and including 100 m s−1. Further, below impact speeds of

100 m s−1, there is no visible tearing of the elastomer. However, the presence of

elastomer damage is apparent in optical micrographs, increasing in severity with

the impact velocity, as shown in Fig. 5.9.

(a) 45 m s−1 (b) 64 m s−1

(c) 101 m s−1

Figure 5.9: Micrographs showing the distal face of the elastomer coating, at the edge of the impact
site, for projectile velocities of 45, 64 and 101 m s−1. The dotted line indicates the perimeter of
the projectile contact patch.

A band of damaged material is evident around the perimeter of the projectile im-

pact site. Voids form, which grow and coalesce — these are readily observed in

the micrograph at 64 m s−1 (Fig. 5.9b). At higher impact velocities (above around

100 m s−1), there is evidence of ductile tearing around the perimeter of the impact

site (Fig. 5.9c).

The coated concrete cube is completely fragmented at an impact velocity of 142 m s−1.

The elastomer fails around the perimeter of the projectile, forming a plug. The poly-

mer plugs are recovered after the experiment, and are found to have a diameter of

around 14 mm, which is about half that of the projectile. This indicates that the

coating undergoes significant elastic straining prior to failure. The residual hole in

the coating is, similarly, much less than the projectile diameter (Fig. 5.8b - c). Ex-
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amination of the polymer coating in the vicinity of the hole shows a rough surface

indicative of ductile tearing, accompanied by significant elastic contraction. This ob-

servation suggests that an impact-induced glass transition [3, 4] is not a dominant

energy dissipation mechanism for these impact conditions and coating, at even the

highest strain rates seen in the impact tests (c. 104 s−1). To explain this observation,

the glass transition temperature of the polymer is measured using dynamic mechan-

ical analysis (see Appendix C.1). Although the glass transition will shift to higher

temperatures with increasing strain rate, it is found to be too low in this polymer to

likely play a major role for the strain rates encountered in these experiments.

Probing the range of impact velocities between 100 and 142 m s−1, the projectile first

fully penetrates, and is completely arrested by, the polymer coating at a speed of

124 m s−1. This can be interpreted as a perforation velocity for the coating. This case

is shown in Fig. 5.7. The concrete exhibits damage immediately under the projectile

and radial cracking on the impacted face of the cube, but remains otherwise intact.

In this case the elastomer plug remains welded to the face of the concrete cube after

impact.

In summary, the concrete cube appears to be completely undamaged for impact

velocities up to 100 m s−1 in its coated configuration. Severe concrete damage is

observed in the uncoated cubes for impact velocities of 64 m s−1 and above. When

coated, impact velocities in excess of 124 m s−1 are required to achieve a similar level

of damage.

5.3 FE model development

To gain a greater insight into the underlying protective mechanisms at play, a finite

element (FE) model is developed using the code ABAQUS/Explicit [27].

5.3.1 Concrete

As a first step, it is necessary to obtain a concrete constitutive model that matches

the behavior of the cast concrete used in the experimental study.

The same Concrete Damaged Plasticity (CDP) model is chosen as developed in Sec-

tion 3.2.1, which is available in ABAQUS/Explicit. The concrete is modelled as a

homogeneous continuum that exhibits isotropic, damaged elasticity and isotropic,

pressure-dependent plasticity. A continuum damage mechanics approach has been

shown by many authors in the literature [161–165] to be appropriate for the con-

stitutive modelling of concrete (and other quasi-brittle materials). It is noted that
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5.4 Quasi-static indentation

microstructure sensitivity of the localised impact damage of concrete is an impor-

tant consideration, and one that requires further research. However, confidence is

gained from the experimental comparisons discussed subsequently, that the contin-

uum model fidelity is sufficient for the effects studied here.

The compressive, tensile and damage parameters (derived in Section 3.2.1) are scaled

to achieve a good match with the quasi-static, compressive stress-strain response

presented in Fig. 5.2. The resulting numerical prediction is compared with the

experimental curve in Fig. 5.2, illustrating that a good match is obtained.

5.3.2 Elastomer

The methodology used to obtain a constitutive model for the elastomer coating was

described in Section 3.2.2. The same model is employed in this chapter.

5.4 Quasi-static indentation

Before proceeding to simulations of the impact tests, the predictive capabilities of

the model are first assessed for the quasi-static indentation response of uncoated

and coated concrete cubes. This allows a clearer comparison with experimental

measurements, to help interrogate modelling decisions.

5.4.1 Uncoated concrete

A quasi-static indentation test is performed on a 100 mm concrete cube. A circular

cylindrical steel indenter of diameter 28.5 mm (identical to the projectiles used in

the impact tests) is pressed into the surface of the concrete cube using an Instron

screw-driven test machine, at a speed of 1×10−4 m s−1. Indenter force was measured

using the test machine load cell. Indentation depth was measured using cross head

displacement, adjusted for compliance using a laser extensometer.

The same test is simulated in ABAQUS/Explicit. The concrete block is modelled

axisymmetrically, with a radius of 50 mm and a height of 100 mm. A mesh size

of 0.5 mm is used for a domain of size 40 mm around the contact patch. This is

then graded to a mesh size of 5 mm at the edge of the block. ALE (Arbitrary

Lagrangian-Eulerian) adaptive meshing is used in the concrete region directly under

the indenter in an effort to maintain a high quality mesh throughout the analysis.

The indenter is modelled as an axisymmetric rigid part with a small corner radius of

1.5 mm added to prevent a stress singularity at the indenter perimeter. Frictionless

contact conditions are prescribed between the indenter and the concrete.
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5.4 Quasi-static indentation

The chosen mesh and corner radius combination is a result of a detailed sensitivity

study. It was found that while a coarse mesh was insufficient to accurately cap-

ture indentation behaviour, an extremely fine mesh resulted in extensive, unrealistic

crack branching (indicated by the distribution of damaged elements). Further, the

indentation response was relatively sensitive to the chosen indenter corner radius.

Therefore, it was necessary to identify the smallest value (i.e. closest to a perfectly

sharp edge) that could be adequately resolved by the FE mesh, while avoiding ex-

cessively small elements (for the reasons outlined above). To help confirm the final

choice of corner radius and mesh, the predicted distribution of stress under the in-

denter is compared with the existing theoretical solution for a flat-ended circular

cylinder with a sharp corner, indenting an elastic half space. The results are pre-

sented in Appendix C.2 and show good agreement between the FE model and the

theoretical result.

Figure 5.10: Quasi-static indenter force-displacement response for uncoated concrete. For the FE
results, the dotted line indicates the prediction after the first significant drop in load, at which
point extensive damage has occurred.

Comparison between the FE predictions and experiment are presented in Fig. 5.10.

The FE model provides an accurate prediction of the indentation stiffness which

appears to be experimentally repeatable. However, there is some scatter in the

yield point obtained experimentally and it appears that the FE model underpredicts

this. Inherent material variability may be a factor in this discrepancy, including

sensitivity to local effects such as coarse aggregate distribution near the surface and

local indenter geometry. The indentation yield point might also be sensitive to the

details of the indenter corner radius, in both the experiment and model, and the

effect this has on the local stress and stress triaxiality. Furthermore, the stress
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5.4 Quasi-static indentation

triaxiality dependence of the concrete constitutive model may lose fidelity under the

complex stress state under the indenter.

There is also some discrepancy between model and experiment in terms of post-peak

response. The experiments show strong softening after the onset of damage, with

complete failure of the block occurring at indenter displacements of approximately

1 − 1.5 mm. The FE prediction, however, gives a more progressive propagation of

damage, that continues after the first significant load drop. Note that damaged

elements are not deleted in the FE model. Also, the axisymmetric model will not

permit radial cracks to develop. These factors may alter the predicted mode of

global failure of the block. Hence, the FE predictions should be interpreted with

caution once damage development is extensive (as indicated by the dotted line in

Fig. 5.10). Also plotted on Fig. 5.10 is the prediction obtained using a 3D quarter

model. Once more, the indentation stiffness is accurately predicted and in this case,

a good match is achieved to the measured peak strength. The post-peak behaviour

is not captured as the model suffers from excessive element distortions due to the

nature of the loading. For this reason, coupled with the large computational cost,

it is decided to proceed with the axisymmetric approach. The axisymmetric model

will not capture 3D failure mechanisms such as radial cracking. However, it is

believed that the key damage phenomena occur at earlier timescales compared to

radial cracking, and thus a full 3D model is not critical to the subsequent analysis

of damage initiation.

5.4.2 Coated concrete

Next, the quasi-static indentation of a 100 mm concrete cube, coated on its indented

face with a 4 mm thick elastomer layer is considered. The experimental technique is

as described in Section 5.4.1, above. Similarly, an axisymmetric FE model is used for

the concrete and polymer coating, with the constitutive behaviour of each material

as defined in Section 5.3. The finite element mesh for the concrete part is identical

to that defined in Section 5.4.1. The polymer is discretised using an identical mesh

size to the concrete: 0.5 mm elements are used over a 40 mm radius in the vicinity

of the contact patch, transitioning to 5 mm at the edges.

Frictionless contact is prescribed between the indenter and the elastomer. Two con-

tact conditions are examined between the elastomer and concrete: frictionless and

Coulomb friction with a friction coefficient of µ = 0.8 (a reasonable value for con-

crete/rubber interactions [186]). A plot of the indenter force-displacement response

for each case is compared with the experimental measurement in Fig. 5.11.
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5.5 Impact indentation

Figure 5.11: Comparison between experiment and two FE models of the quasi-static indenter force-
displacement response for coated concrete. One FE model includes frictionless contact between the
elastomer layer and concrete, while the other assumes Coulomb friction with a friction coefficient
of µ = 0.8.

As noted for the uncoated concrete, the FE does not exactly predict the peak force,

and there is some discrepancy after the first load drop. But, overall, the FE predicts

the indentation response well, as long as frictional effects between the elastomer and

concrete are accounted for. This interface condition will therefore be assumed in all

subsequent calculations.

5.5 Impact indentation

Satisfied with the agreement obtained between the FE models and the quasi-static

indentation experiments, the modelling of the impact experiments described in Sec-

tion 5.2 is pursued next. An axisymmetric representation of the concrete, polymer

coating and projectile is again used in the FE analysis. The modelling parameters

are identical to those described in Section 5.4. The projectile mass is 0.1 kg, and it

is assigned an initial velocity in the simulations to match the experimental values,

obtained from high speed photography. Rigid body motion of the concrete target is

prevented by constraining the vertical displacement of the distal face.

5.5.1 Uncoated concrete

First, the uncoated concrete cases are considered. The projectile velocity-time his-

tories predicted by the model are compared in Fig. 5.12 with experimental measure-

ments, obtained from high speed photography.
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5.5 Impact indentation

(a) 45 m s−1

(b) 68 m s−1

(c) 100 m s−1

Figure 5.12: Projectile velocity-time history obtained from the impact experiments and the FE
analysis, for the uncoated concrete specimens.
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5.5 Impact indentation

The FE model provides reasonably accurate predictions of the projectile velocity-

time histories across the range of impact speeds considered, both for the loading

portion of the response (up to zero projectile velocity) and also for the projectile

rebound velocity. It is noted, however, that the ability of the model to accurately

capture the shape of the velocity-time curve diminishes with higher projectile impact

speeds. In these cases, damage development is extensive, and for the reasons high-

lighted in Section 5.4.1, the FE predictions should be interpreted with caution.

Figure 5.13 presents the FE model predictions for the compressive damage experi-

enced by the uncoated concrete targets for the three projectile impact speeds con-

sidered.

(a) 45 m s−1 (b) 68 m s−1 (c) 100 m s−1

Figure 5.13: Contours of the compressive damage parameter, dc for the impact simulations of
uncoated concrete cubes at projectile impact velocities of 45 m s−1, 68 m s−1 and 100 m s−1. dc = 0
represents completely undamaged material and dc = 1 is completely damaged. Images taken at
the time of maximum indenter penetration, tmp.

As was observed in the experiments (Figs. 5.4 - 5.6), the level of damage experienced

by the concrete target increases with increasing projectile impact speed. For impact

speeds of 68 m s−1 and 100 m s−1, a significant amount of damage is predicted (i.e.

dc = 1) which agrees well with experimental observations. Figure 5.14 shows the

progress of damage for the 45 m s−1 impact case, illustrating that the damage con-

tinues to propagate after the point of maximum projectile penetration, though not

significantly.

Complete fragmentation of the block, observed in the experiments for a projectile

impact speed of 100 m s−1 (Fig. 5.6), cannot be predicted by the FE model given

the lack of element deletion. However, this is likely to occur in the later stages of

projectile penetration. The FE is therefore best used to predict the earlier stages of

damage initiation and development in these cases.
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5.5 Impact indentation

Figure 5.14: Progress of damage for the impact indentation of an uncoated cube with an initial
projectile speed of 45 m s−1. Plotting contours of the compressive damage parameter, dc where
dc = 0 represents completely undamaged material and dc = 1 is completely damaged. The image
at t = 46µs corresponds to the time of maximum indenter penetration.

5.5.2 Coated concrete

Next, the coated concrete targets are considered. Figure 5.15 compares the FE

predictions for the projectile velocity-time histories with those measured using high

speed photography during the impact experiments. The FE modelling parameters

are again identical to those described in Section 5.4, with a coefficient of friction,

µ = 0.8 between the polymer and concrete layers and frictionless contact is assumed

between polymer/steel interfaces.

The FE model provides excellent agreement with the experimental measurements for

the loading portion of the response, up to the point of maximum projectile penetra-

tion (i.e. zero projectile velocity). Beyond this point, the FE model overestimates

the projectile rebound velocities. As was noted in Section 3.2.2, the elastomer con-

stitutive model fails to capture well the measured hysteresis upon unloading, which

may account for this discrepancy. This is supported by a supplementary investiga-

tion of the sensitivity to the viscoelastic model, described in Appendix C.3.

Figure 5.16 illustrates the compressive damage patterns predicted by the FE model

for the coated concrete cubes, at the three projectile impact speeds considered.

No severe (dc = 1) concrete damage is predicted for projectile impact speeds of

45 m s−1 and 64 m s−1, though significant straining of the elastomer under the corner

of the projectile is observed. These predictions agree well with the experimental

observations in Figs. 5.4, 5.5 and 5.9, which show that the concrete exhibits no visible

damage, while the elastomer coating undergoes minor damage at the perimeter of

the contact patch.

The FE model predicts that severe compressive damage occurs to a depth of around

10 mm, for the coated cube impacted at 101 m s−1. This is in contrast to the appar-

ently undamaged concrete specimen recovered from the experiment (Fig. 5.6). This
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5.5 Impact indentation

(a) 45 m s−1

(b) 64 m s−1

(c) 101 m s−1

Figure 5.15: Projectile velocity-time history obtained from the impact experiments and the FE
analysis for coated concrete specimens. The FE model considers a friction coefficient, µ = 0.8
between the elastomer and concrete.
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5.6 Discussion: influence of coating on impact damage initiation

(a) 45 m s−1 (b) 64 m s−1 (c) 101 m s−1

Figure 5.16: Contours of the compressive damage parameter, dc for the impact simulations of
coated concrete cubes at projectile impact velocities of 45 m s−1, 64 m s−1 and 101 m s−1. dc = 0
represents completely undamaged material and dc = 1 is completely damaged. Images taken at
the time of maximum indenter penetration, tmp.

discrepancy could be due to a number of factors. First, no strain rate dependence

is accounted for in the concrete constitutive model which could influence the con-

crete strength at these higher projectile impact speeds. Furthermore, the elastomer

constitutive model does not include a failure criterion. Thus the elastomer tearing

observed in the experiment (Fig. 5.9c) is not predicted explicitly. This would provide

an additional dissipative mechanism, absent from the current analysis. Nonetheless,

the significant protective effect of the coating is captured by the model. The follow-

ing section proceeds to interrogate the protective mechanisms in more detail.

5.6 Discussion: influence of coating on impact damage ini-

tiation

In the following section, the FE model is used to gain an insight into how the

elastomer is achieving its damage mitigating effect. Focusing attention on the early

time steps of indenter penetration, the coating influence on damage initiation in the

concrete target is interrogated.

Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show the distribution of the concrete damage parameter, dc

taken at a time, tdi corresponding to the point of damage initiation for uncoated

and coated concrete cubes, respectively for three impact speeds. Note that dc = 0

represents undamaged material, and dc = 1 is completely damaged. The initiation

of damage is defined to occur when the damage parameter, dc > 0.9 is calculated to

a depth of at least 1 mm in the concrete. Values of the time after impact at which

damage initiates, tdi, and the depth of projectile penetration at this time, δdi, are

also quoted in the Figures.

Using this definition of damage initiation, the minimum impact velocity at which this
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(a) 15 m s−1 (b) 101 m s−1 (c) 124 m s−1

Figure 5.17: Contours of the compressive damage parameter, dc for the impact indentation sim-
ulations of uncoated concrete targets at impact velocities of 15 m s−1, 101 m s−1 and 124 m s−1.
Images are shown at the point of damage initiation, as defined in the main text.

(a) 63 m s−1 (b) 101 m s−1 (c) 124 m s−1

Figure 5.18: Contours of the compressive damage parameter, dc for the impact indentation sim-
ulations of coated concrete targets, coated with a 5 mm elastomer layer, at impact velocities of
63 m s−1, 101 m s−1 and 124 m s−1. Images are shown at the point of damage initiation, as defined
in the main text.
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5.6 Discussion: influence of coating on impact damage initiation

criterion is met can be found. This occurs at an impact speed of 15 m s−1 for the un-

coated concrete (Fig. 5.17a) and 63 m s−1 for the coated concrete (Fig. 5.18a).

Comparing these two cases, three key effects of the coating are apparent. (i) The

time taken to initiate concrete damage is at least an order of magnitude larger in

the coated case. (ii) The projectile has indented the coating by a large fraction of

its thickness at the onset of concrete damage. (iii) The critical location for concrete

damage remains at the projectile perimeter, but with the coating in place, there

is a more diffuse distribution of concrete damage when the initiation criterion is

met. (i) and (ii) indicate that a polymer coating reduces projectile decelerations

and therefore contact stresses, for a given impact scenario. Table 5.1 presents the

average projectile decelerations, calculated from the projectile velocity-time histories

obtained from the high speed photography (plotted in Figs. 5.12 and 5.15). Taking

the average projectile deceleration to be indicative of the average contact pressure,

it can be inferred that the coating does indeed serve to reduce the contact stresses.

The FE models also support the conclusion that the average projectile decelerations

are reduced by between 40− 60% with the addition of the polymer coating.

Impact speed 45 m s−1 ≈ 65 m s−1 ≈ 100 m s−1

FE Experiment FE Experiment FE Experiment
Uncoated 980 1250 1140∗ 1260 2180∗ 1280
Coated 470 500 700 650 920 780

Table 5.1: Average projectile decelerations (up to maximum projectile penetration) in 103 m s−2

measured from Figs. 5.12 and 5.15. For cases marked with an asterisk, average deceleration is
measured up to the time that FE predictions depart from experimental measurements as a result
of severe concrete damage. Refer to Figs. 5.4 - 5.8 for exact impact velocities for each case.

Furthermore, observation (iii) indicates delocalisation of concrete damage. In combi-

nation, these effects appear to explain the protective benefit of the coating. Similar

trends are observed at higher velocities (Figs. 5.17b, c and 5.18b, c) where the elas-

tomer also acts to significantly delay the onset of damage initiation, and leads to

a more diffusive pattern of damage. Note that at these higher impact speeds, the

projectile is still in motion at the instant of damage initiation shown in Figs. 5.17

and 5.18.

This investigation identifies the protective effect of a polymer coating, for a particu-

lar combination of polymer type, coating thickness, concrete strength and projectile

geometry. Further work is required to identify how sensitive the coating performance

and protective mechanisms are to variations in these parameters, and hence how to

optimise the coating design.
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5.7 Conclusions

An experimental and numerical investigation has been conducted to assess the im-

pact mitigating capabilities of a typical spray-on elastomer coating, applied to the

impacted face of a concrete target. An FE model is developed and validated with a

view to interrogating how the elastomer influences damage initiation in the concrete

substrate. The following conclusions are established:

• An elastomer coating significantly reduces impact damage in the concrete over

the full range of projectile velocities tested, c. 45−150 m s−1. For the particular

geometry considered, an uncoated concrete cube experiences severe damage at

a projectile velocity of c. 60 m s−1 whereas in its coated configuration, velocities

of c. 120 m s−1 are required to achieve a similar level of damage.

• The elastomer coating remains intact until impacted at a speed of c. 120 m s−1.

Damage remains local to the perimeter of the projectile, where there is evi-

dence of ductile tearing. At higher impact velocities, a polymer plug is de-

tached. The plug and corresponding hole in the coating undergo significant

elastic contraction after projectile penetration.

• A finite element model in ABAQUS/Explicit is validated as an effective anal-

ysis tool for impact indentation of uncoated and coated concrete cubes under

certain conditions. The FE model is deemed valid at early time steps, be-

fore the concrete becomes severely damaged. Further, for the coated cases,

experimental comparisons are limited up to the point of maximum inden-

ter penetration to avoid modelling inaccuracies associated with the unloading

phase.

• The finite element analysis indicates that for this projectile geometry and

coating thickness, the elastomer acts to alter damage initiation in the concrete.

The time taken for damage to initiate is increased by an order of magnitude,

and occurs after significant polymer indentation. The spatial distribution of

concrete damage is also affected, with damage delocalised by the coating.
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CHAPTER 6

Impact damage protection mechanisms for

elastomer-coated concrete

6.1 Introduction

Chapter 5 established that an elastomer coating can contribute a significant impact

mitigating effect when applied to a concrete substrate. Experimental impact testing

examined the influence of a c. 5 mm elastomer layer, placed on a concrete cube of

side length 100 mm subjected to impact from a 0.1 kg, blunt steel projectile. Over

the range of impact velocities tested (c. 45 − 150 m s−1), the elastomer markedly

reduced the damage experienced by the concrete substrate. A numerical model was

developed in ABAQUS/Explicit [27] to interrogate the mechanism behind the pro-

tective benefit offered by the coating. The model was validated at early time steps,

before severe concrete damage and during the loading phase of elastomer penetra-

tion. Results indicated that the elastomer served to reduce projectile decelerations,

thereby influencing the stress state and time evolution of damage initiation in the

concrete substrate. In this chapter, the aim is to establish the elastomer influence

on concrete damage across a range of impact velocities and boundary conditions.

Further, a more detailed understanding of the protective mechanism(s) at play is

developed.

This chapter is structured as follows. The numerical model, developed in Chap-

ter 5, is used to span a range of impact velocities (5− 150 m s−1) in order to inter-

rogate the concrete damage mechanisms and the influence of an elastomer coating

on these mechanisms. The sensitivity to the concrete and polymer boundary con-

ditions and coating thickness is then examined. Next, the mechanism by which the

elastomer achieves its protective benefit is interrogated, building upon the findings

from Chapter 5. Simplified 1D and 2D numerical models are employed with the aim
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of understanding the protective effects contributed by the elastomer coating.

6.2 Impact indentation damage mechanisms

6.2.1 Numerical model development

Impact indentation of a concrete circular cylinder of diameter 100 mm and height

100 mm is simulated using an axisymmetric model in ABAQUS/Explicit, illustrated

in Fig. 6.1. The same FE models (including the material constitutive definitions) em-

ployed for simulating the impact indentation of uncoated concrete (in Section 5.5.1)

and coated concrete (in Section 5.5.2) are used in this chapter.

Figure 6.1: Reference geometry case: axisymmetric model in ABAQUS/Explicit of the impact
indentation of a coated concrete cylinder. The concrete is supported on its non-impacted face
(displacement is constrained in the direction of impact) and the outer edges of the concrete and
polymer are free.

6.2.2 Damage mechanisms: reference geometry

Considering the range of impact velocities, V0 = 5− 150 m s−1, the damage develop-

ment is assessed by examining the contours of the compressive damage parameter,

dc. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 present the results for the uncoated and coated cases, re-

spectively.

On each of the images presented in Figures 6.2 and 6.3, the value of normalised

displacement, ū is labelled. This corresponds to the time at which the image is
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V0 5 m s−1 20 m s−1 50 m s−1 100 m s−1 150 m s−1

Early
damage

Developed
damage

Figure 6.2: Comparing contours of the compressive damage parameter, dc for uncoated concrete,
subjected to projectile impacts at various velocities, V0.

V0 5 m s−1 20 m s−1 50 m s−1 100 m s−1 150 m s−1

Early
damage

Developed
damage

Figure 6.3: Comparing contours of the compressive damage parameter, dc for concrete coated with
a 5 mm elastomer layer, subjected to projectile impacts at various velocities, V0.
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taken. Normalised displacement, ū is defined according to Eq. 6.1, where u is the

displacement of the indenter, H is the height of the concrete block (H = 100 mm)

and εcu is the strain at the maximum compressive strength of the concrete (εcu =

0.005 according to the uniaxial, quasi-static compression test performed in Chapter 5

and presented in Fig. 5.2).

ū =
u

εcuH
(6.1)

Damage patterns are compared at two phases of the impact response, denoted early

damage and developed damage, each defined by a specific ū. The early damage

images are taken at a time corresponding to ū = 1 for the uncoated cases and

ū = 6 for the coated cases. The time for developed damage is defined to correspond

to ū = 4 and ū = 9 for uncoated and coated cases, respectively. For all cases in

which the projectile fails to reach this prescribed ū, the image presented corresponds

instead to ūmax = umax/εcuH where umax is the maximum penetration depth of the

projectile.

Comparison between Figures 6.2 and 6.3 reveals a difference in the early damage

behaviour between uncoated and coated targets. This prompts the definition of two

distinct damage mechanisms:

• Mechanism 1: Severe damage initiates early in the impact, under the corner

of the indenter.

• Mechanism 2: Diffuse sub-surface damage develops in the region below the

indenter, which eventually concentrates under the corner of the indenter.

For the uncoated targets, Mechanism 1 is observed for all but the very lowest impact

velocities (Vo = 5 m s−1), where no damage is observed. The application of a 5 mm

elastomer layer serves two effects: (i) the impact speed at which damage first occurs

is increased, and (ii) the damage patterns shift to Mechanism 2. At high impact

velocities (Vo ≥ 100 m s−1), for the uncoated cases, the damage pattern develops to

a cone of damaged material directly below the indenter. For the coated cases, there

is a more diffuse distribution of concrete damage, although the location of greatest

damage is again under the corner of the indenter. The damage again develops to

form a cone under the indenter as the impact speed is increased. However, the

coating serves to increase both the time and the impact velocity required for this to

develop. These findings are consistent with the experimental observations in Chap-

ter 5 (Section 5.6). The underlying causes of this protective effect provided by the

polymer coating are interrogated in more detail in this chapter subsequently.
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6.2.3 Sensitivity to boundary conditions

In this section, the influence of the concrete and polymer boundary conditions, and

the polymer thickness, on the damage mechanisms are examined.

6.2.3.1 Edge constraint

First the effect of constraining the outer edges of the concrete cylinder is considered.

The axisymmetric model illustrated in Fig. 6.1 (the reference case) is subjected to

an additional boundary condition on the outer edges to constrain the lateral dis-

placement of the elastomer and concrete. The early and developed damage patterns

are compared with the reference case in Appendix D.1.1, for one projectile velocity,

Vo = 100 m s−1. This comparison illustrates that the additional edge constraint has

no effect on the damage mechanisms or the mitigating effect of the elastomer.

6.2.3.2 Target geometry

Next, the effect of a change in target geometry is assessed. A more practical struc-

tural concrete slab configuration is considered: 50 mm deep, with a span of 1 m.

Once more, an axisymmetric model is employed for computational efficiency, illus-

trated in Fig. 6.4. The edge of the slab (at its outer perimeter) is fully constrained,

with all degrees of freedom set to zero. To avoid unrealistic stress concentrations at

the perimeter, a degree of boundary compliance is introduced: a 50 mm wide region

at the edge of the slab is placed between rigid, frictionless surfaces, which terminate

with a radius of curvature of 90 mm. For the coated cases, a 5 mm elastomer layer

is modelled on the impacted face and Coulomb friction, with a friction coefficient

of µ = 0.8 is assumed at the concrete/elastomer interface. Frictionless conditions

are assumed at elastomer/steel and concrete/steel interfaces based on the findings

in Section 5.4. The indenter geometry and mesh details remain unchanged, with a

fine 0.5 mm mesh in the central 40 mm portion of the slab, transitioning to a much

coarser mesh away from the impact site.

Figure 6.5 compares the early and developed damage patterns for the reference

geometry (Fig. 6.1) and the slab (Fig. 6.4) for a projectile impact at V0 = 100 m s−1.

There is no significant difference between the damage patterns for the cylinder and

the slab, for these timescales. This indicates that damage initiation in a cylindrical

target is fully representative of that in a slab of practical dimensions, that is free to

bend.
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6.2 Impact indentation damage mechanisms

Figure 6.4: Axisymmetric model in ABAQUS/Explicit of the impact indentation of a coated
concrete slab.

Reference Geometry Slab Geometry
Damage Early Developed Early Developed

Uncoated

Coated

Figure 6.5: Comparing contours of the compressive damage parameter, dc for the reference ge-
ometry (Fig. 6.1) and the slab geometry (Fig. 6.4). A projectile impact at V0 = 100 m s−1 is
considered.
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6.2 Impact indentation damage mechanisms

6.2.3.3 Elastomer-concrete bond strength

To explore the influence of contact conditions at the elastomer/concrete interface,

two limiting cases are compared — frictionless and perfectly bonded (tying all de-

grees of freedom at the interface). This is compared with the reference case, assum-

ing Coloumb friction with a friction coefficient of µ = 0.8 (determined in Chapter 5

to give the best fit to quasi-static experimental data). The effect on the early and

developed damage patterns is presented in Figure 6.6 for the reference geometry

(Fig. 6.1) subjected to a projectile impact at V0 = 100 m s−1.

First, it is noted that the elastomer/concrete interface strength does not affect the

damage initiation mechanism in the concrete: this remains Mechanism 2 for all

coated cases. However, the interface does appear to have an influence on the level of

developed damage in the concrete. While the perfectly bonded interface and µ = 0.8

cases result in similar developed damage patterns, the frictionless case shows less

damage. This would imply that reducing shear tractions at the interface is beneficial

to reducing impact damage. However, a frictionless interface would be challenging

to realise in practice.

Frictionless µ = 0.8
Perfectly
bonded

Early damage

Developed
damage

Figure 6.6: Comparing contours of the compressive damage parameter, dc for the reference geome-
try (Fig. 6.1) when subjected to a projectile impact at V0 = 100 m s−1. Three cases are considered
for the contact condition at the elastomer/concrete interface: frictionless, friction coefficient of
µ = 0.8 and perfectly bonded.
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6.3 Investigating the protective effect of the coating

6.2.3.4 Coating thickness

Finally, the effect of varying the coating thickness on the damage mechanisms is

considered. Figure 6.7 compares a 5 mm coating with a 10 mm coating, assuming a

coefficient of friction, µ = 0.8 at the elastomer/concrete interface. It is clear that

the thicker coating serves to delay the onset of damage in the concrete substrate.

Minimal damage is observed for an impact velocity of 100 m s−1 for a 10 mm thick

coating. Therefore, as expected, a thicker coating appears to increase the protective

benefit. However, from a design perspective, this added benefit must be weighed

against the increase in weight and cost.

Uncoated 5 mm coated 10 mm coated

Early damage

Developed
damage

Figure 6.7: Comparing contours of the compressive damage parameter, dc for the reference ge-
ometry (Fig. 6.1) when subjected to a projectile impact at V0 = 100 m s−1. Three cases are
considered: Uncoated, coated with a 5 mm elastomer layer and coated with a 10 mm elastomer
layer. A coefficient of friction, µ = 0.8 is assumed between the elastomer/concrete interface.

6.3 Investigating the protective effect of the coating

The previous section has highlighted that the application of a relatively thin elas-

tomer layer to a concrete substrate affects the damage mechanisms in the underlying

concrete, providing a significant protective benefit across a range of impact inden-

tation velocities. In this section, the objective is to understand precisely how the

elastomer achieves this effect.
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6.3 Investigating the protective effect of the coating

6.3.1 Projectile acceleration and contact pressure

Considering first the reference geometry and boundary conditions, illustrated in

Fig. 6.1. The numerical model, defined in Section 6.2.1, is used to interrogate

the projectile acceleration-time histories for two different impact velocities and the

results are presented in Fig. 6.8.

(a) 5 m s−1

(b) 100 m s−1

Figure 6.8: Projectile acceleration - time histories for the reference geometry (Fig. 6.1) subjected
to projectile impacts at V0 = 5 and 100 m s−1. Three configurations are considered at each velocity:
Uncoated, coated with a 5 mm elastomer layer and coated with a 10 mm elastomer layer.

For the low velocity impact case (Fig. 6.8a), the concrete exhibits an elastic response

and the shape of the acceleration-time profiles of both uncoated and coated cases

are approximately sinusoidal. The peak acceleration recorded for the 5 mm coated
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6.3 Investigating the protective effect of the coating

case is significantly lower in magnitude than that for the uncoated case. Increasing

the coating thickness to 10 mm reduces the peak acceleration further. Additionally,

the duration of contact is much longer with the coating present, with the duration

increasing with coating thickness. There is therefore a fall in the average projectile

accelerations with the addition of a coating. For the lower velocity case, average ac-

celerations are measured up to the time when acceleration falls to zero (t = 35µs and

t = 195µs for the uncoated and 5 mm coated cases, respectively). Table 6.1 com-

pares peak and average accelerations for the uncoated and 5 mm coated cases.

V0
(m s−1)

Peak
Acceleration
(×106 m s−2)

Average
Acceleration
(×106 m s−2)

Average
Acceleration†

(×106 m s−2)

Uncoated
5 mm

Coated
Uncoated

5 mm
Coated

Uncoated
5 mm

Coated

5 0.3 0.07 0.2 0.04 0.2 0.04
100 4.8 1.7 0.3 0.4 4 0.97

Table 6.1: Peak and average accelerations measured from the plots in Fig. 6.8. † denotes average
accelerations measured up to the point of severe concrete damage only (defined in the main text).

Next, the higher velocity impact case in Fig. 6.8b is examined. For the uncoated

case, there is an initial transient on impact, giving a high peak acceleration. This is

followed by a slower rise in acceleration as the projectile indents the concrete. The

acceleration then tails off, as plastic deformation and damage develops in the con-

crete. For the 5 mm coated case, damage initiation in the concrete is also predicted,

and is evident in a drop in acceleration at around 50µs. The coating serves to

reduce the magnitude of the initial transient peak in acceleration, delaying the time

at which damage develops (indicated by the drop in acceleration), and to increase

the duration of interaction between projectile and target. These effects are denoted

collectively as the temporal effect contributed by the elastomer.

Table 6.1 shows that while peak accelerations for the higher impact velocity case are

significantly reduced with the addition of the coating, average accelerations are not.

This is in contrast to what was observed for the lower impact velocity case and is

likely due to the severe concrete damage experienced after the initial transient peak

in acceleration. Average accelerations are measured up to the time when acceleration

falls to zero (t = 400µs and t = 300µs for the uncoated and 5 mm coated cases,

respectively). However, as discussed in Chapter 5, the FE model is only deemed valid

at time steps before the concrete becomes severely damaged. An extra column is

added to Table 6.1, tabulating average accelerations, measured up to the time step

when severe concrete damage initiates (examining the FE simulations, this time

corresponds to the first sharp drop in acceleration-time, at t = 1µs for the uncoated
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6.3 Investigating the protective effect of the coating

case and t = 50µs for the 5 mm coated case). These average accelerations are

significantly reduced with the addition of the coating in the higher impact velocity

case. Since no damage is observed for the lower velocity impact case, the average

accelerations are unchanged.

Next, the spatial contact pressure variation is interrogated in Fig. 6.9. For both low

and high impact velocity cases, the magnitude of the contact stresses experienced

by the concrete are significantly reduced with the coating present. This is due

to the significant reduction in peak accelerations discussed previously. However,

another coating benefit is also identified. Examining the lower velocity impact case

in Fig. 6.9a, the addition of the coating results in a much more uniform distribution

of contact pressure under the indenter. When uncoated, there is a concentration in

contact pressure under the indenter corner. With the coating in place however, the

magnitude of the contact pressure remains spatially more uniform. Similar effects

are observed for the higher impact velocity case in Fig. 6.9b.

Furthermore, Fig. 6.10 provides evidence that the coating also serves to change the

sub-surface stress state. The stress triaxiality is more uniformly distributed in the

coated case. However, the magnitude of the compressive stress triaxialities (plotted

negative in Fig. 6.10) also tends to reduce for the coated case. This may be of

concern, as the strength of the concrete is sensitive to the stress state, and increases

with the magnitude of the compressive stress triaxiality. However, the triaxiality

is similar in the coated and uncoated cases at the critical locations of maximum

contact pressure. And so, reducing the magnitude of the contact pressures with the

coating offers a net benefit for delaying damage initiation. Also, the more uniform

distribution of stress triaxiality observed for coated concrete (Fig. 6.10b) may ac-

count for the more uniform distribution of sub-surface damage that characterises

the early damage response of coated concrete (illustrated in Figure 6.3 and defined

as Mechanism 2.)

These effects are denoted collectively as the spatial effect contributed by the elas-

tomer.

6.3.2 Interrogation of the protective mechanisms

In this section, simplified 1D and 2D models are used to understand to what extent

the protective mechanisms described above rely on indentation, i.e. to what extent

they are 2D, rather than 1D, phenomena. This provides insights that may help the

future development of simplified models to capture these effects and support coating

design.
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6.3 Investigating the protective effect of the coating

(a) 5 m s−1

(b) 100 m s−1

Figure 6.9: Concrete contact pressure variation with normalised radial co-ordinate for the reference
geometry (Fig. 6.1) subjected to projectile impacts at V0 = 5 and 100 m s−1. Three configurations
are considered at each velocity: Uncoated, coated with a 5 mm elastomer layer and coated with a
10 mm elastomer layer. Contact pressure outputs are taken at a step time corresponding to the
peak projectile acceleration in each case (for V0 = 5 m s−1: t = 12.5µs for uncoated, t = 78µs
for 5 mm coated and t = 108µs for 10 mm coated. For V0 = 100 m s−1: t = 1µs for uncoated,
t = 50µs for 5 mm coated and t = 103µs for 10 mm coated.).
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6.3 Investigating the protective effect of the coating

(a) Uncoated (b) 5 mm Coated

Figure 6.10: Contours of stress triaxiality (TRIAX in ABAQUS notation) for (a) uncoated and
(b) 5 mm coated concrete subjected to projectile impact at 5 m s−1. Images taken at a time
corresponding to peak projectile acceleration in each case (t = 12.5µs for uncoated, t = 78µs for
5 mm coated).

6.3.2.1 1D model

Figures 6.11a and 6.11b illustrate simplified models giving a 1D representation of

the projectile impact on uncoated and coated targets. Thus, any 2D indentation

phenomena are eliminated from the analysis.

A linear elastic model is chosen for the concrete target in this simplified analysis,

with a Young’s Modulus, E0 = 28.3 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio, ν = 0.2. The concrete

column is also made long enough to avoid internal reflections, so that the target can

be assumed effectively semi-infinite. The elastomer model remains unchanged from

that described in Section 6.2.1. The boundary conditions on the column are as

illustrated in Figs. 6.11a and 6.11b. The flat-faced projectile is again modelled as

a rigid body. The projectile acceleration-time histories obtained using these 1D

models are presented in Fig. 6.12.

It is observed that the addition of the elastomer coating in a purely 1D analysis repli-

cates the temporal effect observed for the impact on the concrete targets in Fig. 6.8.

The presence of the coating reduces the magnitude of the peak accelerations (and

hence contact pressures). Furthermore, the coating serves to increase the duration

of the response. Thus, it is established that 2D indentation effects are not required

to reproduce the temporal effect of the coating — a 1D analysis is sufficient.

In a 1D analysis, no spatial effect can be predicted — the contact pressure must be

spatially uniform. However, the contact pressures (and thus sub-surface stresses)

for the coated case are significantly reduced in the 1D calculations, confirming the

protective benefit of the temporal effect. For projectile impact at 5 m s−1, the peak
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6.3 Investigating the protective effect of the coating

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6.11: Axisymmetric models used to interrogate the protective mechanisms; a) 1D model,
uncoated; b) 1D model, coated; c) 2D model, coated, indenter radius, Rc. In all cases, the concrete
column is made long enough to prevent interference from wave reflections. Not to scale.
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6.3 Investigating the protective effect of the coating

(a) 5 m s−1

(b) 100 m s−1

Figure 6.12: Projectile acceleration - time histories for the axisymmetric, 1D models in Figs. 6.11a
and 6.11b, subjected to projectile impacts at V0 = 5 and 100 m s−1. Two configurations are
considered at each velocity: Uncoated and coated with a 5 mm elastomer layer.
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6.3 Investigating the protective effect of the coating

contact pressure recorded is 44 MPa for the uncoated case compared with 10 MPa

for the 5 mm coated case, each recorded at the time corresponding to peak projectile

acceleration, t = 0.9µs for uncoated and t = 76µs for coated.

6.3.2.2 2D model

The spatial effect observed for the concrete targets, involving radial variations in

contact pressure, is necessarily a 2D phenomenon, and hence likely to be linked

to target indentation effects. A simplified 2D model is now used to interrogate

the transition from the 1D case to the indentation of an effectively semi-infinite

half space, to see at what point the spatial effect becomes apparent. The same

target properties described in Section 6.3.2.1 are used, but now a 2D axisymmetric

calculation is performed with a variable target radius, w (Fig. 6.11c). Simulations

for increasing values of w show that the spatial effect may be reproduced once the

concrete domain width, w becomes even slightly larger than the indenter radius, Ri

(i.e. for w/Ri ≈ 1.1).

Indentation of the polymer is therefore key to delivering the spatial effect. Next, we

consider whether this effect is equivalent to changing the projectile tip geometry.

It was shown by Mohagheghian et al. [7] that for thin metallic targets, the spatial

effect induced by a polymer coating was key to the protective benefit, and could

therefore be reproduced to a large extent by altering the projectile tip geometry.

To investigate this for the current problem, a number of variations on the model

presented in Fig. 6.11c are considered. A large concrete domain width is selected

(w/Ri = 3), a 5 mm coating is included and the indenter corner radius is reset to its

initial value, Rc = 1.5 mm (all as defined in Section 6.2.1). The acceleration-time

history and contact pressure spatial variation are compared with uncoated cases,

impacted by projectiles of increasing corner radius: Rc = 1.5 mm, Rc = 3 mm and

Rc = 14.25 mm (i.e. hemispherical). The results are presented in Fig. 6.13.

First, the spatial variation in contact pressure is examined in Fig. 6.13b. Doubling

the corner radius to Rc = 3 mm has a negligible influence on the magnitude of

the contact pressures recorded. The spatial variation in contact pressure is also

unchanged and it is clear that considering impact from an indenter with a larger

corner radius does not produce a similar spatial effect to that observed for the coated

case. Impact from a hemispherical projectile produces a very different response

compared with the other cases. There is a sharp stress concentration at the punch

tip, reaching much higher pressures than those recorded for the other cases. This

rapidly reduces to zero a short distance away from the impact site. Once more, this

response is very different to the spatial effect identified for the coated case. These
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6.3 Investigating the protective effect of the coating

(a) Acceleration - time history

(b) Contact pressure variation

Figure 6.13: (a) Projectile acceleration - time history and (b) spatial contact pressure variation
for a projectile impact at V0 = 5 m s−1. Four variations on the model illustrated in Fig. 6.11c are
considered: coated with 5 mm elastomer and Rc = 1.5 mm, uncoated and Rc = 1.5 mm, uncoated
and Rc = 3 mm and uncoated and Rc = 14.25 mm. Contact pressure outputs are taken at a step
time corresponding to the peak projectile acceleration in each case (for coated and Rc = 1.5 mm:
t = 78µs; uncoated and Rc = 1.5 mm: t = 12.5µs; uncoated and Rc = 3 mm: t = 14µs, uncoated
and Rc = 14.25 mm: t = 63µs).
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results suggest that the redistribution of contact stresses provided by the coating are

not equivalent to a projectile nose-shape change, for this target configuration.

Next, considering the acceleration-time histories in Fig. 6.13a, doubling the corner

radius to Rc = 3 mm for an uncoated target has an almost negligible effect on

the peak acceleration and pulse duration. Considering impact from a hemispherical

projectile (Rc = 14.25 mm) on uncoated concrete, the peak accelerations are reduced

and the pulse duration is lengthened. Thus, the projectile nose-shape change can

provide a temporal effect, but this is much less pronounced than that provided by

the polymer coating.

In summary, it has been shown that indentation of an elastomer coating is required

to achieve both the protective temporal and spatial effects. The temporal effect is

essentially a 1D phenomenon where the key consequence is to reduce peak accel-

erations and thus contact pressures. The spatial effect is observed when there is

indentation of the target (even when the concrete domain size is relatively small

with respect to the indenter i.e. w/Ri > 1.1). Furthermore, the spatial effect con-

tributed by the elastomer is not equivalent to impact from a projectile with a more

rounded tip geometry. Instead, the elastomer coating is required to reduce the stress

concentrations under the indenter.

6.4 Conclusions

A numerical study is performed in ABAQUS/Explicit to interrogate the impact

indentation of a concrete cylinder of diameter, 100 mm and height, 100 mm in two

configurations: uncoated and coated with a 5 mm elastomer layer on the impacted

face. The concrete damage mechanisms are identified and the elastomer’s influence

is assessed. The following conclusions are established:

• Two distinct damage initiation mechanisms are observed. Mechanism 1 is

characterised by severe concrete damage, initiating over shorter timescales

under the indenter corner. Mechanism 2 is characterised by more diffuse,

sub-surface concrete damage which develops over longer timescales, before

eventually concentrating under the indenter corner.

• For all but the very lowest impact velocities, where no damage is observed,

uncoated targets exhibit Mechanism 1 and coated targets exhibit Mechanism 2.

By shifting the damage mechanism, the coating achieves a significant increase

in the projectile velocity required to cause severe damage. Increasing the

coating thickness provides an increased protective benefit.

• A frictionless interface between the concrete and elastomer appears to provide
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a protective benefit. However, this would be difficult to achieve in practice.

• The elastomer achieves its protective benefit via two mechanisms — a temporal

effect (a reduction in the magnitude of the peak acceleration and an increase

in the duration of contact between projectile and target) and a spatial effect

(a more uniform contact pressure distribution is achieved, removing the stress

concentration under the indenter corner and providing a more uniform state

of stress triaxiality under the indenter).

• To achieve both temporal and spatial effects, the indentation of an elastomer

coating is required. The temporal effect is essentially a 1D phenomenon but the

spatial effect is only observed when there is indentation i.e. once the concrete

domain width is larger than the projectile radius (w/Ri > 1.1). Furthermore,

the spatial effect cannot be reproduced by a projectile with a more rounded

tip geometry.
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CHAPTER 7

Design of elastomer coatings for concrete

impact damage mitigation

7.1 Introduction

An experimental investigation on the impact response of elastomer-coated concrete

was presented in Chapter 5, which established that an elastomer coating can signif-

icantly reduce the damage experienced by an underlying concrete substrate. A sig-

nificant protective benefit was observed across the range of impact velocities tested,

c. 45− 150 m s−1 for impact from a 0.1 kg blunt steel projectile. This prompted the

development of a numerical model to simulate the dynamic impact tests with the

objective of interrogating the mechanism by which the elastomer achieves its impact

mitigating effect.

Focusing on damage initiation in the concrete, two damage mechanisms were identi-

fied in Chapter 6. Mechanism 1, characterised by severe concrete damage, initiating

early under the indenter corner, and Mechanism 2, characterised by more diffuse,

sub-surface concrete damage developing over longer timescales. It was established

that the addition of an elastomer coating serves two effects: (i) the impact speed

at which damage first occurs is increased and (ii) the damage initiation mechanism

shifts from Mechanism 1 to Mechanism 2. Upon detailed interrogation of simplified

FE models, it was concluded that the elastomer achieves its protective effect via two

mechanisms — a temporal effect (a reduction in the magnitude of the peak accelera-

tion and an increase in the contact duration between the projectile and target), and

a spatial effect (a more uniform contact pressure distribution is achieved, removing

stress concentrations under the indenter corner).

The objective of this chapter is to build upon the aforementioned work in Chapters 5

and 6, to develop guidelines for effective coating design for concrete impact damage
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mitigation. The chapter is structured as follows. The experimental results and

numerical model predictions from Chapters 5 and 6 are first compared and used

to identify the regimes of concrete failure/no failure for a range of realistic coating

thicknesses and projectile impact velocities. From a design perspective, delaying

the failure of the concrete substrate is of critical importance. Section 7.3 develops

an analytical model capable of predicting the onset of failure for an elastomer-

coated concrete target subjected to blunt projectile impact. Practical design maps

are derived using the proposed analytical models, taking the key variables as the

coating thickness, elastomer modulus and projectile impact velocity. Finally, the

analytical model is validated by comparison with experimental results and FEA

predictions obtained in Chapters 5 and 6.

7.2 Identification of impact response regime boundaries

The same FE models and material constitutive definitions, discussed previously, used

for modelling the impact indentation of uncoated concrete targets (in Section 5.5.1)

and coated concrete targets (in Section 5.5.2) are used in this chapter.

These FE models are used to vary the projectile velocity, V0 and the polymer thick-

ness, he, in order to populate a map, plotting the combination of these variables that

give rise to concrete damage. This map is illustrated in Fig 7.1a. The compressive

damage parameter, dc is used as the concrete damage metric. When a specified

number of concrete elements (extending to a depth of approximately 5 mm) have

reached dc > 0.9 during the loading portion of the indentation response, the concrete

is deemed to be damaged. Also plotted on Fig. 7.1a are the results from the experi-

mental gas gun tests from Chapter 5. In the experimental tests, concrete damage is

determined on the basis of post-impact visual inspection, where a block exhibiting

visible cracking or complete fragmentation is deemed damaged.

Comparing the FE predictions and experimental observations in Fig. 7.1a, the results

agree well, particularly for V0 < 75 m s−1 and V0 > 120 m s−1. However the FE

model appears to underpredict the impact damage resistance, predicting damage

for a 6 mm elastomer-coated block impacted at V0 = 100 m s−1, when there was no

visible damage observed in the corresponding experiment.

As described in Chapter 5 (Section 5.4.2), frictional contact is chosen, with a friction

coefficient of µ = 0.8 at the concrete/elastomer interface, based on best fit with

quasi-static experimental results. However, it is indicated in Appendix C.3 that

frictionless contact at this interface agreed better with dynamic tests, providing

a closer estimate of the projectile rebound velocities measured using high speed

photography. For that study, the influence of these frictional effects were difficult
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7.2 Identification of impact response regime boundaries

(a) Friction with coefficient, µ = 0.8

(b) Frictionless

Figure 7.1: Comparison between FE predictions and experimental observations. Two variations
of the FE model are considered: (a) Frictional contact at the concrete/elastomer interface with
a coefficient, µ = 0.8 and (b) Frictionless contact at the concrete/elastomer interface. Legend:
× represents FE predictions and ◦ represents experimental observations; green indicates intact
concrete and red indicates damaged concrete.
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to determine given other obscuring factors such as severe concrete damage and lack

of elastomer hysteresis in the numerical model. Here, this question is revisited.

Figure 7.1b plots the comparison between the experimental results and the FE

predictions, assuming frictionless contact at the elastomer/concrete interface. This

serves to reduce predicted concrete damage for a given impact velocity, bringing the

FE predictions more into line with the experimental observations.

This suggests that the frictional contact conditions may, indeed, depend on the

strain rate. Considering that the elastomer is not bonded to the concrete substrate,

it is reasonable to assume that the frictional conditions experienced at this interface

may be influenced by the elastomeric response, which is itself time-dependent. Al-

ternatively, premature concrete failure during the dynamic FE simulations assuming

frictional contact may be due to the sensitivity of the concrete failure model to the

induced surface tractions at the concrete/elastomer interface. The model may lose

fidelity under the complex stress state at this interface, resulting in a more severe

damage prediction.

In the following sections, FE predictions are presented for both contact conditions:

(i) frictional contact at the elastomer/concrete interface (with a coefficient of friction,

µ = 0.8) and (ii) frictionless contact at that interface.

7.3 Analytical modelling

The aim now is to derive an analytical model capable of predicting the onset of failure

for elastomer-coated concrete targets. The motivation is derived from the findings

in Chapter 6, which identify the key mechanisms responsible for the elastomer’s

protective effect.

Normal impact from a rigid projectile of radius, R and mass, Mi is considered.

The projectile displaces a vertical distance, xi into an elastomer layer atop a rigid

concrete half space. The design variables are taken to be the projectile impact

velocity, V0 and the properties of the elastomer layer, namely, the thickness, he and

modulus, Ee.

For an incompressible (i.e. Poisson’s ratio, ν = 0.5) Neo-Hookean material, the

principal stretches are related by λ1 λ2 λ3 = 1. And, the strain energy per unit

(undeformed) volume is given by:

U =
Ee
6

(λ21 + λ22 + λ23 − 3) (7.1)

Note that a simpler strain energy potential is employed in the analytical model
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compared to the FE model of the spray-on elastomer coating. This is a reasonable

approximation, given the simplified kinematics in the analytical model.

If the elastomer is assumed incompressible, then the principal Cauchy stresses, σi

are related to U by [187]:

σi = −α + λi
∂U

∂λi
(7.2)

where α is an unknown scalar (interpreted as any applied hydrostatic pressure).

Since the deformation of the polymer layer under the indenter is complex, particu-

larly in the vicinity of the corner (see Fig. 7.2), simplifying assumptions are required

to progress with the analytical model. In the following, it is assumed that in all cases,

the deformed material instantaneously under the indenter is in a state of uniaxial

compression. This implies that there is no effect of friction at the sliding interfaces,

and no constraining effect of the polymer sheet in the vicinity of the indenter. Tak-

ing λ1 = λ = 1 − xi/he; λ2 = λ3 = 1/
√
λ; α = 0, then the contact pressure under

the projectile:

p = −σ1 = −λi
∂U

∂λi
= −Ee

6

(
2λ− 2

λ2

)
λ (7.3)

It therefore remains to relate the magnitude of λ to the projectile impact veloc-

ity.

This is achieved by equating the kinetic energy of the projectile to the maximum

strain energy in the polymer (i.e. neglecting other sources of dissipation). To

achieve this, the total strain energy in the polymer, W (λ), is decomposed into two

terms:

W (λ) = W0(λ) +Wp(λ) (7.4)

where W0(λ) is the strain energy in the material instantaneously under the pro-

jectile and Wp(λ) is the strain energy in a perimeter zone in the vicinity of the

projectile.

Considering a projectile of mass, Mi, impacting the elastomer with an initial veloc-

ity, V0, applying conservation of energy for a maximum polymer stretch of, λmax,

gives:

Mi V
2
0

2
= W (λmax) (7.5)
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Throughout, to simplify the analysis, we assume that the presence of a perimeter

strain energy does not alter the stress state under the indenter. (An alternative strat-

egy, not pursued here, would be to account for the perimeter deformation through

a constraining pressure, and hence the unknown constant, α in Eq. 7.2).

(a) Friction with coefficient, µ = 0.8 (b) Frictionless

Figure 7.2: The elastic strain energy density (ESEDEN in ABAQUS notation) predicted by the
FE model, at the instance of maximum projectile penetration depth, for a projectile impact ve-
locity of 50 m s−1. Two variations on the FE model are considered: (a) frictional contact at the
concrete/elastomer interface with a coefficient, µ = 0.8 and (b) frictionless contact at the con-
crete/elastomer interface.

Examination of the FE results in Fig. 7.2 shows that the deformation in this perime-

ter zone is complex. Two models for the perimeter energy, Wp(λ), are thus consid-

ered.

7.3.1 Model (i)

The simplest model is to assume that the perimeter energy is zero i.e. Wp(λ) = 0

in Eq. 7.4. The work done in deforming the polymer instantaneously under the

projectile, as a function of stretch, W0(λ), is therefore given by:

W (λ) = W0(λ) = −π R2 he

∫ λ

1

p(λ) dλ =
π R2 heEe

3

(λ3
3
− ln(λ)− 1

3

)
(7.6)

Substituting into Eq. 7.5 will represent a lower bound on the energy absorbed by

the coating.
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7.3.2 Model (ii)

Alternatively, it can be assumed that the deformation in the perimeter zone matches

that under the projectile (i.e. λ1 = λ; λ2 = λ3 = 1/
√
λ). And so;

W (λ) = W0(λ) +Wp(λ) = π R2he U(λ) =
π R2 heEe

6

(
λ2 +

2

λ
− 3
)

(7.7)

Substituting from Eq. 7.6 for W0(λ), the energy in the perimeter zone may be

calculated:

Wp(λ) =
π R2 heEe

3

(
λ2

2
+

1

λ
− λ3

3
+ ln(λ)− 7

6

)
(7.8)

This would represent an upper bound on the perimeter energy. However, consid-

ering the FE results in Fig. 7.2, it is apparent that Model (ii) would significantly

overpredict the deformation in the perimeter zone. This is particularly the case as

xi tends to he, as Model (ii) would give a perimeter energy (and perimeter radius)

that tends to infinity.

7.3.3 Refined Model (ii)

Model (ii) can be refined by using a more general power law form of the strain energy

in the perimeter zone:

Wp(λ) =
π R2 heEe

3

(
a (1− λ)b

)
(7.9)

For the choice of parameters, a = 13/2 and b = 5, Eq. 7.9 matches Eq. 7.8 reason-

ably well up to λ ≈ 0.2, but tends to a finite perimeter energy for large projectile

displacements (Fig. 7.3).

This can be interpreted as a capped upper bound on the perimeter energy. Substi-

tuting Eqs 7.6 and 7.9 into Eq. 7.4, and then Eq. 7.5, yields the energy balance for

impact from a projectile.

In the subsequent analysis, this refined version of Model (ii) is used.
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Figure 7.3: Analytical estimations of the strain energy in the perimeter zone according to Eqs 7.8
and 7.9, with a = 13/2 and b = 5.

7.3.4 Discussion: model applicability

It is noted that the proposed analytical model, and the underlying assumptions,

make it applicable under the following conditions:

• The concrete target is large with respect to the indenter, and has a large

modulus with respect to the polymer coating, so that it can be considered

effectively a rigid half space.

• The impact velocities are sufficiently low with respect to the elastic wave speed

in the polymer such that wave propagation effects can be neglected.

• The stiffness and strength of the projectile are high with respect to the polymer

stiffness, so that it can be considered effectively rigid.

• The polymer layer thickness, he is sufficiently small with respect to the indenter

radius so that the stress state under the indenter can be considered uniform

through the polymer thickness.

• Viscous dissipation effects in the polymer are negligible. However, for realistic

polymer coatings, and for the range of strain rates considered here, viscous

effects have been shown to be present (for example, in Chapters 3 and 5).

Thus, it must be noted that in neglecting viscous effects in order to keep the

analytical model practical, the model will underestimate energy dissipation in

the coating.
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7.4 Critical impact velocities

7.4 Critical impact velocities

Having derived relationships between the impact velocity, polymer deformation and

contact pressure under the projectile, the next step is to determine critical values

for failure of the target.

7.4.1 Concrete failure, p = pcrit

Hawkins [188] developed analytical expressions for the bearing strength of concrete

members loaded through rigid plates. The study considered the case of concentric

loadings i.e. cubes loaded through a central square plate or cylinders loaded through

a central circular plate which is assumed to be analogous to the present case of inter-

est. A failure model, based upon observations from a large number of experimental

tests is proposed. It assumes that for collapse, a limiting shearing stress develops

on the surface of a failure cone directly under the indenter. The limiting stress on

the failure plane can be described using the familiar Mohr-Coulomb (MC) failure

criterion:

τ = τ0 + σ tanψ (7.10)

where τ is the shearing resistance on the failure plane, σ is the pressure normal to

the failure plane, τ0 is the shear strength at zero σ on the failure plane and ψ is

the angle of internal friction. If the concrete compressive strength, σcu and tensile

strength, σto are known; then ψ and τ0 can be calculated from the geometry of the

MC criterion. This leads to:

σcu
σto

=
1 + sinψ

1− sinψ
(7.11)

τ0 =
σto
2

( 1

cosψ
+ tanψ

)
(7.12)

Hawkins’ expression for the bearing strength, q is given by:

q

σck
= 1 +

K
√
σck

(
√
A− 1) for A < 40 (7.13)

where σck is the concrete cylinder strength which is ≈ 0.8σcu. A is the ratio of the

effective unloaded area to the loaded area. K is a constant which depends upon the

characteristics of the concrete:
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K =
σto√
σck

cot2 α (7.14)

where α = 45◦ − ψ/2.

Based on extensive comparisons with experimental tests, Hawkins recommends

that the factor K can be taken as 50 (lb/in2)1/2 which equates to approximately

4.15 (MPa)1/2. For the geometry involved in this study, this gives a bearing strength

estimate of 101 MPa.

However, calculating K for the concrete designed in Chapter 5, assuming σcu =

47 MPa and σto = 5 MPa, then K = 7.67 (MPa)1/2. Assuming an axisymmetric

concrete domain of radius 50 mm, concentrically loaded by an indenter of radius

14.25 mm, this leads to a bearing strength estimate of 160 MPa which is in very

close agreement with that measured in the quasi-static indentation experiments on

uncoated concrete cubes, described in Section 5.4.1 and illustrated in Fig. 7.4.

Figure 7.4: Bearing stress measured in the quasi-static indentation tests performed on two appar-
ently identical concrete cubes in Section 5.4.1. Also plotted is Hawkins’ prediction of the bearing
strength of the concrete specimen [188].

The analysis proceeds by assuming that the critical contact pressure to cause con-

crete failure, pcrit, is equivalent to Hawkins’ estimate of the bearing strength, q =

160 MPa.

From Eq. 7.3, the stretch in the polymer is related to the contact pressure, p by:

λ3 +
3 p λ

Ee
− 1 = 0 (7.15)

Solving Eq. 7.15 for λ and setting p = pcrit yields an expression for λ as a function
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of pcrit and Ee. Substituting this for λmax in Eq. 7.5 yields the energy balance at

concrete failure. The Model (i) and Model (ii) predictions are derived by altering the

assumptions about the elastic strain energy distribution in the polymer, discussed

previously in Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.3, respectively.

7.4.2 Elastomer failure

Of primary concern for coating design is to delay the point at which the concrete

substrate fails. However, it is necessary to also estimate the conditions under which

polymer failure might occur before concrete failure, as the response of the coated

target is likely to change under those conditions. Setting λmax = λcrit (i.e. the

critical stretch to cause elastomer failure) in Eq. 7.5 yields the energy balance at

elastomer failure. Once more, the Model (i) and Model (ii) assumptions are discussed

in Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.3, respectively.

The boundary between the concrete failure regime and the elastomer failure regime

occurs when simultaneously, p = pcrit and λmax = λcrit. Thus, from Eq. 7.3, the

following relationship applies:

pcrit =
Ee
3

( 1

λcrit
− λ2crit

)
(7.16)

Setting λcrit = 0.1 (i.e. xi = 0.9he, indicative of the deformations at failure observed

in experimental shear punch tests in Section 3.2.2), the model predicts that for Ee <

0.3 pcrit, elastomer failure occurs before concrete failure (i.e. at a lower projectile

impact speed, V0). For Ee > 0.3 pcrit, the model predicts a concrete fails first

regime.

7.5 Design maps

For a projectile of radius, R = 14.25 mm and mass, Mi = 0.1 kg, and assuming

pcrit = 160 MPa and λcrit = 0.1, the design maps illustrated in Fig. 7.5 are plotted.

These maps plot contours of the critical projectile impact velocity for failure, Vcrit.

The solid lines indicate the model predictions for the critical impact velocity for

concrete failure, which is of most interest to the designer. The predictions for

elastomer failure are overlayed as dotted lines.

The boundary between the elastomer fails first and concrete fails first regimes occurs

at a small strain elastomer modulus, Ee = 0.3 pcrit = 48 MPa. Note that this

regime change occurs at a value of Ee within a realistic range of elastomer moduli,

representative of typical spray application elastomers. Plotting a marker, �, at the
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location which corresponds to the elastomer coating tested in Chapter 5, it is noted

that the coated concrete target is predicted to fall within the concrete fails first

regime.

First, the Model (i) map in Fig. 7.5a is examined. Both the elastomer and concrete

failure contours exhibit a similar shape. For very low polymer stiffnesses (Ee <

5 MPa), the critical impact velocity becomes very sensitive to the polymer modulus.

Consequently, very thick coatings (he > 10 mm) are required to achieve a critical

impact velocity in excess of 20 m s−1.

The sensitivity of Vcrit at concrete failure to the polymer stiffness diminishes rapidly

above the regime boundary at Ee = 48 MPa. This suggests that when designing

within the concrete fails first regime, the critical design parameter is the polymer

thickness, he. For the Model (i) case, in this regime, Vcrit can reach values of about

60− 70 m s−1 before the required coating thicknesses exceed 10 mm.

For the high speed gas gun tests performed in Chapter 5, Ee = 80 MPa (measured

from Fig. 3.2) and he varied between 5−6 mm. Those tests predicted concrete failure

for projectile impact velocities in the range V0 = 100 − 124 m s−1. The marker, �,
corresponding to these tests on Fig. 7.5a shows that concrete failure is predicted for

V0 ≈ 50 m s−1 which is considerably lower than that observed experimentally. Thus,

the design map based on Model (i) appears rather conservative in terms of concrete

failure predictions.

Next, the map based on Model (ii) is plotted in Fig. 7.5b. The regime boundary,

at Ee = 48 MPa remains unchanged and both the concrete and elastomer failure

contours are of a similar shape to those derived for Model (i). Once more, in the

elastomer fails first regime, very soft polymers require very large coating thicknesses

(he > 10 mm) to sustain even very low impact velocities. Higher polymer stiffnesses

are likely to be in the concrete fails first regime where the critical design parameter

once more is the coating thickness. Upon closer examination of the concrete failure

contours at higher impact speeds, for example, Vcrit = 75 m s−1 and 100 m s−1, there

appears to be a particular value of the polymer modulus, Ee that minimises the

coating thickness required. Taking Vcrit = 100 m s−1 for example, it appears that a

polymer stiffness of around Ee = 90 MPa is an optimum choice in terms of minimis-

ing the coating thickness required to prevent failure. It is noted however that there

is only a weak sensitivity to polymer modulus in this regime.

The critical velocities predicted using Model (ii) differ significantly from those pre-

dicted by Model (i). For a given Ee, he combination, the predicted Vcrit is increased

by almost a factor of two. The experimental gas gun tests (from Chapter 5), repre-

sented by the marker, �, on Fig. 7.5b measured concrete failure for projectile impact
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(a) Model (i)

(b) Model (ii)

Figure 7.5: (a) Model (i) and (b) Model (ii) contours of Vcrit. Solid lines indicate concrete failure
and dotted lines indicate elastomer failure. To the left of the vertical red boundary, the model
predicts elastomer failure before concrete failure; to the right, the model predicts concrete failure
before elastomer failure. � indicates the experimental test performed in Chapter 5 and referred to
in the text.
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velocities in the range V0 = 100 − 124 m s−1. The Model (ii) analytical approach

predicts failure for an impact velocity, c. 90 m s−1 which agrees well with the exper-

iments. The discrepancy is likely due to the omission of viscous dissipation in the

analytical model, as discussed in Section 7.3.4 which would serve to push the critical

velocities for failure even higher. Nevertheless, the Model (ii) analysis appears to

provide a good match to the experiments and in the following section, the validity

of the models are assessed in more detail.

7.6 Validation cases

This section compares the analytical predictions of concrete failure with the results

of the FE models and experiments (from Fig. 7.1). Figure 7.6 plots the Model

(i) and Model (ii) analytical predictions for an elastomer coating with modulus,

Ee = 80 MPa, subjected to impact from a projectile of mass, Mi = 0.1 kg and

radius, R = 14.25 mm. The model is compared with the experimental results, and

the finite element analysis (the latter considering alternative friction conditions at

the interfaces, as described subsequently).

Comparison with the experimental results is considered in Fig. 7.6a. The Model (ii)

estimate provides the closest match with experimental results, though it provides a

conservative prediction of the critical velocity to cause concrete failure. As discussed

previously, viscous dissipation in the elastomer layer is omitted which, if included

would serve to increase the predicted critical velocities. Furthermore, concrete strain

rate dependence has been neglected which again, would serve to boost the concrete

strength, elevating pcrit and thus the critical impact velocities for failure. Never-

theless, the analytical estimates, in particular the Model (ii) approach, give a good

match to the experimental results.

Next, the analytical and FE predictions of concrete failure are compared. As de-

scribed in Section 7.2, two variations of the FE model are considered: one with

frictional contact at the elastomer/concrete interface and one with frictionless con-

ditions at this interface. Quasi-static tests in Section 5.4.2 suggested best agreement

was achieved with frictional contact whereas Fig. 7.1 shows that frictionless condi-

tions bring the FE predictions more into line with the impact experiments. It can

therefore be deduced that the rate of loading has an effect on the interface frictional

conditions. For the FEA case with interface friction, in Fig. 7.6b, the true boundary

between concrete failure/no failure occurs between the analytically derived Model

(i) and Model (ii) predictions. Considering the FEA case without interface friction,

in Fig. 7.6c (which matched the experiments well), the Model (i) prediction is overly

conservative. Instead, the Model (ii) estimate provides a very close match to the
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(a) Analytical predictions vs experiments

(b) Analytical predictions vs FE results (with friction)

(c) Analytical predictions vs FE results (frictionless)

Figure 7.6: Comparing Model (i) and Model (ii) analytical predictions with (a) experimental
observations, (b) FE results with frictional contact (coefficient, µ = 0.8) at the elastomer/concrete
interface and (c) FE results with frictionless contact at the elastomer/concrete interface. Legend:
× represents FE predictions and ◦ represents experimental observations; green indicates intact
concrete and red indicates damaged concrete.
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failure boundary.

In summary, the analytical models perform very well in terms of predicting the

boundary between concrete failure and no failure, when compared to experiments

and FEA predictions. The Model (i) approach provides a conservative estimate

of the critical projectile velocities for failure whereas the Model (ii) approach pre-

dicts the failure boundary with good accuracy. Further refinement of the analytical

model to account for viscous dissipation effects in the polymer would likely bring

the predictions even closer to the experimental and FE results.

7.7 Conclusions

Analytical models are developed in order to predict the onset of failure for an

elastomer-coated concrete target subjected to blunt projectile impact. The model is

validated against experimental observations and FEA predictions (based on work in

Chapters 5 and 6). Design maps are produced, predicting the critical projectile im-

pact velocity for failure, Vcrit based on two design variables — the coating thickness,

he and the elastomer modulus, Ee. The following conclusions are established:

• The analytical models are able to accurately predict the trends in critical

projectile impact velocities as a function of polymer modulus and thickness,

as shown by experiment and finite element analysis.

• The analytical predictions for critical projectile impact velocity are bounded

by altering assumptions related to the distribution of elastic strain energy in

the polymer.

• The Model (i) analytical estimates appear overly conservative, underestimat-

ing the critical failure velocities by approximately a factor of two when com-

pared with experiments and FEA predictions.

• The Model (ii) analytical estimates are in closer agreement with experimental

results and in particular, FEA predictions obtained by assuming frictionless

contact at the elastomer/concrete interface.

• Over a realistic range of elastomer moduli, representative of typical spray

application polymers, a regime change is predicted in the impact response of

elastomer-coated concrete. It is predicted that the regime boundary depends

only on Ee, and not he. For Ee < 50 MPa, it is predicted that the elastomer

will fail first. For Ee > 50 MPa, the concrete is predicted to fail first.

• The analytical models also reveal key parameter sensitivities underlying pro-

tective coatings for concrete. In the polymer fails first regime, there is a much
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higher sensitivity to polymer modulus, Ee, compared to polymer thickness, he.

In the concrete fails first regime, the critical velocity is most sensitive to the

polymer thickness, and relatively insensitive to the modulus.
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusions and future work

The objectives of this thesis were threefold, as set out in Chapter 1: (i) to establish

the influence of a typical spray-on elastomer coating on the blast and impact response

of concrete structural elements; (ii) to understand the key mechanisms at play that

give rise to any protective benefit identified; (iii) to develop design guidelines to

inform on effective implementation of this retrofit solution. These objectives were

addressed in Chapters 3 to 7 and the conclusions drawn during this investigation

are summarised as follows.

8.1 Conclusions

8.1.1 Blast response

Chapter 3 numerically studied the fluid-structure interaction (FSI) effect experi-

enced by elastomer-coated concrete subjected to blast loading in air.

• A 1D FSI analysis suggested that an elastomer coating (applied to either face of

a concrete structure) had a negligible influence on the total imparted momentum.

However, due to momentum sharing, the impulse imparted to the concrete was

reduced in the coated configuration.

• In 2D, permanent displacements of a concrete slab were marginally reduced with

the addition of a coating. Thus, it was postulated that the elastomer contributes

a small, beneficial mechanical effect.

• The need for a fully coupled (CEL) approach to model the blast-structure interac-

tion was interrogated. For a wide range of cases, the results suggested that using a

purely Lagrangian approach, in which a pressure-time history is directly applied

to the structure thereby neglecting full representation of FSI effects, was suffi-
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cient to capture the deflection behaviour of elastomer-coated concrete structures.

It was shown that the significance of the error associated with this simplification

depends on the blast intensity under consideration.

Chapter 4 employed the simplified Lagrangian numerical approach, validated in

Chapter 3 to model elastomer-coated, reinforced concrete beams subjected to vary-

ing intensities of simulated blast loading. Analytical techniques were used to under-

stand the predicted sensitivity to the elastomer coating in each regime.

• By varying the loading intensity, three response regimes were identified.

• Regimes 1 and 2 were characterised by elastic and elastic-plastic behaviour, respec-

tively. Good agreement was achieved between numerical predictions and simple

analytical models for beam deflections. The beam was relatively insensitive to

the elastomer coating in these regimes.

• Regime 3 behaviour was observed at higher load intensities, where the concrete

exhibited severe damage. The beam experienced continued plastic deformation

and damage and thus, a critical displacement was defined to identify the time at

which the beam failed. A greater sensitivity to the presence of a polymer coating

was identified in this regime.

• Insight was gained by interrogating the Regime 2 - 3 boundary where FE results

indicated a significant beneficial coating effect, with a reduction in permanent

beam deflections, of up to 48% for coating on the back (non-blast-receiving) face.

• At the highest loading intensities, a shift in failure mechanism was observed to one

dominated by transverse shear at the supports. An analytical model predicted

a substantial coating benefit in protecting against this failure mechanism due to

the additional shear capacity and ductility contributed by the coating.

8.1.2 Impact response

Chapter 5 considered the impact response of elastomer-coated concrete. A series

of quasi-static indentation and dynamic impact experiments were performed using

a 0.1 kg blunt, steel projectile over the velocity range, c. 45− 150 m s−1.

• The coating displayed a significant protective capability over the full range of

velocities considered.

• The coating remained intact until impacted at a velocity of c. 120 m s−1 when it

failed by a ductile, tearing mechanism, forming a plug which underwent large

elastic contraction after projectile penetration.
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• A numerical model of the impact indentation of uncoated and coated concrete

targets was developed and validated against both quasi-static and dynamic ex-

periments. The model was deemed an appropriate analysis tool at early time

steps, before the concrete underwent severe damage and before maximum projec-

tile penetration in the coated cases.

• Both numerical model predictions and high speed photography measurements

indicated that the elastomer significantly reduced projectile decelerations.

Building upon these findings and using the numerical model developed in Chap-

ter 5, Chapter 6 sought to determine the elastomer’s influence on concrete damage

initiation during impact indentation. Further, the mechanisms of protection were

interrogated.

• Two distinct damage initiation mechanisms were observed: Mechanism 1, char-

acterised by severe damage initiation under the corner of the indenter over early

timescales and Mechanism 2, characterised by more diffuse, sub-surface damage

that develops over longer timescales.

• The addition of the coating served to (i) increase the impact speed required to ini-

tiate damage and (ii) shift the damage initiation from Mechanism 1 to Mechanism

2.

• The elastomer achieved its impact mitigating effect via two protective mecha-

nisms: a temporal effect (the magnitude of the peak projectile acceleration was

reduced and the duration of contact between the projectile and target was in-

creased) and; a spatial effect (a more uniform contact pressure and stress triaxial-

ity distribution was produced under the indenter, removing stress concentrations

at the corner).

• The temporal effect is essentially a 1D phenomenon but the spatial effect is only

observed when there is indentation. Thus, to achieve both protective effects, the

indentation of an elastomer coating is required.

In Chapter 7, new analytical models were proposed to predict the onset of failure

for an elastomer-coated concrete target subjected to blunt projectile impact. Draw-

ing together the experimental and numerical findings from Chapters 5 and 6, the

models were used to interrogate the key parameter sensitivities underlying protective

coatings for concrete.

• The analytical models were able to accurately predict trends in critical projectile

impact velocities as a function of polymer modulus and thickness, as shown by

experiment and finite element analysis.
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• Over a realistic range of elastomer moduli, representative of typical spray-on

elastomer coatings, a regime change was identified. At lower elastomer mod-

uli, Ee < 50 MPa, it was predicted that the elastomer will fail first. For stiffer

coatings, Ee > 50 MPa, the concrete was predicted to fail first.

• Key parameter sensitivities were revealed: in the elastomer fails first regime, there

was a much higher sensitivity to polymer modulus, Ee compared to polymer

thickness, he. In the concrete fails first regime, the critical velocity was most

sensitive to the polymer thickness, and relatively insensitive to the modulus.

In summary, through a combination of experimentation, numerical modelling and

analytical techniques, this thesis has identified the blast and impact response regimes

of elastomer-coated concrete. Further, the mechanisms of protection contributed

by the elastomer coating have been established and the knowledge gained used to

deliver design recommendations for this retrofit solution. It is found that while

commercially available coatings are effective in some response regimes (for example,

where there is significant local impact or severe blast-induced concrete damage),

they offer limited benefit in others (for example, during fluid-structure interaction,

and during dynamic flexure of slabs). This work has identified significant scope for

future work which will be discussed in the following section.

8.2 Future Work

With some of the immediate next steps for future work already addressed through-

out the thesis, this section presents some broader recommendations for further

study.

Interrogating homogenised concrete constitutive models

One of the prevailing challenges with this investigation has been accurately mod-

elling the blast and impact response of concrete using Explicit finite element analysis.

Although it is commonplace in the literature to use a continuum damage mechanics

approach to capture concrete behaviour under extreme loads, a number of limita-

tions of this approach were encountered throughout this study. In Chapter 4, for

example, the numerical model struggled to predict global failure of a concrete beam

when exposed to a high intensity blast. Severe concrete damage, also encountered

in Chapter 5 when modelling concrete’s response to local impact, induced mesh sen-

sitivity and thus, these simulations were halted early to avoid relying upon unstable

solutions. A further limitation of homogenised concrete constitutive models is that

they fail to capture concrete microstructural effects, which may become significant

when modelling impact or indentation loading. It is recommended that detailed
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interrogation of these continuum approaches is performed, particularly in the con-

text of modelling local indentation of concrete, where the projectile radius is of the

order of or indeed, less than the maximum aggregate size. One alternative that has

been proposed is using meshless methods; an extension from computational fluid

dynamics to a structural context. These techniques have yielded some encouraging

results and may present a way forward [80].

Response to combined loading

Combined loading refers to the consideration of a blast pressure pulse, in combi-

nation with fragmentation impact on a target structure. These events may occur

simultaneously, or at a time offset, with the aim of capturing a more realistic version

of the loading endured by a structure when a nearby explosive event takes place.

Chapter 2 discussed the relatively limited literature surrounding combined loading

effects. It has been reported that there is a “synergistic” effect, in which the damage

caused by combined loading is more severe than that caused by adding the results

of independent blast and fragment impacts [79]. This may be significant in the

design of protective solutions for infrastructure. The work presented in this thesis

shows that the protective benefit offered by an elastomer coating applied to a con-

crete substrate is highly dependent upon the loading and thus response regime of

the structure. Thus, a greater understanding should be developed of how to model,

or account for these combined loading effects. It is a complex, multi-physics prob-

lem, relying on capturing both local and global damage mechanisms to arrive at a

prediction for overall structural behaviour (or failure). Experimental and numerical

approaches (employing hydrocode software or meshless methods) have been pursued

by a few researchers [78–80], but these techniques are computationally expensive and

thus the challenge remains as to how to translate these findings into practical design

guidance for industry.

Optimising retrofit solutions

Finally, this thesis has provided a fundamental basis for the optimisation of coat-

ing retrofits for concrete structural protection against blast and impact load events.

It has been shown that commercially available elastomer coatings may be effective

in some response regimes (for example, during local impact indentation) but offer

limited benefit in others (for example, during fluid-structure interaction in air blast

loading). This motivates a range of future studies that aim to answer the ques-

tion — can we engineer a more effective retrofit solution? Hybrid solutions could be

considered (such as a crushable layer, in combination with an elastomeric coating),

designed to exploit mitigation effects across a range of structural response regimes.
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Alternatively, concepts proven in other fields of research may be adapted for use

in structural design. Chapter 2 discussed the idea of “tuning” stress waves from a

blast or impact event, to match the characteristic damping frequency of a viscoelas-

tic layer for optimal energy dissipation [13]. This has proven successful in the design

of personal protective armour but could perhaps be exploited in the design of novel,

polymer-based, multilayer structural armour solutions.
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APPENDIX A

Supplementary information: Fluid-structure

interactions for air blast loading of elastomer-

coated concrete

A.1 Implementing the Concrete Damaged Plasticity model

Empirical relationships were employed to generate the curves required by ABAQUS/Explicit

for the complete definition of the Concrete Damaged Plasticity (CDP) material

model. The approach taken is similar to that presented in [189].

A.1.1 Defining compressive behaviour

To define the uniaxial compressive stress, σc vs inelastic strain, ε̃inc curve; the em-

pirical relationships proposed by the 1990 CEB-FIP Model Code [84] are used.

Figure A.1 illustrates a typical uniaxial compressive stress-strain curve for concrete

where the first part of the curve, for |εc| < |εc,lim| can be described using Eq. A.1

and the descending branch can be described using Eq. A.2 [84].

σc = −
E0

Es

εc
εc1
− ( εc

εc1
)2

1 + (E0

Es
− 2) εc

εc1

σcu for |εc| < |εc,lim| (A.1)

σc = −

[(
1

εc,lim
εc1

ζ − 2

(
εc,lim
εc1

)2

)(
εc
εc1

)2

+

(
4

εc,lim
εc1

− ζ

)
εc
εc1

]−1
σcu for |εc| > |εc,lim|

(A.2)
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A.1 Implementing the Concrete Damaged Plasticity model

(a) Compressive behaviour

(b) Tensile behaviour

Figure A.1: Compressive and tensile behaviour definitions for the ABAQUS/Explicit Concrete
Damaged Plasticity model. Parameters are defined in the text. Adapted from [27].
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A.1 Implementing the Concrete Damaged Plasticity model

where ζ =

4

[(
εc,lim
εc1

)2 (
E0

Es
− 2
)

+ 2
εc,lim
εc1
− E0

Es

]
[
εc,lim
εc1

(
E0

Es
− 2
)

+ 1
]2 (A.3)

and E0 = Ec0

[
σcu
σcu0

] 1
3

(A.4)

where

σc is the compressive stress in MPa;

E0 is the initial tangent modulus in MPa;

Ec0 = 2.15× 104 MPa;

σcu is the peak compressive stress in MPa;

σcu0 = 10 MPa;

εc is the compressive strain;

εc1 = 0.0022 is the strain corresponding to the peak compressive stress;

Es = σcu/0.0022 is the secant modulus from the origin to the peak compressive

stress in MPa;

εc,lim limits the applicability of Eq. A.1 and is calculated using Eq. A.5.

εc,lim
εc1

=
1

2

(
1

2

E0

Es
+ 1

)
+

[
1

4

(
1

2

E0

Es
+ 1

)2

− 1

2

]1/2
(A.5)

A.1.2 Defining tensile behaviour

There are two methods permitted by ABAQUS for defining the post-failure branch

of the uniaxial, tensile stress-strain curve. Typically, tensile stress, σt is given as a

function of cracking strain, ε̃ckt which is defined as the total tensile strain, εt minus

the elastic strain corresponding to the undamaged material, εel0t. This definition is

illustrated in Fig. A.1 where εel0t = σt/E0.

However, as noted in the ABAQUS User’s Manual [27], in cases where the concrete

has little or no reinforcement, choosing to define the post-failure behaviour in terms

of cracking strain can introduce unreasonable mesh sensitivity. The Manual [27]

suggests that it would be more reliable to specify post-failure tensile stress, σt as a

function of cracking displacement, uckt , based on the 1976 work of Hillerborg [190].
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A.1 Implementing the Concrete Damaged Plasticity model

To achieve this, the relationship proposed by Hordijk [166] in his work on concrete

fatigue is employed, given by Eq. A.6.

σt
σt0

=

[
1 +

(
c1
uckt
ucritt

)3
]

exp

(
−c2

uckt
ucritt

)
− uckt
ucritt

(
1 + c31

)
exp(−c2) (A.6)

where ucritt = 7
GF

σt0
mm (A.7)

and GF = GF0

(
σcu
σcu0

)0.7

N/mm (A.8)

where

ucritt is the critical crack opening displacement, beyond which the tensile stress is

zero. This is calculated according to Eq. A.7 which is taken from the CEB-FIP

code [84] and is based on a concrete with medium aggregate size of approximately

16 mm;

c1 = 3 and c2 = 6.93 are constants determined by Hordijk [166] based on

deformation-controlled uniaxial tests on normal-weight concrete;

σto is the tensile strength in MPa;

GF is the tensile fracture energy of concrete in opening mode in N/mm;

GF0 is the base value of fracture energy which depends on the maximum aggregate

size. Assuming a maximum aggregate size of 16 mm, the CEB-FIP code [84]

recommends a value of GF0 = 0.03 N/mm.

A.1.3 Defining damage parameters

The CDP model in ABAQUS/Explicit allows the user to define compressive and

tensile damage parameters, dc and dt that quantify how the concrete elastic stiff-

ness becomes degraded when unloaded from the softening branch of the uniaxial

curves.

Compressive damage

For the compressive damage case, Birtel and Mark [167] propose the following re-

lationship between the damage parameter, dc and the compressive inelastic strain,

ε̃inc :
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A.1 Implementing the Concrete Damaged Plasticity model

dc =
ε̃inc (1− bc)

ε̃inc (1− bc) + σc
Eo

0 ≤ dc ≤ 1 (A.9)

Through comparison with experimental data, Birtel and Mark determined that the

best fit was achieved using bc = 0.7 in Eq. A.9 [167]. Thus, a curve can be obtained

for dc as a function of ε̃inc .

Tensile damage

An equation of the same form as Eq. A.9 [167] can also be used to define a curve for

the tensile damage parameter, dt in terms of cracking displacement, uckt and fitting

parameter, bt. Best fit with experimental data was achieved for bt = 0.1 [167].

A.1.4 Yield surface

The CDP model in ABAQUS/Explicit employs the yield function proposed by

Lubliner et al. [168] and includes the modifications suggested by Lee and Fenves [169].

The yield surface is most easily visualised when plotted in the deviatoric plane (pre-

sented in Fig. A.2). The shape of the yield surface is determined by Kc, a user-

defined ratio based on the second stress invariants which must satisfy the condition

0.5 < Kc < 1.0. The ABAQUS/Explicit default value is 2/3 (Kc = 1 reproduces

the well-known von Mises yield surface).

Figure A.2: Yield surfaces plotted in the deviatoric principal stress plane (the π plane), corre-
sponding to different values of Kc. Reproduced from the ABAQUS User’s Manual [27].
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A.1 Implementing the Concrete Damaged Plasticity model

A.1.5 Plastic flow rule

The flow rule specifies the relationship between the yield surface and the uniaxial

stress-strain relationships. Non-associated plastic flow is assumed by the CDP model

where the flow potential, G takes the form of the Drucker-Prager hyperbolic function,

given by Eq. A.10 and illustrated in Fig. A.3 [27]. The plastic flow, ε̇pl develops along

the normal to the plastic flow potential, G and not to the yield surface i.e. non-

associated flow.

G =
√

(ε σt0 tan(ψ))2 + q̄2 − p̄ tanψ (A.10)

Figure A.3: Family of Drucker-Prager hyperbolic flow potentials, plotted in the p̄ (hydrostatic
pressure) - q̄ (Mises equivalent stress) plane (meridional plane). Figure shows how an increment of
plastic strain, dεpl develops normal to the plastic flow potential, G. Adapted from the ABAQUS
User’s Manual [27].

Table A.1 presents the parameters required to fully define the yield surface and

flow rule. Values used for ε, fb0/fc0, Kc and the viscosity parameter are the default

parameters suggested by ABAQUS [27]. ε is the eccentricity parameter which defines

the rate at which the flow potential approaches the asymptote. fb0/fco is the ratio

of the initial equibiaxial compressive yield stress to initial compressive yield stress.

ψ is the dilation angle measured in the p̄− q̄ (hydrostatic pressure-Mises equivalent

stress) plane at high confining pressure. The dilation angle, ψ is chosen to be 36◦ to

be consistent with that presented in the ABAQUS Example Problems Manual [191]

for the case of a seismic analysis of a concrete gravity dam. This is verified by

Malm [192] who studied reinforced concrete beams subject to four-point bending and

found numerical results best agreed with experiment for dilation angles between 30◦

and 40◦. Other authors in the literature have reached similar conclusions [193].
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A.2 Validating the Concrete Damaged Plasticity model

Table A.1: User-defined parameters required to define the yield surface and flow rule in the Concrete
Damaged Plasticity model in ABAQUS/Explicit.

Dilation angle, ψ Eccentricity, ε fb0/fc0 Kc viscosity parameter
36◦ 0.1 1.16 0.667 0

A.2 Validating the Concrete Damaged Plasticity model

To validate the developed CDP model’s predictive capabilities, model predictions

are compared with two sets of published experimental results on the blast testing

of reinforced concrete slabs [50, 194]. Loading was implemented via the CONWEP

option in ABAQUS/Explicit [26], specifying the mass of TNT explosive charge and

stand-off distances to match the experiments. While this load application does

not capture the full details of the FSI or “close-in” blast effects, it enables broad

assessment of the model to first order under realistic conditions.

The concrete and reinforcing steel geometries are modelled according to the litera-

ture reference cases [50, 194] and meshed with 5 mm, 3D solid continuum elements.

The steel material model is chosen as the Johnson-Cook plasticity model with values

based on typical steel 4340 as presented by Wang et al. [50]. The reinforcing steel

was modelled with a yield strength of 600 MPa, a Young’s Modulus of 200 GPa, a

Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 and the density was specified as 7830 kg m−3.

For the concrete; the Concrete Damaged Plasticity model is implemented as de-

scribed previously. In both cases, the concrete density was chosen as 2550 kg m−3,

with a Young’s Modulus, E0 = 28.3 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.2. For Case

A [50]; the concrete has a compressive strength, σcu = 39.5 MPa and a tensile

strength, σto = 4.2 MPa. For Case B [194], the concrete under consideration has a

compressive strength, σcu = 39.5 MPa and a tensile strength, σto = 8.2 MPa.

The numerical predictions of cracking and spall patterns were qualitatively compared

with experimental observations for a concrete slab subjected to 0.31 kg of TNT at

a stand-off of 0.4 m [50]. Figures A.4 and A.5 show that the model is capable of

predicting well the characteristic crack patterns for both the blast-receiving and

non-blast-receiving faces of the slab.
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A.2 Validating the Concrete Damaged Plasticity model

(a) 1/4-model in ABAQUS (b) Experiment

Figure A.4: Qualitative comparison between experimental results [50] and a 1/4-model in ABAQUS
for the blast-receiving face of a reinforced concrete panel subjected to 0.31 kg of TNT at a stand-
off of 0.4 m. Plotting contours of tensile damage parameter, dt where 0 ≤ dt ≤ 1. Blue contours
indicate dt = 0 and red indicate dt > 0.9. Image taken at step time = 0.02 s, well after maximum
displacement is reached. Image (b) is reproduced from [50].

(a) 1/4-model in ABAQUS (b) Experiment

Figure A.5: Qualitative comparison between experimental results [50] and a 1/4-model in ABAQUS
for the non-blast-receiving face of a reinforced concrete panel subjected to 0.31 kg of TNT at a
stand-off of 0.4 m. Plotting contours of tensile damage parameter, dt where 0 ≤ dt ≤ 1. Blue
contours indicate dt = 0 and red indicate dt > 0.9. Image taken at step time = 0.02 s, well after
maximum displacement is reached. Image (b) is reproduced from [50].

Quantitatively, comparison of slab deflections in Table A.2 shows that predictions

are acceptable within the limitations described above. The largest discrepancy is

observed for a close-in blast case (0.31 kg of TNT at 0.4 m) and this discrepancy

may be attributable as much to simplifications in the CONWEP load case as to the

assumed constitutive model. Hence, it is believed that the CDP model is adequate

for the purposes of this investigation.
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A.3 1D Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian model validation

Table A.2: Comparison between the maximum central slab deflection, δmax predicted using the
ABAQUS/Explicit numerical model with that obtained in literature experiments performed by
Wang et al. (Case A) [50] and Wu et al. (Case B) [194].

Case kg of TNT Stand-off (m) Experiment δmax (mm) ABAQUS δmax (mm)
A 0.31 0.4 15 35
A 0.46 0.4 35 43
B 1 3 1.5 1.3
B 8.1 3 11 15

A.3 1D Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian model validation

With reference to Fig. 3.5, an air column with dimensions L = 6 m and wp = 0.01 m

was modelled in ABAQUS/Explicit as an Eulerian part with boundary conditions

prescribed to ensure a 1D plane strain analysis throughout. A free-standing, rigid

plate of dimensions hp = 0.1 m, wp = 0.01 m was modelled as a rigid part and

assembled at a distance, Lt = 3 m away from the inflow of the air column. The

dimensions were chosen to minimise secondary wave reflections disrupting impulse

transmission to the plate.

The air material model is based on the assumption that air can be treated as an

ideal gas [176]. Table A.3 summarises the material model parameters, where, ρ0 is

the initial air density, p0 is atmospheric pressure, R is the specific gas constant for

dry air and cv is the specific heat capacity at constant volume.

Table A.3: The user-defined parameters required to define the Eulerian air domain.

ρ0 (kg m−3) Temperature (K) R (J kg−1K−1) p0 (Pa) cv (J kg−1K−1)
1.225 290 287 101,957 717.6

As a shock wave propagates in the non-acoustic regime, the wave shape changes.

For the CEL model developed in this study, the distance between the inflow of the

Eulerian domain and the target is kept as large as possible to avoid secondary wave

reflections, as described above. Thus, the wave propagates a large distance before it

interacts with the target structure and in turn, the wave shape distorts. An iterative

procedure is required to determine the inflow boundary condition required to achieve

the desired free-field wave profile at the target location.

The blast intensity chosen in this study was selected to be consistent with the in-

termediate blast intensity case studied by Kambouchev et al. [160] corresponding to

ps/p0 = 3.29 and Ii = 653 Pa s. These are the incident, free-field loading parameters
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A.3 1D Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian model validation

that the aim is to achieve in the air column at point B in Fig. 3.5. An iterative pro-

cedure is performed to determine the velocity-time history necessary at point A, to

achieve the desired pressure-time history at point B. A velocity boundary condition

is prescribed as it has been shown to provide better modelling stability [195]. Equa-

tion A.11 presents this iterative calculation [177], where pB is the measured free-field

overpressure at point B, a0 is the speed of sound and uA[0] is the particle velocity

corresponding to the desired free-field overpressure at point B. The calculation pro-

ceeds until reasonable agreement is attained with the desired peak overpressure at

point B. The incident impulse is checked against the desired value and the decay

time, ti may need to be adjusted. The iterative process then begins again.

uA[i+1] = uA[i] +

uA[0] − a0 5

7

pB
p0

1√
6
7

(
pB
p0

)
+ 1

 (A.11)

For this case, the chosen inflow velocity boundary condition is given by; uA(t) =

701 e−t/0.9×10
−3

m s−1. This generates a free-field peak overpressure at point B of

341 kPa (ps/p0 = 3.34) and an incident impulse of 698 Pa s.

A number of simulations were performed to investigate how the relative transmitted

impulse varies with Kambouchev et al.’s non-dimensional FSI parameter, βs [160].

With reference to Eq. 3.2, different values of βs were achieved by only varying the

density of the rigid part, ρp between simulations. The blast intensity was kept

constant as well as the plate depth, thereby fixing the values of ti, ρs, Us and hp.

The comparison between Kambouchev et al.’s expression (Eq. 3.1) [160] and that

predicted by the numerical model is presented in Fig. A.6 showing good agree-

ment.

It should be noted that the numerical simulations modelled a rigid plate in the

middle of an air column i.e. there was air on the front and back faces of the plate

as illustrated in Fig. 3.5. This is not exactly the case considered by Kambouchev

et al. [160]. Rather, their analysis was for a plate with no fluid on its back face

(though a constant atmospheric pressure was applied to ensure the plate was initially

in equilibrium). The close agreement between the simulations and Kambouchev et

al.’s theory would suggest however, that the presence of air on the back face of the

plate does not have a significant effect.
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A.3 1D Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian model validation

Figure A.6: A log-log plot of Kambouchev et al.’s (KNR) expression (Eq. 3.1) [160] for a rigid plate
subjected to a blast intensity corresponding to ps/p0 = 3.34. The plot compares results obtained
using the 1D CEL numerical model.
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APPENDIX B

Supplementary information: Blast response

regimes of elastomer-coated concrete

B.1 Interrogating the transverse shear failure mechanism

To analytically interrogate the transverse shear failure mechanism, Jones’ [39] so-

lutions are employed, developed for the transverse shear failure of an impulsively

loaded, simply supported beam of length, 2L.

Jones [39] introduces a non-dimensional parameter, φ which represents the ratio

between the transverse shear strength per unit width,Qtotal and the bending moment

capacity per unit width, M0 of the beam cross-section:

φ =
QtotalL

2M0

(B.1)

Small values of φ (<< 1) imply that the beam is relatively weak in shear, whereas

larger values, φ >> 1 would suggest that the flexural response is likely to govern

beam behaviour. For intermediate values of φ, both transverse shear and bending

effects contribute to the response and thus Jones [39] has presented solutions for

three cases: 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1, 1 ≤ φ ≤ 1.5 and φ ≥ 1.5.

B.1.1 Uncoated RC beam

For an uncoated, reinforced concrete beam of the geometry described in Section 4.2;

Qc = 35.6 kNm−1 and from Table 4.1, M0 = 12.4 kN. Thus, φ = 0.72 from Eq. B.1.

For a beam with φ ≤ 1, Jones [39] postulates a failure mechanism by transverse

shear sliding at the supports where for severance, the displacement of the beam at
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B.1 Interrogating the transverse shear failure mechanism

the support, Ws ≥ kH where 0 ≤ k ≤ 1 and H is the beam depth. k is a material

constant which is unity for complete severance (though it is noted that transverse

shear failure may occur for smaller values of k [39]). Jones [39] predicts the initial

impulsive velocity which causes severance, Vof as;

Vof =

√
4 k H φM0

mL L2
(B.2)

B.1.2 Coated RC beam

For coated beams, it is calculated that the polymer coating provides an additional

contribution to the shear capacity per unit width of, Qe = 50 kNm−1. When added

to the shear capacity of reinforced concrete, the total shear capacity per unit width is

found to be;Qtotal = 85.6 kNm−1. Using Eq. B.1 and the ultimate moment capacity,

M0 presented in Table 4.1, it is found that φ = 1.71 for a beam coated on the

blast-receiving face and φ = 1.67 for a beam coated on the non-blast-receiving face.

Since φ > 1.5, a more complex transverse velocity profile evolution is postulated by

Jones [39]. During the first phase of motion, plastic hinges develop at each support

and travel inwards towards the midspan where they coalesce. This plastic hinge

remains stationary during the final phase of motion when the remaining kinetic

energy is dissipated. The threshold severance velocity according to Jones [39] is

given by:

Vof =

√
16 k H φ2M0

3mL L2
(B.3)
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APPENDIX C

Supplementary information: Impact response

of elastomer-coated concrete

C.1 Dynamic mechanical analysis of the elastomer

Figure C.1 presents measurements of the temperature dependence of the viscoelastic

properties of the elastomer coating, obtained using a dynamic mechanical analyser

(DMA). The properties were measured in bending mode at a frequency of 1 Hz, using

a clamped cantilever beam of length, 12.5 mm, width, 10 mm and thickness, 5.8 mm.

The elastomer exhibits only one distinct peak in loss modulus, at approximately

−35◦C, corresponding to the glass transition temperature (Tg). This is accompanied

by a significant drop in storage modulus around this temperature.

For the test specimen geometry, the test frequency and displacement amplitude

(0.02 mm) correspond to a strain rate of approximately 2 × 10−3 s−1. According to

Yi et al. [53], a 4−5◦C shift in Tg per decade increase in strain rate can be expected.

Thus, it is unlikely that an impact-induced glass transition would be observed up

to the maximum strain rates seen in the impact tests, which is of the order 104 s−1.

However, the shift may be sufficient for a rise in loss modulus to contribute to energy

dissipation at these higher rates.

C.2 Validating the indentation simulations

To validate the choice of indenter geometry and finite element mesh, the stress

distribution obtained using the FE model is compared with the theoretical solution

for a flat-ended cylinder with a sharp corner, indenting an elastic half space, obtained

by Sneddon [196]. As presented in Fig. C.2, the Sneddon solution is given in terms

of, a smax/γ δ where smax is the maximum shear stress, a is the indenter radius, δ is
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C.2 Validating the indentation simulations

(a) Storage modulus

(b) Loss modulus

Figure C.1: Dynamic mechanical analysis results for the elastomer (in cantilever bending mode)
at a frequency of 1 Hz and at a heating rate of 5◦C per minute.
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C.3 Impact model: sensitivity to polymer modelling parameters

the depth below the level of the undisturbed boundary that the punch penetrates

and γ is the Lamé elastic constant of the deformed medium, γ = νE/(1+ν)(1−2ν)

where ν is the Poisson’s ratio and E is the Young’s modulus.

(a) Sneddon’s solution [196] (b) FE indentation

Figure C.2: Sneddon’s solution (adapted from [196]) for contours of normalised maximum shear
stress in an elastic half space indented by a flat-ended cylinder with a sharp corner. Also presented
are the contours of normalised maximum shear stress obtained in the axisymmetric FE simulation
of the quasi-static indentation of a concrete block with a cylindrical, rigid indenter with a corner
radius of 1.5 mm.

ABAQUS/Explicit is used to model the indentation of an axisymmetric concrete

block of radius 50 mm and height 100 mm, indented to a depth, δ = 0.05 mm at

a speed, 0.1 mm s−1. The concrete model remains in its elastic regime under these

conditions, and has a Young’s Modulus, E = 28.3 GPa and Poisson’s ratio, ν = 0.2.

The indenter is modelled as a rigid circular cylinder of radius 14.25 mm, with a

corner radius of 1.5 mm, as described in Section 5.4.1. The contours of normalised

maximum shear stress are plotted in Fig. C.2 and are compared with Sneddon’s

solution. The FE model captures the distribution of stress in the substrate well, but

it is noted that this comparison with theory is restricted to the elastic regime.

C.3 Impact model: sensitivity to polymer modelling param-

eters

Considering again the comparison between the FE model predictions and experi-

mental measurements in Fig. 5.15, this section examines how the FE model (defined

in Sections 5.3 and 5.4) may be altered to improve agreement in the unloading phase

of the impact.

First, the elastomer/concrete interface condition is reconsidered. In Fig. C.3, the FE

prediction for the projectile velocity-time histories is plotted, assuming a frictionless

contact condition between the elastomer and concrete. This model tends to provide
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a more accurate prediction for the projectile rebound velocities compared to when

Coulomb friction (with a friction coefficient of µ = 0.8) is assumed at this interface.

However, it is not clear from the current experiments whether there is a sound

physical basis for a reduction in interface friction during impact loading.

A further potential source of discrepancy is the Prony series representation of the vis-

coelastic behaviour, shown in Section 3.2.2 to underpredict the material hysteresis.

Therefore, an attempt is made to develop an alternative means of representing the

viscoelastic behaviour that does not rely on a Prony series. The built-in, Hysteresis

material model in ABAQUS/Standard [27] is used. It was developed to model the

strain-rate dependent, hysteretic behaviour of elastomers. The hyperelastic defini-

tion remains the same as that described in Section 3.2.2. The hysteresis parameters

are as defined in the ABAQUS User’s Manual [27], with the following values used:

stress scaling factor, S = 3.84, positive exponent, m = 7.65, exponent, C = −0.467

and constant, A = 8.15E − 54. These parameters are derived using the commer-

cially available MCalibration software [197] based on a fit to uniaxial tension data

measured at nominal strain rates between, ε̇ = 10−2 − 102 s−1 and a compression

load-unload test (described in 3.2.2) at a nominal strain rate, ε̇ = 10−3 s−1.

The use of this material model in ABAQUS requires the implicit time integration

version of the code. In contrast to the calculations with explicit time integration,

this is not able to solve the later phases of the projectile penetration for higher

impact velocities (where there is a combination of large deformations and complex

contact conditions). However, for load cases where a solution is obtained (impact

speeds of 45 m s−1, with a partial solution at 64 m s−1 and 101 m s−1), there is an

improved match with experimental measurements (Fig. C.3).
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(a) 45 m s−1

(b) 64 m s−1

(c) 101 m s−1

Figure C.3: Projectile velocity-time history obtained from the impact experiments and the FE
analysis for coated concrete specimens. The first FE model considers a friction coefficient, µ = 0.8
between the elastomer and concrete; the second considers frictionless contact at this interface and
the third considers an alternative model to capture polymer hysteresis, as defined in the text.
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APPENDIX D

Supplementary information: Impact damage

protection mechanisms for elastomer-coated

concrete

D.1 Sensitivity to boundary conditions

D.1.1 Edge constraint

Figure D.1 compares the early and developed damage contours for the reference

geometry case (Fig. 6.1) with the addition of an edge constraint, constraining the

lateral displacement of the outer edges of the elastomer and concrete.

There is no significant effect of the additional edge constraint in terms of concrete

damage initiation. Furthermore, the influence of the coating is unchanged — it serves

to shift the concrete damage initiation mechanism from Mechanism 1 to Mechanism

2.
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D.1 Sensitivity to boundary conditions

Reference Case Edge constraint
Damage Early Developed Early Developed

Uncoated

Coated

Figure D.1: Comparing contours of the compressive damage parameter, dc for the reference
geometry case (Fig. 6.1) and that with an additional edge constraint. A projectile impact at
V0 = 100 m s−1 is considered.
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